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RCA ALL
THE WAY

Re2 1abto Jethg
RCA Manufacturing Company. Inc.
Camden, New Jersey
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

EVERYTHING IN
RADIO -MICROPHONE
TO LOUDSPEAKER

To the consumer, RCA means high quality performance at low cost...To the radio man, RCA means easier selling, higher profits

GET NEW CATALOG FREE!
It's a 32 page Illustrated Booklet on
RCA Test Equipment, Accessories, Parts.
Here itis -hotoff thepress! teaches radio technicalities. Keeps you
A valuable, 32-page illus- up -to -the-minute on latest radio developtratedcatalogtellingabout ments. Shows the way to more service
a: i,o,
RCA's complete line of test jobs. Tells how to make sales.
Not only does this program teach -but
"+:.'_C, equipment, accessories and
p arts. W it l prove extremely it offers a chance to win valuable prizes
IFt, EQUIPMENT
1.Lt1S(1RIE5 PARTS
useful to you in service as well. Your local RCA parts distributor
work. Ask your RCA parts will give you full details on request. Ask
distributor how you can get him today. Tune in for the next broadcast.
yours absolutely free -but ask him today,
before the rush for this fine booklet exThe RCA Radiotron Spring
hausts his supply!

"Check-Up" Plan Gives Old
You Can Make Extra
And
Radios New Life
Profits With This New
RCA Extension Speaker Means More Service Jobs!

...

There are lots of people who would like
to have an extra loudspeaker for use in
their playroom, den, porch or garden. And
this new RCA extension speaker is ideal!

The RCA Radiotron Spring "Check -Up"
Plan consisting of a 10-point radio check -up
service costing $1.50 exclusive of parts, is
of interest to 73% of the homes in your
community, for that many have a radio.
Check -ups are part of American life.
People are used to automobile and dental
check -ups. Hence they can see the wisdom
of a radio check -up. And the RCA Check Up means giving weak, worn-out radios
new life and vigor restoring to them
"new set" tone and performance!
Service men will find, as others have,
that the check -up promotes sales of service and parts, new sets and other appliances that they stock. Moreover, they visit
sick radios on the basis of "service" -not
"sales ". And that's a valuable point in their
favor. In addition, they get paid for the
service they render and, at the same time,
are afforded an opportunity to help their
customers select other merchandise they
may need.
Service Men Get Selling Help from RCA
In order to help you sell this service RCA
Radiotron is running full column advertisements in The Saturday Evening Post
newsand Collier's every other week
paper ads in over 100 cities ... and features
the check -up with commercials on a full
hour radio program every Sunday. And in
all cases YOU are mentioned as the man
for the consumer to call in! Besides this,
Radiotron also offers you several mailing
pieces for your own use -mailing pieces
that will produce results. Get some. Use
them. Back up this Plan. It will pay you
well! Also ask your jobber for details of
the new auto radio check-up.

-

Not only is it light and portable -but it provides excellent tone. In abeautifully carved
cabinet it will enhance the appearance of
any room. And it costs only $9.50 list.
Take it with you on service calls. Demonstrate its great usefulness to your customers. It will prove a fine aid to extra
profits. Comes complete with 6-inch P.M.
speaker, universal matching transformer
and switch.

New Radio Program

Provides Free Radio

Instruction...Free Prizes
RCA, in cooperation with your local RCA
tube or parts distributor, is sponsoring a
new, weekly radio broadcast on 60 stations
from coast to coast, solely for the benefit
of radio service men. This fine new program

...
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Facts Prove RCA All The
Way Means Better Radio
Radio holds many thrills in store for listeners every day. But there's no radio
thrill that compares with the thrill of
owning a set that gives you the benefits of
RCA All The Way reception. And only
with an RCA Victor radio can you get
this reception!
Here are five facts offering strong proof
that RCA All The Way means better
radio. Read them. Then have your nearest
RCA Victor dealer give you an actual
demonstration of radio that's RCA All The
Way from the microphone in the studio
to the receiving set in your home.
1 Through the National Broadcasting
Company, one of the RCA family, RCA
creates and broadcasts the majority of

-

network programs.
2 The actual broadcasting of many programs is done with RCA equipment. More
than half the broadcast power on the air
is RCA installed.
3 From practical experience in radio communication with 47 foreign countries and
ships on all seas, RCA knows how to build
superb short wave broadcasting and receiving equipment.
4 RCA is the only company that does
everything in radio from original research to broadcasting.
5 RCA is the only company that makes
everything in radio from microphone to
receiving sets.

-

-

RCA Victor 1937
radios (Model 6K-1
shpwnhere, $52.95)
range in price from
$20.00 up. Including such outstanding RCA Victor
features as Magic
Brain, Magic Eye,
MagicVoice, Metal

Tubes and many
others, they are
today, more than
ever, radio 's greatest values!

New Tube Manual!
The RC -13 Manual on RCA Radio Tubes
gives service men complete information
on all receiving tube types including
Metal and G -Series tubes. Get your
copy from your RCA tube distributor.
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THOUSANDS are MAKING
$30-$40-$50 a WEEK
,rte

ELECTRICITY

-

LEARN BY DOING
,12 WEEKS TRAINING IN BIG COYNE SHOPS
GIVES YOU YOUR START IN THIS GIGANTIC FIELD
It's Easy to Train at Coyne for your start in Electricity. Break
out of the Low -pay, untrained class. If you are interested in
bettering your position in life, send in the coupon for information on COYNE Practical Training in Electricity.
Thousands of Trained Electrical Men are making good money
in the many branches of Electricity. Industry everywhere is
being modernized with new electrical equipment
will use
more electricity. Many Power Plant Operators now make up
to $50 per week. Electrical Maintenance Men are paid $150 a
month and up. Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Service Men earn $30-$40
-$50 a week. Armature Winders make $40 a week and more. Aviation and

...

Auto Ignition Men also make good money at steady jobs. Many others operate
their own business. These are only a few of the opportunities in Electricity.

Train on FULL SIZE Equipment

-

NOT by Correspondence -NOT by Text Books
COYNE Shop Training is NOT by correspondence or Home Study.
You come right to the big COYNE Shops in Chicago to get this
practical Training. You work on real equipment -such as generators, real dynamos, you wind armatures, work on diesel engines,
airplane motors, and do many other practical Electrical jobs. Here
is one of the greatest working outlays of its kind in America. No
embarrassing reciting. No dry text books. You don't need high
school education or previous experience. It is this real job
Training that enables COYNE to train you for a better pay job.

AIR CONDITIONING, DIESEL and
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION included

Spreading over the nation is a vast network, these fast developing
branches of ELECTRICITY are employing more men and paying
more in salaries every year.
YOU TRAIN HERE
Homes, offices,factories, trai ns.
M any thousands
autos, airplanes are being airof dollarsworth
conditioned. Autos may soon
of real practical equipment

be diesel -powered. This valuable instruction included wit bout extraeost.

mine

is installed in

Clip and send Coupon -NOW!

fireproof

Send for EASY PAYMENT PLAN
-New Low Cost Board and Room Plan
My friend. don't waste the golden years of your life saying,
Of course you can! Get
my catalog -see for yourself how we help graduates year after
year. I have a special new low cost Board and Room Plan
whereby students take care of their living expenses while at
COYNE. Don't let lack of money hold you back. Be sure to send the
Coupon for information on how to get training first, then

"I can't afford Specialized Training!"

pay tuition in 18 easy Monthly Payments, starting
you begin school.

S

months after

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
If you need

part time work to help pay living expenses while
here, we'll help you. We help hundreds of students through
this special department and may be able to help you.

JOB AFTER GRADUATION SERVICE

We keep in touch with many large firms in many branches of
ELECTRICITY. ready at all times to supply their needs for
trained men. After you graduate you get Lifetime job assistance through our Free Employment Department. As a
COYNE graduate you get free business service and technical
consultation to help you as you advance in your job; also, the
privilege of review at any time without additional tuition

charge.

Employers PRAISE These COYNE Graduates
"Mr. Lingerfelt's services
very satisfactory. His practical
GET FULL FACTS has shop training at COYNE
certainly helped

Bo.

You'll
e
thing
the
Big FREE COYNE
ok
facts...opportunities ...job's ...,
salaries...actual photos of hundreds of ambitious fellows preparing for better j bs. You'll
see proof that COYNE training
pays. This big Book is
yours without obligation. So
act at once.
Just mail
Coupon.

increase
his efficiency."
"John Lindquist was given
an increase in salary due to
the high quality of his work."
(Names of companies
request). We have scores on
of
such letters. Get complete
story. You owe it to yourself.
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in my
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COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL.
500 S. Paulina

St., Dept. A7-83, Chicago, Ill.
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Radio -Then and Now
John Reinartz
By
L.
Consultant on Tube Application for Radio Amateurs, RCA Radiotron Division

WHEN Marconi electrified the world with his splendid the radio-frequency amplifier type and the superheterodyne
achievement of bringing the Old and the New World to- type. Many amateurs were drawn into commercial changether by wireless in 1901, there were born what we know nels and are today some of the leaders in that field. For a
today as amateurs (Hams) who were to follow in his foot- while the amateur got away from his hobby but came back
steps and outdo even Marconi's feat. By 1908 these ama- to it with a vengeance when in 1923 he started to investiteurs had multiplied to the extent that business houses found gate the then unused shorter wavelengths below 200 meters.
it profitable to manufacture and sell parts to these amateurs. He found that greater distances were possible in spite of
Many old-tuners will remember the E. I. Co. catalog as the earlier prediction of physicists that 200 meters was
well as the one supplied by Mesco. A perusal of these old - the lower limit of effective radio transmissions. First the
time catalogs will bring a smile to any present-day amateur, amateur went below 100 meters and found it a wonderful
but back in the old days they represented the "store- house" territory for greater distances than he had ever before covfrom which the amateur could obtain the latest and most ered, then on down until his dream of contacting the antiauthoritative information on just what radio was. Inci- podes was fulfilled. First he spanned the Atlantic, then the
dentally, he spent all his hard -earned money for such ap- American continent; finally the greatest distance possible,
paratus as he could afford to buy. Who
from one antipode to the other. Amadoes not remember the % inch spark
teur interest soared and commercial incoil secondary for two dollars, the core
terest followed. What had been unused
and primary to be made up by the purterritory before became a hotly) conchaser? I still have such a coil, purtested section of the radio spectrum.
chased from the E. I. Co. Then later,
The amateur had to give way and be
Brandes earphones replaced the coherer
content with short sections in what had
and decoherer. Detectors ranged all the
been before an unlimited range. Comway from the pyrite and galena crystals
mercial companies started to scrap their
to electrolytics and the audion. Spark
high -power long -wave stations and betransmitters were the rule and the
gan to build high- frequency (shortamount of power used was determined
wave) stations of comparatively low
only by the capacity of the pocket -book,
power, capable of more effective comwavelengths were just as elastic until
munication than were the old long -wave
the law of 1912 limited amateurs to a
stations. Today, commercial communiwavelength of 200 meters and a power
cation is effected in greater part on
of 1000 watts. Then there came a perithose short waves which were demonod of status quo lasting up to the time
strated by the amateurs to be surprisof our entry into the World War. Beingly useful.
fore this time there had been few occaAgain there was a lull in amateur
sions when the amateur could point to
activity until he began to take stock of
public service. However when war was
those frequencies still left to him and
declared, a call for radio operators met
he decided that perhaps the frequencies
with an enthusiastic response and the
above those used by the commercial
amateurs' service to their country in
companies might still be good for sometime of need is one of the "high spots"
thing. Therefore the amateur started
in the history of amateur radio.
to look into the 5 and 10 'meter bands,
When the rights of the amateur were
including 2%z meters for good
Jahn
L.
Reinartz.
of
one
the
best
known
radio
restored to them after the war in 1919, amateurs in the world. The receiving circuit He found ten meters capable ofmeasure.
the technical progress of radio had ad- bearing his name has been used by thousands the-world contacts and 5 meters roundsplenvanced in great strides and the vacuum of amateurs and was the first satisfactory did for short distance work because of
-W receiver. In 1923 the first two -way amatube had come into its own. Spark Cteur
the unbelievably small power requirecontact across the Atlantic was estabtransmitters gradually went the way lished when Schnell. IMO, and John Reinartz. ments. Equipment for transmission reheld a QSO for several hours with
of all obsolete material and tube trans- 1XAM.
quired but a single receiving type tube
Deloy, in France. The wavelength was
mission became the rule. A few ama- 8AB.
to effect contact with a receiver using
about 110 meters. He is at present engaged
teurs had been experimenting with as a consultant on radio amateur tube appli- but one tube. While usual
contacts
cations.
radiophone and they brought about a
were along line -of-sight distances, ocnew phase of radio. Several broadcasional contacts were made over greatcasting stations started to transmit music and entertain- er distances, lending that enchantment necessary
to keep
ment and the amateurs began to invite their friends in to the amateur interested. Again commercial companies
folhear this broadcasting. A great craze for receiving equip- lowed suit and we now have short -wave police radio and
ment developed and nearly all amateurs started to build pick -up stations used for contacts with studios of the large
receivers for the broadcast listener. It became a scramble broadcasting companies. Even now, work is going forof circuits until finally they settled down to two basic types, ward on 3 meters and 6 meters
(Continued on page 95)
Sixth of a Series of "Guest" Editorials
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Short Wave Snapshots
... Airplane Bombing ..
... Portable Army sets.

Latest Advances in S -W Diathermy
Television
Ultra Short Waves

...

1

signal substitute for
aer:al bombs -the odd look' ig
device at the right is used by
Uncle Sam's aerial bombing
experts for target practice.
The position of the plane,
when it sends a short -wave
signal instead of dropping a
bomb, is recorded by the large
camera obscura. This system
saves the cost of bombs, and
Radio

`.

gg

!MIR

aa:aibr]

Dr. Lee de Forest has turned his
of experience

to

the

building

serves the same purpose. Wavelengths between 42 and 96
meters are used.

lifetime
of

radio

therapy instruments. He has designed
a machine known as the "Dynatherm,"
which, by means of short waves, induces
artificial fever, helpful in curing various
ailments. Dr. de Forest is shown in his
Los Angeles laboratory.

->

Right -The Baird 1-5 Television receiver is
said to be the best European set and operates on
A.C. or D.C. Incoming sound and vision signals
are fed into the receiver through a low. impedance
feeder cable. Vision channel band -width 2 megacycles: Control knobs -center one is for tuning:
the other 5 for adjustment of image sharpness.
for varying the contrast, for controlling the screen
light intensity, also sound and vision controls to
adjust the overall gain of the set.

An
Above -One -half meter transmitter.
ultra short -wave transmitter recently built

by one of the engineers of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. It utilizes the new 316A highfrequency tube. 400 volts D.C. is applied
to the plate. At 600 me. the power output
is 4 watts. The limit of oscillation for this
tube is 750 mc.

Pancake Television Antenna used in
Berlin. Photo below shows the top of
Berlin's television tower 453 feet in
height, with an image antenna of unusual design. The antenna was designed
for a wavelength of 6.7 meters, and it
is claimed that the great range of the
Berlin television station is due to this
odd -looking radiator.

"Farthest North" radio amateur -George
Rayburn of Wiseman,
Alaska. seen at the
controls of his homemade transmitting

and receiving seta.
TLocated 100 miles north of the Arctic Circle, he provides the link
between Wiseman's isolated handful of prospectors and Eskimo
families and the outside world. The village of Wiseman is road less and train -less, relying on river travel, airplane and dogteam for transportation. Besides being radio operator, young Rayburn is school teacher, doctor and dentist.

-a

radio set on "mule-back." T
British signaller using a "portable" which can be used while the
mule is moving. This picture shows
a scene on India's Northwest frontier, during operations in the Khaisore Valley against hostile tribesmen
who opposed the British Government's efforts to secure the safety
of a kidnapped Hindu girl. The operations were successfully conducted.
but sniping of troops continued as
a matter of routine.
Above
A
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Practical Cathode-Ray
TELEriTISION
In France
By P.

Hémardinquer

With the recent announcement that a new French television transmitter rated at

30,000 watts, will shortly go on the air- interest in French television receivers has
greatly increased. The present article describes the latest cathode -ray television
receivers of the type used in France.

Fig. 2-The small model Emyradio television receiver (without sound reception).

Fig.

3

-The interior

of the Emyradio television receiver -small model.

IF

IMAGE OR FIELD
DETECTOR
THYRATRON
A.F.
AMPLIFIER FILTER TUNE RON

AMPLIFIER

FREQUENCY
CHANGER

MODULATION,

(SIGNAL
INTENSITY)
VERTILA
SWEEP

Fig.

L

OSCILLOGR
CATHODE RAY

TUBE

HOR ZONTAL

SWEEP

I-Emyrudio
Breakdown (block diagram) of the
television receiver.

THE receivers constructed by M. R.
Barthelemy, one of the pioneers of
television in France, permit in some
cases the reception of images and in
other cases the reception of both images
and their accompanying sounds for
transmissions of the French system.
The receiver proper is a simple
superheterodyne using an octode tube
for the frequency changer, special high frequency pentodes for the intermediate frequency amplifier, a double -diode
triode for detection and a pentode of
the power type for audio- frequency
amplification. The band covered extends from 6 to 9 meters, and the band
passed by the I.F. amplifier is approximately 1,000 kilocycles. (Fig. 1).
The coils are space -wound and supported on forms of very high insulating
quality; the coupling between the detector and the A.F. amplifier is of the
resistance-capacity type.
The tuning dial is about 31/a inches
in diameter and is graduated in arbitrary divisions of 0 to 100. Also on
the front panel are the sensitivity control, the control of the intensity of the
cathode ray tube luminescence, the frequency control of the sweep circuits
and the power -supply switch.
Lens Magnifies Image
The cathode -ray oscillograph tube
has a diameter of 39/t inches and produces a greenish tinted image. The

sensitive surface of the tube is ntagn:fied to a size of 7 inches by means of
a simple convex lens placed in front of
the tube in the simplified model.
The oscillograph tube functions with
a filament voltage of 4 V. and a current
of 1.5 amperes. The voltage applied
to the first anode is 800 to 1,400 V. and
on the second it is 230 to 400 V. (Fig.
1, 2 and 3.)
The sensitivity of the electrostatic
deflecting plates differs-for the first
pair it is between .0164 and .0094 inch
per volt, while for the second pair it is
between .0176 and .01 inch per volt.
The high voltage necessary for the
power-supply is obtained from two rectifiers (Kenotrons) with a particularly
fine filter circuit. The sweeps, horizontal and vertical, are controlled by
two thyratron tubes.
The synchronization is completely
automatic both in frequency and in
phase (line and field) and is obtained
at intervals of a half- second, without
intervention of the operator. In the
system of M. Barthelemy synchronization is obtained by a single intense
signal of short duration, which locks
the thyratron in line and suppresses
the signal corresponding to the end of
the last line. The inventor has inserted
devices which compensate for the lack
of linearity of the simple sweep circuits
used, which are caused by the difference in the charging rate of a condenser at the beginning and end of the
charging curve.
The Radio L.L. receiver is regulated
especially for the reception of the
transmissions of the French system.
The actual receiver and the sweep
equipment is enclosed in a small piece
of furniture with a protruding part on
top in which a lens is mounted which
both corrects and enlarges the images.
The receiver covers the wavelengths
between 6 and 12 meters. It consists
of a frequency changer using an octode
tube, three stages of intermediate frequency amplification, a double diode
detector, a tube for decoupling, two
stages of audio amplification, and
finally one tube for rectifying the high
voltage of the "B" supply (Fig. 4).
The band pass is of the order of 1,500
kilocycles with a maximum attenuation
of 6 db. and the audio frequency section
carries frequencies of 25 to 1,000,000
cycles with a maximum attenuation
of 6 db.
The synchronizing system consists of
the usual thyratrons, but the thyratrons are supplemented by two amplifying tubes feeding the horizontal plates,
for correcting the non -linearity of the
charge curve. The field of image
thyratron is also followed by two
amplifying tubes which feed the vertical plates.
By this method an absolutely linear

sweep is obtained, which produces
images clear right to the borders of the
tube. The "B" power for the amplifying tubes is obtained from a full -wave
rectifier tube, while the high voltage
for the thyratron is obtained from a
half-wave rectifier.
The receiver (Continued on page 92)

Fig.

6 -The amateur or home -made "Visiodyne Baby" receiver designed by
M. Chauviere.
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7- Circuit details of the Chauviere
receiver, showing the current formation
in the different stages.
Fig.
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New Loop Aerial

Ensures Contact
With Planes
By Henry W. Roberts

-a

The newest sensation in aviation radio
directive loop- antenna, which
makes it possible to concentrate a wave so as to reach an airplane or land
station at practically any distance. Mr. Roberts is an expert on radio direction finders, besides being an airplane pilot.

a sharp cut -out below 400
cycles, to prevent modulation of the station carrier
on this audio frequency.
The frequency range covers ten values, running
from 3,000 kc. to 9,000 kc.
(33 to 100 meters).
The frequency changNew "Directive Loop" aerial
recently built at Glendale,
Calif., by American Airlines.
It will enable the dispatcher
to "contact" land stations
or airplanes at great distances, if necessary. Photo

courtesy American Airlines.
TO reduce radio traffic congestion
by eliminating numerous relay stations along their 3000 -mile coast -tocoast route, American Airlines recently
installed at their Glendale, California,
terminal a directional transmitting antenna, capable of spanning the continent with code and having a 500-mile
range for voice communication.
Trained on a point midway between
Fort Worth, Texas, and New York, the
new 20 ft. loop antenna directs its
maximum radiation substantially along
the air line's route, providing greater
range for the given power and avoiding
interference with communications elsewhere. 800 watts are available for
code messages, and better than 400
watts for voice communication with

ing is rapidly accomplished by means
of a remotely controlled motor -driven
This unit,
multiple- switching unit.
controlled by a telephone -dial system,
AIRPLANE CONTROL
STATION

''
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-. _

eÓ'''\

s

-

LENGTH TO
BE USED)

i

SELECTIVE
RELAY

-H.W.R.

Reinartz Beam Antenna Also Useful
for Amateurs
This novel beam antenna, which is
being used by the American Airlines
for communication with ground stations along their air routes and also for
contacting planes whenever desired, is
the invention of John L. Reinartz, our
"Guest" editorial writer this month.
The antenna as shown on our front
.cover illustration and in the accompanying photos is rigidly mounted on poles,
but for amateur requirements this concentrated design of aerial, which really
comprises two half -wave antennas rolled
into a more (Continued on page 95)
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aircraft in flight.
A novel feature of the installation
is the coaxial feeder line from the
transmitter to the antenna. The wire

is centrally supported by isolantite
beads within a copper duct, from which
the air was exhausted and replaced by
nitrogen gas under pressure. This provides an excellent insulation, since the
nitrogen gas, unlike air, is not affected
electrically by variations in temperature and moisture content.
An unusual method of keying and
press -to -talk control is used. A fixed
oscillator generates a 4100-cycle signal,
which activates tubes in the transmitter
control unit. These tubes control a
relay which turns on the high voltage
when the 'phone channels are used;
or allows the application of screen
voltage to the doubler and intermediate
stages when keying. Many relays are
eliminated in this manner, and facsimile speeds are possible with this
feature. A 400 -cycle filter is used with

á. /

drives a single insulated shaft mounted
vertically in the center of the transmitter, and tunable air -dielectric condensers replace the conventional fixed units
in the higher power stages. Frequencies
may be varied, with all voltages applied, without damaging the equipment.

\`

INSULATORS

\

(5{IÉRS)

É

q

.//
CO

C
DIRECTIVITY

-AXIAL

OPTIONAL FEELCP FEED LINE
SYSTEM (USED BY AIRWAYS)

general idea of the method of using the Reinartz directive loop aerial for transmitting is given above. Also how it may be placed on a rotating platform to direct the
beam to any desired point. Different feeder systems are shown.
A
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New Surveying Instrument Has Many Uses
(loop antenna) and an auxiliary antenna consisting of an
aluminum rod, penetrating the loop antenna. In addition
to the radio devices a diopter is installed into the loop antenna for optical survey. The new device which has been
designed by the Telefunken Co., for use by the German
Army is of great value for land surveying under most difficult conditions. Batteries for operating it are all self -contained in the cabinet.
The diagram shows the circuit applied in the new German
short wave "Nahefeld- Peiler."
The loop antenna (Rahmenantenne) consists of a single
ring made of cast aluminum. The diameter of the ring is
about 19 inches. We see further an auxiliary antenna
(hilfs antenne) which operates with a differential condenser in the tank circuit of the R.F. tube. This antenna is
used for side -determinations. A tube is applied as a local
oscillator, followed by a single I.F. stage. A second detector and the two A.F. stages are
(Continued on page 112)

The photos above show the new short -wave surveying instrument used by the German army. It is a thoroughly portable
device and has a very high accuracy.

THE photos show one of the new German "NahefeldPeiler" as used by the German Army, i.e., in the form
of a portable station. The cast aluminum box atop the tripod
contains a very sensitive 6 -tube ultra -short wave receiver,
which operates in connection with a cast aluminum ring

Short Waves

Wiring diagram of the receiver used on the new German shortwave surveying instrument. The wavelength range covered is
15 to loll- meters.

+

Balloons = Weather News

Latest French system of determining meteorological conditions in the upper atmosphere
ABOUT a half century ago, the learned
meteorologist, Teisserenc de Bort, began
the exploration of the air by means of sound
balloons. This method, universally adopted
since then by meteorological observatories,
consists of throwing into the air a rubber hydrogen- inflated sphere covered by a parachute and equipped with a rattan basket carrying the recording instruments, it reaches a

The commander, R. Bureau, technical under- director of the National Meterological
Dept., has developed the Radiosondage.
That skillful technician put in a light basket
a radio sending -unit, which, connected with
recording instruments, permits him to receive all the necessary data on the state of
the atmosphere, and to transmit these to
those interested in collecting these observations. This method is now used
in France, Germany, Russia and
the United States.
(Continued on page 112)

Above- Appearance of

one of
the new French radio weather
balloons.

Close -up of the short -wave transmitter carried in the balloon as it ascends
to extremely high altitudes. A small battery operates the set.

fixed altitude, according to its size. A balloon of 80 cm. (32 inches) in diameter
reaches a ceiling of about 12,000 meters,
while a balloon of 125 cm. (50 inches) in

diameter can attain 18,000 meters. Having reached the greatest altitude their dimensions will permit, these balloons gradually descend, suspended by the parachutes.

View of another type short -wave transmitter carried aloft by weather balloon.
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Practical Antenna Hints
By Henry Johnstone
Several novel ideas are herewith
presented which the short-wave "Fan"
and "Ham" will find of value. Variable doublets for tuning to the exact
wavelength are discussed among other
things.

Fig. L Either solid or
stranded wire can be used and as the
wire is reeled in, it may be wound on
metal drums of either threaded or
smooth 'contour. The motors and
winches may be housed in small waterproof boxes or protected in some other
way such as under the eave of a house,
shown in

etc.

ANY one who has made much of a
study of short waves knows that to
receive a distant station with the maximum strength of signal, that a doublet aerial should be adjusted exactly to
the frequency of the wave which is to
be received. Quite some time ago an
article in an English journal described
a winch for hauling in the extra wire
of an inverted "V" antenna, and while
this idea has probably not been adopted
in this country, due to the reason that
this type of antenna is not so much in
favor here as abroad, another application of the motor for winding up any
unused wire is shown in Fig. 1. Here
a motor winch reels in the two wires of
a doublet so as to adjust the length
of the arms to the desired frequency.
Each arm of the doublet in practice
is adjusted to one-quarter of the wavelength of the incoming signal or the
two halves are made equivalent to the
half wavelength. One of the simplest
ways of applying the motor-driven
winches to an adjustable wavelength
doublet, is to use balance weights as
INSULATOR

INSULATOR

MOTOR OPERATED
DRUMS,WITH TELLTALE SIGNAL LAMP OR
OTHER MEANS TO IN-

CABLE

)

WEIGHT

DICATE TO TNEOPERATOR
JUST ABOUT WHAT LENGTH
OP DOUBLET 151H USE.
TRANS.

PUSH BUTTON

CONTROL PANEL

WEIGHT

I.

Mc:nog

WORM

WORM

P. PULLEY

17$11-10
SET

44.10,

FIG

- DOuBLET-

ADJUSTABLE

1

MAX ACTIVITY
.

i

REELS

FIG. 1A
( TO WIND BOTH LEGS

IN.

WITH ONE MOTOR)

DOUBLET
11

II

TWO
BRUSHES

One Motor Winds Up Both "Arms" of

Doublet
The ingenious experimenter will be
able to easily work out any one of sev-

eral electrical circuits for controlling
the motors. One scheme would be to
control the motors with a simple switch
and arrange to check the lengths of the
arms of the antenna visually, by having fixed or stationary indicators rigged
up either on the drums or at the very
ends of the antenna, so that the positions of the insulators as they were
reeled in would indicate the wavelength
for which the antenna was set, in any
given case. However, the simplest and
best arrangement of the winding
scheme would be, of course, to use one
motor for otherwise it would be almost
impossible to keep the winding lengths
even. The single motor may be geared
to the two winches or drums through
a bakelite rod or otherwise, the insulating rod being suggested for use especially where a "V" type antenna is
used.
Still another idea for the electrical
control would be to have several pushbuttons mounted on a small panel near
the receiver, so that by preadjustment
and calibration, the winch motor would
haul in just enough of the antenna

A Revolving Doublet
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wires for the pre-set wavelength. For
instance, if the 30-meter button was
pressed, the motor-by pre-calibration-would wind in just enough wire
on both legs of the antenna to give the
proper length of wire and would then
stop. The cut-off may be arranged with
a traveling nut or switch dog moving
along a screw or threaded shaft attached to the motor-winch mechanism,
the contacts at the various positions
along which the switch dog moves being made alive or dead by a relay controlled by the respective buttons on the
control panel.

In Fig. 2 we find another interesting
angle with regard to improving the efficiency of the short-wave doublet antenna. This principle has been used by
quite a number of "Hams" especially
on the ultra-high frequencies. The reCONTACT
volving doublet is based on the principle
RINGS
BRUSHES
that to receive a distant station the
SLIP
PIVOT
NGS
arms of the doublet should be presented
broad-side to the distant transmitter.
INSULATORS
INSULATION
In other words, the maximum activity
DRUM
of the receiving doublet is at right-REVOLVING
angles to the axes of the wires cornFIG. 2
DOUBLETposing its two legs or arms. The design
of a revolving doublet can be worked
in one of several different ways,
Doublet may be tuned to different fre- out
quencies by motor-winch, which is shown and while a rope or other means may
in Fig. 1. A push-button control may be used to rotate the doublet, mounted
easily be arranged. Fig. 2 shows "revolv- on a piece of small timber or a board,
the electrical (Continued on page 96)
ing" doublet.
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Fig. 3-Adjustable doublet; 4-variable
"V" doublet; 5-lead-in detail; 5-Adoublet installed in attic; 6-lightning
arrester hook-up.
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Here's "hot" news for the "Veri" card collectors! A verification
card from the BBC! We are indebted to Mr. L. E. Cavileer of
Haddon Heights, N.J., for sending us this card and the "welcome news" that Daventry now verifies!

-
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How To GET
That "VERI "!
By M. Harvey Gernsback
Editor of Our "World Short -Wave Station List"
So many requests have been made to the editors asking how to
.

apply for verification cards to "foreign" short-wave stations, that
we asked Mr. Gernsback to write this article. The instructions are
clear and simple to follow, and if you have not already become
a DX "Veri" collector, you undoubtedly will once you have seen
some of the very attractive verification cards sent by "foreign"
stations.

"HOW can I be sure to get a veri
this coupon to cover the cost of answer- and a reply coupon enclosed. Their
card from that foreign station?"
hundreds of short-wave "fans" ask this ing your letter. Many stations refuse to reasons for this attitude are unknown.
question each month. Before going into verify unless such a coupon is enclosed, In this country W8XK at Pittsburg
that question we have a piece of news since they cannot afford the expense. no longer verifies. Some foreign stathat should be of interest to all "veri" There are certain countries where these tions do not verify unless the request
collectors. Daventry now verifies! Up coupons are unredeemable. The local is written in their native language, because they have no one to translate
above in the corner we have reproEnglish reports.
duced the card for GSC, one of the
To guide verification seekers we
numerous frequencies used by Day Attach 9c International
Reply
reproduce here a model letter reentry.
Coupon
questing verification. In addition
To get back to our main topic,
Date
there is appended a letter written in
however, there are several important
Spanish requesting verification.
points to remember when sending a
Name of Station
August 25th, 1932
request to a short -wave broadcasting
Correct Address
Radio Station VK2ME,
station for a verification of reception.
Exact time program was beard. State frequency.
First of all the letter must be
Amalgamated Wireless Of AustraBrief description of station beard.
lasia Ltd.,
clearly written. The best and surest
Whether man or woman, singing or speaking,
way is to type it. If a typewriter is
47 York St.,
band or concert, violin or piano solo, etc.
Remarks as to how good program was received,
not available, print the letter, unless
Sydney, Australia.
-if
of
fading
airy,
interfered,
degree
whether
static
you possess a very legible handwritGentlemen:
etc.
This morning at 6:18 a.m. (Easting. Stations receive hundreds of
Request that they check report with their "log"
ern Standard Time) I had the pleasletters every day and it is too much
and send veripcawai card. Also state that you
ure of picking up VK2ME broadenclose "International Reply Coupon."
to expect them to wade through a
casting on 31.28 meters (9590 kc.).
carelessly scrawled letter. Never
Sender's name
I am listing the items heard:
write letters with a pencil! Always
Address
6:18 a.m. Orchestra playing "Home,
use pen and ink. Be especially careSweet Home."
ful with letters sent to stations in
countries where English is not gen- General outline of data to he submitted in 6:20 a.m. Announcement of last
number and next number.
erally used. Most stations have peo- your letter applying for a verification card to
ple on their staff who can read Eng- a "foreign" station-and don't forget that "In- 6:21 a.m. Soprano solo by Mary
which
can
you
obReply
Coupon,"
ternational
Jones, "In the Gloaming."
lish, provided it is written clearly.
tain from your local post office for the small
6:24 a.m. Announcement "This is
The writer's name and address should
foreign
stacosts
the
cents.
It
of
nine
sum
VK2ME, Sydney, Australia, broadbe clearly printed also.
a considerable sum to send out these
casting on 31.28 meters. The time
The second point is to give suffi- tions
"Veri"
cards, therefore send that nine -cent
in Sydney is now 9.24 p.m. in the
cient data on what program you
coupon to help them defray the mailing cost.
evening. You will now hear the
heard, the exact time at which you
song of the Kookaburra, Austraheard it, and the exact or approxilia's 'laughing jackass' bird."
mate frequency the station was oper- postmaster can tell which countries
enclose
6:25 a.m. Kookaburra bird.
ating on (if the station didn't announce these are on request. Never
its operating frequency, estimate it). U.S. postage stamps when sending let- 6:25% p.m. Announcement: "The next
number will (Continued on page 103)
Many listeners write letters saying "/ ters to foreign stations, since they can
heard your station yesterday morning, not be used by them.
Most commercial telephone stations,
please verify." Of course no station
will verify a report of this type. It is as differentiated from broadcast stations, will not verify reception reports
not detailed enough!
When writing also include informa- unless the report is for a period when
tion on how the station was received, the station was testing. This applies
whether loud or weak, fading or steady, particularly to United States telephone
distorted or clear and whether any other stations. The only U.S. phone stations
station was interfering- with reception. which will verify are those of the A.T.
If there was interference, mention the & T. Co., at Dixon, Cal., which are used
interfering station by name. Also men- for Trans -Pacific phone service. They
tion whether the station is heard as well, will verify reports covering periods
or better than any other station located when tests were being conducted. All
others generally answer requests by a
near to it.
After all, the station is doing you a letter quoting the Federal "secrecy of
favor by verifying your report, so it is communications" law and stating that
only fair to give the station operators verification is impossible. The great
this information, as it is useful to them. majority of foreign telephone stations
Always inclose an INTERNATION- are not so "fussy" and will verify acAL REPLY COUPON' with your re- curate reports.
quest. These coupons can be purchased
There are a number of stations both
at virtually any post -office in the United broadcast and otherwise, which never A typical "foreign" short-wave broadcast
station-VK2ME, Australia.
States for 9 cents. The station can cash verify even when reports are complete
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Short-Wave Beginner

Regenerative
SUPER -3
By E. L.

Front view of the "Regenerative Super -3" with Trimm featherweight phones used in test.

Garrett

This new "regenerative super -het" circuit works particularly
well and three tubes perform four functions. This set works
phones or speaker and uses 6.3 volt metal tubes. A separate plate supply is required. It has band -spread and many other features.

IT has often
been said that
"You can't beat
the old regenerative detector, and
one R.F. stage
combination f o r

sensitivity."

Whether strictly
true or not, there
were (and still
are!) many thousands of sets with
this line up in
service. Only a
couple of years
ago, before the
Top view of the "Super -3 ", which yielded
called superhet
surprisingly fine results-both as to se- so"boom," this was
lectivity and range.
the accepted and
standard receiver; and just as much DX was heard on such a "rig" as is
heard on the present -day multi -tube superhets. As always,
however, there is a drawback to the simple rig
simply
is not selective enough for present day operation. Now many
beginners (and old- timers too, though they won't admit it)

-it

/

R.E TRIM.

ANT.

35MMF.

2ÑááÌ

/10D

6L7

MMF

MMF.

would like to build a superhet, but even the name scares
them and brings up thoughts of many tubes, complicated
alignment procedure and of course considerable expense.
So it was decided to see just how simple a superhet could be
made and still be worthy of the name.
Cost of 3 -Tube Set Reasonable
The little set illustrated here is the result, and from the
cost standpoint, it will be seen that it is very little more than
a good three -tube T.R.F. receiver. The operation, however,
is entirely different. Due to the use of double regeneration,
and an iron -core I.F. transformer, the sharpness of tuning is
surprising. Regeneration in the second detector further
sharpens the tuning and increases signal strength. This system makes possible the elimination of the usual I.F. stage,
yet the results are very nearly the same as they would be if
it were included. This is not at all a freak idea. It has
beet used for many ham receivers, and was used by one of
the country's largest commercial set makers in some of their
midget A.C.-D.C. receivers. It means an extra control, but
this is offset by the fact that the control also serves as a
"beat oscillator" by allowing the second detector to oscillate.
1 Tube Acts As 2nd Det. and A.F. Stage
The 6N7 tube is used as a combined second detector and
A.F. output stage, an audio volume control being provided
to assure comfortable volume when using head phones for
reception. The output circuit is arranged so that no D.C.
flows in the headphones or speaker. Thus any type phones
may be safely used.
The construction is quite simple. The vernier dial and
tuning condenser are first mounted and lined up so that the
dial turns smoothly and without slip. Then all other parts
are mounted. Note that none of the parts are mounted on
the panel alone. That is, the panel may be removed without
detaching any wires. The small variable condensers are
mounted by brackets on the chassis. Note that the 50
mmf. regeneration control variable (Continued on page 107)
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The
VACATION
PORTABLE
By H. C. Cisin, M.E.
This all- around battery -operated "portable" covers the short-wave and broadcast
bands, thanks to the use of plug-in coils. A regenerative detector and three stages
of audio are used to give loudspeaker operation, or phones may be used also.

Front view of the "Vacation Portable"
with lid open.

NOWADAYS radio is recognized as an indispensible aid in the complete enjoyment of vacatica time. From year to year the portable radio
has increased in popularity until at present no
excursion in the great outdoors is considered complete without the accompaniment of radio entertainment. The early portables were crude and
bulky. Present -day sets of this type, however,
are compact, light and powerful, due to improvements in circuit design, tubes and batteries.
The Vacation Portable takes advantage of the
newest developments in portable design. Instead
of being restricted to the reception of local broadcasting only, it is arranged for all -wave reception
so that it can be used to bring in foreign stations,
police calls and other desirable short-wave programs, in addition to the standard broadcasting.
In a portable receiver, where the antenna is
often likely to be inefficient, it is necessary to provide an extra sensitive receiver. Through years
of experience, it has been found that the regenerative detector is, without a doubt, one of the most
sensitive devices for obtaining long-range reception under conditions where the number of tubes A view of the chassis of the "Vacation Portable"-the cost of the parts is
is necessarily limited.
very nominal compared to the pleasure afforded with such a set.
The Vacation Portable uses the latest type 1B4
screen -grid tube as a regenerative detector. This
tube has electrical characteristics somewhat similar to the
Three Audio Stages Used
older type 32 tube. However, its sensitivity is higher and
Having provided a means of picking up weak distant stain its physical design a smaller bulb is employed, permitting tions, the next step is to furnish an amplifier powerful enough
a saving of space.
to increase the audio output of the (Continued on page 104)
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Here's how to wire up the relatively few parts required in building the "Vacation Portable" receiver described by Mr. Cisin.
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A 2 -Tuber the S-W "Fan" has been waiting
for. It operates on batteries. Simple switch enables operator to change instantly from one band
to another. Range 16 to 550 meters.

Photo at left shows neat appearance of the band -switching. 2volt receiver here described by Mr. Hooton. The set is particularly efficient when used with a sensitive pair of headphones,
such as the Brush crystal type shown in the picture.

A 16 to 550 Meter, Band- Switching

2 -VOLT RECEIVER
By
THE little two -tube short and long wave receiver described here has
been designed to meet the need of a
good, yet simple set of the band- switching type using 2-volt tubes. Covering a
range from 16 to 550 meters, in six
positions of the coil switch, without
skips, this set effectively eliminates one
of the most annoying features of the
average simple short -wave receiver
the necessity of continually changing
plug-in coils each time the listener desires to receive on another band.
As the schematic diagram, Fig. 1,
shows, the circuit is conventional in
every detail, consisting of a regenerative detector, using a 1B4/951, and a
single resistance-coupled stage of audio
frequency amplification, using either a
950 or a 1F4 as output pentode. These
tubes are all of rather recent release
and are somewhat similar to the older
32 and 33 types except that the 1B4 is
smaller in physical size and the other
two have a much lower drain on both
the "A" and "B" batteries. The regeneration is controlled by varying the
voltage applied to the screen -grid of
the 1B4 tube by means of the usual
50,000 ohm potentiometer, this control
being the one at the right of the tuning
dial. The antenna is coupled to the grid
circuit of the detector through the usual

-

Harry

D.

Hooton, W8KPX

trimmer condenser connected
to the fixed plates of the tuning con35 mmf.

denser.

Switching Coil Covers

16 to 550

Meters

The coil and switch system used in
this receiver covers the range, as stated
above, from 16 to 550 meters. This
range by bands is as follows: Position
"1" (coil switch), 16-32 meters; position " 2," 30 -60 meters; position " 3,"
55 -115 meters; position " 4," 105 -185
meters; position " 5," 175 -330 meters;
position ` 6," 270-550 meters. The entire coil and switch unit is completely
wired at the factory, only four connections being brought out to a standard
4 -prong tube base. When used with a
standard 4 -prong socket, the switch coil unit may be removed, if desired,
and standard plug-in coils substituted
for it. This is convenient if the listener
desires to receive on a frequency outside the 16 -550 meter range and also
simplifies the wiring of the set.
The construction of the set is not at
all difficult or complicated in any way.
However, the instructions given here
should be followed carefully in order
to facilitate the job of wiring. First,
remove the screws that hold the bottom
and rear of the metal cabinet in place

and drill the various holes in the bottom
plate as shown in Fig. 2. Mount the
tube and coil sockets, the tuning condenser and the antenna- ground and tip jack binding post strips on their % inch
brass bushings and, using either the
flexible or solid push -back hook -up wire,
make the connections between these
parts before replacing the plate in the
cabinet. The leads from the screen-grid,
the negative filament, etc., are left long
and are then cut to their proper length
and soldered into the circuit after the
bottom plate is back in its place. The
dial is merely mounted on the shaft of
the tuning condenser, no additional support being required.
Test for "Shorts" With Phones and
a "C" Battery
After all of the parts have been
mounted and the circuit is completely
wired, place the coil and the two tubes
in their respective sockets and connect
the "A" battery (two 11,2 -volt dry cells
in series connection) to its leads. Now,
by means of a pair of headphones and
a 41/2 -volt "C" battery, test from each
"B" plus and "C" minus lead to the
negative filament in order to determine
whether a short- circuit exists. A short circuit will cause a loud click to be heard
in the headphones every time the con-

:t...
L

11111111111Mft.

Above -an interesting view of the 2 -volt band -switching receiver designed and constructed by Harry D. Hooton. At the left we
see the tubes used in the set, a glimpse of the "innards" at the center, and at the right the coil- switching unit.
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for best results.

best where portability is desired. Best
results are obtained from the 1F4 when
high- impedance headphones, such as the
Brush type "A" crystal units, are used.
Either standard or midget "B" ba:teries may be used with this receiver as
the drain is not excessive. With 135
volts of "B" power the combined plate
and screen currents are only about 9
milliamperes; reducing the voltage to
90 drops the current to less than 6
milliamperes, which is economically
handled by the midget blocks. Best results will be obtained, especially on the
standard 200 -550
meter broadcast
band, with a fairly short antenna
35 to 50 feet in
length. Antennas
longer than this
reduce the selectivity excessively
in this region.
If the above instructions
a re

58

GOT

Na30

4BG naM.WIRE
6B (CLO.SENp1N))
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88TH ..441

.004MF

-

26T.-

C-,

168T. NR.28
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ENAM WIRE
(CLOSE WOUND)

22T.-TAP

--COIL DATA-

Complete wiring diagrams both in schematic and picture form are given above for the

nection is made and broken; if no short circuit exists, a loud click may be heard
the first time and very weak ones or
none at all thereafter.
If everything appears to be correct,
the "B" and "C" batteries may be connected as shown in Fig. 1. Place the
range -switch on the 16-32 meter band
or position "one" and turn the potentiometer knob to the right to close the
"A" and "B" battery switch. Adjust
the 10 ohm rheostat in series with the
negative "A" lead until the filaments of
the two tubes glow at a dull cherry -red
color. The antenna and ground and the
phones are now connected to the binding post and tip -jack strips at the rear
of the cabinet and the knob of the potentiometer is turned to the right until
the familiar rushing sound of regeneration is heard.
With an insulated screwdriver or
similar tool, tighten or loosen the screw
in the small 35 mmf. antenna -series
until oscillation over the entire 16 -32
meter range is obtained. Turn to the
30 -60 and the 55 -115 meter bands and
repeat the process. As the trimmer is
not readily accessible for frequent adjustments, it will be necessary to strike
a "happy medium" which will be fairly
satisfactory for all of the bands covered
by the receiver. A better arrangement
would be to place the trimmer on the
outside of the cabinet or use a standard
35 mmnf. tuning condenser, mounted in
such a way that it may be reached for
the more precise adjustments required
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receiver.

List of Parts, Switch -Coil Receiver
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
One Midget tuning condenser, 140 mmf., type
MC -140 -M
One Equalizing or trimmer condenser, 35 mmf.,
type MEX
One Midget R.F. choke, 2.1 millihenries, type
CH -X
AEROVOX CORPORATION
One Mica condenser. 0.0001 mf.. type 1468
One Mica condenser, 0.001 mf., type 1460
One Mica condenser. 0.004 mf. type 1450
One Paper condenser, 0.1 mf-, type 484 (400
volts)
One Paper condenser, 0.01 mf.. type 484 (400
volts)

(Continued on page 97)

carefully
lowed,

folno difficulty should be
experienced. How-

ever, if additional
information o r
data is required,
the author will be
glad to correspond with readers who enclose a
self-addressed and
stamped envelope
for reply. Letters
should be addressed to the author in care of

As mentioned above, either the 950 or
the 1F4 tube may be used as output, the
socket connections being the same. The
1F4, however, has a much higher amplification factor, which means low "C" Short Wave
bias (41/.- volts), and is therefore the Television.

&

Photo above shows a rear view of the 2 -volt receiver. which
covers 16 to 550 meters with a handy band -switch.
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Efficient
This medium -power modulator was designed as a companion unit to the 200 -watt
transmitter described in the March 1937 issue.
It makes use of the new 35 -T tubes and the
866 Jr's., and is capable of producing excellent tone quality, as actual tests "on the air"
have proved. It is an ideal unit for the
Amateur and will modulate any transmitter
with a power input up to approximately
400 -watts.

Referring to the diagram, we find that we start
out with a crystal microphone and three stages
of triode amplification. Resistance coupling is
used to permit good quality, and if the values
given in the diagram are followed carefully, there will be no danger of instability or
feedback. The plate circuit of each of the amplifier tubes contains a resistor, condenser and
filter. The third triode is transformer coupled to
the 2A5's. Transformer coupling is used in this
with
together
an
"inequipment,
and
speech
Complete view of modulator
position to simplify construction and design. The
side shot" of the high -power stage and its power -supply.
2A5's in push -pull serve as a driver stage for
the 35 -T's. The 2A5's with from 250 to 300 volts
on the plates are entirely adequate for driving
IN previous articles we have described transmitters rang- the final class B stage. Slightly better quality. would be
ing from 100 to 300 and 400 watts input, and all of these possible with a pair of 2A3's or 45's in class A. However,
transmitters are capable of phone operation. The modulator the combination shown in the diagram provides excellent
described in this article is a fitting addition to any one of quality, that is, as good as can be found on the amateur
the previously described transmitters. As a matter of fact, bands, and we must agree that there are many fine phone
it was built as a companion unit to the 200 watt transmitter stations now in operation. The output transformer of
the 2A5's is a universal affair, designed to match the 2A5's
described in the March 1937 issue, page 682.
The modulator consists of two units; one is a combina- into various loads from 500 ohms downward. Therefore, the
tion speech amplifier and driver, consisting of three 56's and input transformer on the class B stage is designed to couple
two 2A5's connected in push -pull class A. The class B power a low- impedance line to the 35 -T's. The 500 ohm line was
stage employs two Eimac 35 -T's, with from 1,000 to 1,100 chosen and provides the best all-around results. The turn
volts on the plates and is capable of an output of around 125 ratio of the input transformer should be 2.8 to 1 step up
watts. Since only approximately 25% of audio power is need- from the 500 ohm line.
In a good many cases the driving stage and even the
ed for a given input to the modulated R.F. amplifier, this
modulator will modulate nearly 500 watts of input. There- voice amplifier stages are included in the same unit with the
fore there is sufficient reserve power for the transmitter de- high -power class B stage. While this can be done successscribed in the March 1937 issue, and care must be taken not fully, it is much more advisable to follow the arrangement
here described, which permits the modulator stage to be
to overmodulate.
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125 -Watt Modulator Using 35T's
by George W. Shuart, W2AMN
mounted in the rack with the rest of the transmitter and
the speech amplifier and driver on the operating desk, well
out of the field of the transmitter. In this respect there is
less likelihood of it picking up R.F. and, at the same time,
the amplifier is located close to the microphone where the
gain control is readily accessible.
The power -supply, the speech amplifier and driver stage
are all included on the same chassis. Reference to the photograph will show the general construction of this unit. Any
fairly high -gain audio amplifier with an output of approximately '7 to 8 watts will serve to drive the 35 -T's, and if such
an amplifier is readily available completely constructed,
matters are greatly simplified. There are a number of 6 to
8 watt high -gain amplifiers now being sold by various radio
supply houses which can be purchased just as cheaply as they
can be constructed, and any of these which have a 500 ohm
output winding will work satisfactorily with the class B
stage.
Referring to the photograph of the final -amplifier stage,
we find that here too, the power supply is mounted on the
same chassis with the amplifier. This power- supply makes
use of a transformer which has a high and low primary tap,
providing an output of 1,100 volts on one tap, and some
1,400 on the other. Either may be used with the audio
transformers listed in the parts list. However, some juggling of the load impedance on the 35 -T class B stage will
be necessary when the higher voltage is employed. In other
words, the 6,000 ohm output tap may have to be used with
a load impedance as high as 8,000 ohms in order to reflect
the proper load into the 35 -T's. However, we recommend
adhering to the 1,000 to 1,100 volt supply for best all- around
results, unless the input of the modulator amplifier is in
excess of 500 watts and cannot be completely modulated
with the low voltage applied to the modulator tubes. With
the plate voltage indicated in the diagram, the plate meter on
modulation peaks will show about 180 to 190 milliamperes;
higher values than this should not be permitted.
The output transformer employed with these tubes was
designed to be used with the type 800 tubes. Since the load
impedance of the 35 -T's with the voltage specified in this
article is slightly less than the value for the 800's, the
load impedance represented by the final amplifier input
should be slightly less than the values indicated on the output
taps of the transformer. For instance, the 6,000 ohm tap
T-261

xl
500

Top and bottom views of the "speech amplifier" and "driver"
unit.

should be used for a load of slightly over 5,500 ohms for a
perfect match. However, such a slight deviation will not
impair the quality at voice frequencies, and for all general
purposes the tap may be connected into loads similar to
the listing on the transformers.
Parts List for Modulator

35 -T

T-460

OHM

LINE

10.000

Xi.

r68.000

(T-357

,000
0

/

0-250
MA.

SWINGING CHOKE,

T-511

1,000-

1.100Y.,D.C.

110 V.,

Speech Amplifier and Driver.
I. R. C.
1 -5 meg. resi for -',4 -watt.
2 -5.000 ohm resistors -1 watt.
ohm resistors 1 -watt.
2-100.000
25,000 ohm resistors 1 -watt.
1 -.5 meg. resistor ',5 -watt.
1 -2.500 ohm resistor 1 -watt.
1-10.000 ohm resistor 1 -watt.
1 -250 ohm resistor 2- watts.
1 -.5 meg. potentiometer.
1- 60.000 ohm 50 -watt resistor.
SPRAGUE
mf. condensers.
3 -10 mf. electrolytic condensers.
3 -4 mf. electrolytic condensers.
3 -8 mf. electrolytic condensers (wet 500 volts).
KENYON
1 -push -pull input transformer. T -52.
1- push-pull output to low impedance line. T-105.
2 -30 henry 90 ma. filter chokes. T -153.
1 -power transformer 250 to 300 V., D.C., output. 90 to 100 ma.
MISCELLANEOUS
3 -5 prong wafer sockets.
2 -6 prong wafer socket:.

2-

1-4 prong wafer socket
ASTATIC
1 -D -104 crystal microphone.
RAYTHEON
3 -Type 56 tubes.
2 -2A5 tubes.
1 -83 V. tube.
PAR -METAL
Amplifier foundation unit chassis and cover.
Class B power stage.

1-

A.C.

Diagram of the Class -B stage and its "power- supply."

(Continued on page 106)
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LET'S "Listen In"
With
Our Short -Wave
"DX" Editor
Winner of 30th "S.-W. Scout" Trophy
IN this month's article we will take up
the subject of the DXer's reports sent

to amateur stations.
We have received letters from a number
of prominent amateurs in distant countries,
who operate on phone, complaining about
the large amount of reports received that
do not comply with the ordinary requirements of courtesy between amateur and
DXer.
One letter, from the famous DX amateur
VU7FY, seems to state the facts most
plainly, although ZS2X of South Africa
also has a few pertinent things to say.
Here are the plaints as our fellow DXers,
the amateurs, see them: Many listeners
seem to think amateurs are so glad to get
a report that they will answer, even if the
report is sent on a postal card, and, of
course, with, no return postage!
Most amateurs, or "hams,' as they call
themselves, rarely have much "capital" to
spend on answering mail, preferring to use
whatever cash available to improve their
"rig" -and who can blame them? In their
place, we'd do the same, we are sure!
Then again, these DX hams get so many
reports, that to answer all, counting postage, this item would run into quite a sum!
SU1CH at Cairo was reported to have received some 7,000 reports! The large
amount of reports nullifies any hope that
our reports will be of much use, the large
number reporting showing well enough how

the ham's signals are "pushing across."
Lastly, as VU7FY in India states, there
are those who write to amateurs reporting
signals which they evidently did not hear!
VU7FY sent us four of these reports, all
from U.S., all but one being written on
ordinary postals, and one being nothing
more than an index card, with postage on
"PORTUGAL
PÓRTO

one side and report on

the other! Is it any
LY1J- Lithuania's
wonder that we DXers
who do comply with
the rules, do not hear
from the hams, when
they receive quite a number of reports such
as these? One would think that the amateur would feel disgusted enough to throw
out all reports, as may often be the case,
judging from the numerous unanswered
ham reports of late!
At the time VU7FY was reported by
these four DXers, he was in daily QSO
with W4DBC. As 7FY used only 10 watts
phone,
theh QSO wasooW4DBC
so usually the

It seems, according to Joe, that some
of our DX "Fans" have failed to send
postage when asking for veris from
owners of "Ham" stations. Many interesting DX "contacts" are quoted
this month, including a number of unusual "Hams."

phone, 7FY C.W. Yet DXers hearing 4DBC
calling and working 7FY wrote reports to
7FY claiming to have heard 7FY on phone,
reports ranging from a modest QSA4, R3 -4
all the way up to QSA5, R7 -8!! All this
supposed to be on phone, when 7FY was at
the time using C.W.!
Concluding this discussion, we can only
all of you want
ask this of our readers
the amateur to think more kindly of us,

-If

'MA

QRA: AntonioAlbertoFerreira(BelezA
70 Rua Sa Noronha
PARA.....

I...

........

..

',.
crafts

Recebido em

de.

...is

..

onía

"

em...

de

h.___.. mtymt QRK..

SA...._..ARM

why not do the right thing? The "Golden
Rule" applies here, as well. To all amateurs, send only good, positive reports,
written in clear, concise language, with an
international reply coupon enclosed with
each and every report! This last is important. If one wants a veri card, should
not one at least pay for the postage on
same? This is the least we can do, and
we should never slip on this important
duty.
On to a better understanding 'tween
the ham and the DXer!
Regarding VAC certificate, we have had
an unavoidable delay in printing, and will
have them ready soon. They are tentatively
planned to be on blue paper with silver
printing. Sounds good! Details on how to
qualify for these handsome documents will
follow shortly. Thank you all for your
patience.

Not much new in DX this month, more
or less of the same of DX, with more and
more attention being paid to the amateurs,
what with their annual DX phone contest
during March. Our monthly report follows:

Manchukuo
TDE, 10,065 kc., Hsingking, is being
heard practically daily with a fine "sig"
and often, regularly at 4 a.m. Suns.
TDE has a pronounced Asiatic "flutter,"
and, being the only such signal in the
vicinity, should be quite easy to "log."
Manchukuo counting as a new country,
distinct from China, we advise all to try
for them now. Signal well heard from 1 -7
a.m. and lately heard using side -band
secrecy Xmissions, when one must tune to
side of carrier to hear a voice, as in
Algerian (8.96 -12.12 mc.) Xmissions. QRA
(address) given in last issue.
Also, again heard, JDY puts in a FB
signal, no less, on 9.925 mc.- This Dairen,
Manchuria, (or is it Manchukuo ?) station
still continues to phone JVN between 2:303:30 a.m. Ashley Walcott has already received JDY veri, written on stationery of
JQAK. We do not have the QRA of this
station, so have sent our report to Tokio.

India

1

__... .,

star amateur has a very effective layout.

.

pSB. ..... ...-MOD.

CT1AK -This uproariously comical QSL is sure to get the laughs, Hi!

_.

VUB, 9.57 mc., Bombay, has been reported by Bob Gaiser, at the unusual time
Bob says VUB
of 10:30 a.m.-12 noon.
"peaks" at 11 a.m. This on Weds. And Bob
has already received a QSL from VUB of
his reception! VY FB DX, OM, and keep
it up! This "tip" will be too late for us
to try now, but we will be on the lookout
next Fall, and hope to "snag 'em "!
Charlie Miller reports veri of VWY, 8.98
mc., Poona, FB, OM! This would place
VWY on 2 low freqs., as a letter direct
from station states VWY is on 9.037 mc.
This station often heard near 2:30 a.m.
(Continued on page 108)
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World S-WSI:ation List
Complete List of Broadcast, an.d Telephone Stations
All the stations in this list use telephone transmission of some kind.
Note: Station calls printed in BOLD

FACE are broadcast stations; others
are telephone stations.
+ S.W. BROADCAST BAND +
Mc.
31.600

Call
W2XDV

Mc.

6-9 pm.

31.600

W4XCA

MEMPHIS, TENN., 9.494 m., Addr.
Memphis Commercial Appeal. Relays

31.600

W8XA1

WMC.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., 9.994 m., Addr.
Stromberg Carlson Co. Relays WHAM

Me.

Call

19.480

NEW YORK CITY, 9.494 m., Addr. Col.
Broad. System, 485 Madison Ave.
Daily 5-IO pm.; Sat. and Sun. 12.30-5,

GAD

19.355

FTM

19.345

PMA

19.260

PPU

RUGBY, ENG., 15.4 m.

WBXWJ

DETROIT, MICH.,

9.494 m.,

Evening News Assn.
81.600

W9XPD

26.100

GSK

25.950

W6XKG

21.550

GST

21.540

WSXK

21.530

GSJ

21.520

W2XE

Addr.
Relays WWJ

6 -12.30 am., Sun. 8 am-12 m.
ST. LOUIS, MO., 9.494 m., Addr.
zer Pub. Co. Relays KSD.

Pulit-

DAVENTRY, ENG., 11.49 m., Addr.
B. B. C., London. Operates irregularly
5.45 -8.55 am., 0.55 am.-I2 n.
LOS ANGELES, CAL, 11.56 m., Addr.
B. S. McClashan, Wash. Blvd. at Oak
St. Relaya KGFJ 24 hours daily.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.02 m., Addr. (See
20.100 me.) Irregular at present.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 13.93 m., Addr.
Grant Bldg. Relays KDKA 7 -9 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.93 m., Addr. (See
26.100 me.) Irregular at present.
NEW YORK CITY, 13.94 m., Addr. Col.
Broad. Syst., 485 Madison Ave. Relays \V.ABC 6.30 -II am.

21.470

DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.97 m. (See 26.100
mr ), 5.45-8.5...n ., 9.1:5:nn: 12 m.

GSH

*
21.420

21.080

WKK

PSA

21.060

WKA

21.020

LSN6

J., 14.01 m.,
Addr. Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co. Calls S.
Amer. 7 am.-7 pm.
RIO DE JANEIRO, ORAL, 14.23 m.
Calls WKK daytime.

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.,
14.25 m.
Addr. (See 21.420 mr.) Calls Eng.
1711111
morning and afternoon.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 14.27 m., Addr.
Cia. Internacional de Radio. Works
N. Y. C.

20.860

20.700

EHYKDAf
LSY

7

am.-7 pm.

MADRID, SPAIN, 14.38 m., Addr. Cia.
'rel. Narional dc Espana.
Works S.
Amer. mornings.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 14.40 m., Addr.
Tmnsradio Internal'. Tests irregularly
RUGBY, ENG., 14.72 M. Calls Arg.,
Brazil mornings.

20.380

GAA

20.040

01'L

LEOPOLDVILLE, BELGIAN CONGO,

20.020

1.7110

14.97 M. Works 01íG mornings.
NAUEN, GERMANY, 19.99 m., Addr.

19.900

LSG

19.820

WKN

19.680

CEC

Richslastzeastralamt. Works S. Am.
mornings.
B UENOS AIRES, ARG., 15.08 m., Addr.
(See 20.700 mc.) Tests irregularly.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 15.14 m.,
Addr. A. T. & T. Co. Calls England
daytime.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 15.24 m., Addr.
Cia. Internacional de Radio. Calls

I.SN5

19.620

VQC4

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 15.27 m., Addr.
(See 21.020 inc.) Calls Europe daytime
N AIROBI, KENYA, 15.28 m., Addr.
Cable and 1Virelcw,Ltd. Calls London
7.30-8 am.

19.600

ISF

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 15.31 m., Addr.
(See 20.700 me.)

Tests irregularly.

BANGKOK,SIAM,1691m. Works Ger-

17.650

XGM

SHANGHAI, CHINA,

many 4 -7 am.

17.520

DFB

17.480

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAL, 15.58 m.,
Addr. Cia. Radiotel. Brasileira. Works

V1VY2

17.120

WOO

17.080

GBC

16.835

ITK

16.270

WLK

16.270

WOG

16.240

KTO

16.233

FZR3

16.030

KKP

KAHUKU, HAWAII,

15.880

FTK

RCA Comm. Works Dixon 3-10 pm.
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE, 18.9 m. Works

15.065

CEC

15.610

LSL

WKF

19.200

ORG

19.160

GAP

19.020

HSSPJ

18.970

CAQ

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 15.6 m., Addr.
A. T. & T. Co. Calls England daytime.
RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM, 15.62 m.
Calls OPI, mornings.
RUGBY, ENG., 15.66 m. Calle Australia 1-8 am.
BANGKOK, SIAM, 15.77 m. Mondays
840 aus.
RUGBY, ENG., 15.81 m. Calls S. Africa

11090

ESS

KLIPHEUVEL,

19.880

PLE

111.600

OCI

15.620

GAU

18.480

HBH

111.346

FZS

15.840

WLA

111.310

GAS

10.299

YVR

10.250

no

18.200

GAW

10.135

PMC

18115. LSY3
18.040

GAB

17.810

PCV

AFRICA, 15.88 m.,
Addr. Overseas Comm. of S. Africa,
Ltd. Calls GAQ 9-10 am.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 15.93 m. Calls
Holland early am.
LIMA, PERU, 16.06 m. Teste with

Works Java
4.

17.790

HOLLAND, 16.84
5

S.W. BROADCAST BAND

11.

RUGBY, ENG., 17.56 m. Works ships
irregularly.
MOGADISCIO, ITAL. SOMALILAND,
18.32 m. Calls 1AC around 9.30 am.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 18.44 m.,
Addr. A. T. & T. Co. Works S. Amer.
daytime.
OCEAN GATE, N. J., 18.44 m.. Addr.
A. T. & T. Co. Works England Ixte
afternoon.
MANILA, P. I., 18.47 m., Addr. RCA
Comm. Works Japan and U. S. 5-9 pm.
irregularly.
SAIGON, INDO -CHINA, 18.48 m. Calls
Paria early morning.

B. C., 1.oudo11.

m.,

m.,

Addr.

Saigon 8-11 am.

(See 21.020 mc.)

Works London morn-

ings and Paris afternoons.
15.660

JVE

15.620

JVF

-

NAZAKI, JAPAN, 19.16 m. Works Java
3 -5

am.

NAZAKI, JAPAN,

19.2 m.

Works Cal.

near 5 am. and 8 pm.
15.450

IIiG

15.440

XEBM

15.415

MVO

15.370

NASE

15.360

DZG

15.355

li\SU

i

IG .S6

18.71

SANTIAGO, CHILE, 18.91 m. Calls
Peru daytime irregular,
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 18.98 m., Addr.

m.

-8 am.

DAVENTRY, ENG.,

GSG

Calls N. Y.

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 16.23 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Testsirregularly.
SAIGON, INDO- CHINA, 16.35 m.
Works Paris early morning.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 16.36 m.,
Addy, A. T. & T. Co. Calls England
daytime.
RUGBY, ENG., 16.38 m. Calls N. Y.
daytime.
MARACAY, VENEZ., 16.39 m. Works
Germany mornings.
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE, 16.43 m. Works
S. America daytime.
RUGBY, ENG., 16.48 m. Works N. Y.C.
daytime.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 16.54 m. Works
Holland mornings.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 16.56 m., Addr.
(See 20.700 mc.) Tests irregularly.
RUGBY, ENG., 16.83 m. Works Canada
morning and afternoon.

KOOTWIJK,

don 7.30-8.15 am.
OCEAN GATE, N. J., 17.52 m., Addr.
A. T. & T. Co. Works ships irregu-

S.

Bogota, Col.
RUGBY, ENG., 16.11 m.
daytime.

17 m.
Works
Landon 7 -9 am.
NAUEN, GERMANY, 17.12 m. Works
S. America, near 9.15 am.
KIRKEE, INDIA, 17.16 m. Works Lon-

larly.

mornings.

Addr.

ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, 19.41 m.
Works Rome 9.15-10.30 am.
MAZATLAN, SIN., MEX., 19.93 m.,
Addr. Flores 103 Alto. "El Pregonero
del Pacifico." Irregularly 7 am: 10 pm.
DIXON, CAL, 19.96 in., Addr. A. T. &
T. Co. Works Hawaii 2 -7 pm.
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, 19.52 m.,.Addr.
Radiolabor, Gyali lit 22. Sun 9-10 am.
ZEESEN, GERMANY, 19.53 m., Addr.
Reictspostzenstralamt. Tests irregularly.
DIXON, CALIF., 19.53 m.. Addr. A. T. &
T. Co. Phones Pacific Isles and Japan.

1, S.W. BROADCAST BAND

5.9.5 -8.55 am., 9

+

am.-12 n.. 4-6 pm.
17.785

JZL

TOKIO, JAPAN, 16.87 m. Tests irregularly.

17.760

W3XAL

17.775

PHI

SOUND BROOK, N. J., 16.87 m., Addr.
Natl Braadcasting Co. 9 am..i pm.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 16.88 na., Addr.
(See PHI, 11.730 mc.) Daily except
Wednesday. 8-9.30 am.; S In. 7 -10 am.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 16.89 m., Addr.
Broadcasting House. 12.05 -5.15 am.;

17.760

DJE

Col. and Arg. daytime.
79.650

Call
HSP

7.30 -8 am.
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE, 15.5 m. Calls
S. America mornings.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 15.51 m. Works
Holland 5.30 -I1 am.

19.220

S.W. BROADCAST BAND?

LAWRENCEVILLE, N.

17.741

Calls VQG4

France mornings.

7.30-12.05 nm.
31.600

Please write to us about any new stations or other important data that you
learn through announcements over the
air or correspondence with the stations.

15.340

DJR

15.330

W2XAD

15.310

GSP

15.290

LRU

15.280

DJD

15.270

W2XE

15.260

OSI

am. to 6 pm.

DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.6 m., Addr. (See
211.100 me.)
Irregular 6.20-8.30 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 19.62 m., Addr.
El Mut in. Daily 7 am.-6.30 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 19.63 m., Addr.
Broadcasting House. 6-8, 8.15 -11 am.,

5.55-11 am.

17.763

W2XE

NEW YORK, N. Y., 16.89 m., Addr. Col.
Broad. System, 485 Madison Ave.

17.775

ZBW5

HONGKONG, CHINA, 16.9 m., Addr.
P. 0. Box 200. 4-10 am. irregular.

11

BERLIN, GERMANY, 19.56 m., Addr,
Braaleasting House, 8-9 am.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 19.56 m., Addr.
General Electric Co. Relays WGY 10

am. -12 n.

4.50 -10.45 pm.

? S W. BROADCAST BAND+

NEW YORK CITY, 19.65 m., Addr. (See
21.520 mc.) 12 N-6 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.66 m., Addr. (See
26.100 mc.)

12.20 -3.45 pm.

(Continued on pane 83)
(All Wedeln
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TELEVISION COURSE
By George H. Eckhardt,

Problems of High -Fidelity Reception.
Lesson 5
What the amateur must know in order
to receive Television Images, with a
discussion of the Farnsworth television
receiver circuit.

THE amateur is naturally impatient

to get started on a television set.
News comes from abroad, especially
England, of the success of television
receiver sets made by amateurs from
parts easily purchased abroad. Wiring
diagrams, and more or less detailed information on these foreign sets arrive
from time to time, and advertisements
of television parts are quite common in
foreign radio magazines. The question
arises, can these foreign parts and wiring diagrams be adapted for use in
America, where stations are already
sending out television programs of 441
SOASO

/MX

Sown
La PET
954

1

l;
`954

RCTURE

should get started right, above all else,
getting thoroughly grounded in the
fundamentals of electronic television,
and thus being certain that his set, upon
which he will have spent money and
time, will work.
Some schematic diagrams have ap-
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procure a suitable cathode ray tube,
and he might be able to procure the
tubes used in the set, knowing the proper value and purpose of each one of
them, and yet he might be far from
being able to construct a set that would
work.
Therefore, taking this Farnsworth
Receiver as an example, it might be
well to go over the diagram, and outline each place where the amateur
would need additional and detailed information.
It might also be well to here state
that none of the parts necessary for a
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Farns.corth Telev[sion. Inc.

Television Receiver, with scanning oscillators, "Sound" receiver,
Fundamental schematic diagram of the complete Farnsworthimpulse
filter, etc.
synchronizing

peared in publications, and these give
more or less information. Taking the
Farnsworth Schematic diagram, which
has appeared from time to time, and
which carried more information than
most of these diagrams, the writer has
taken the liberty to use this as the diagram upon which the following articles
will be based.
It would be impossible in a space less
than a small book to go through the
entire diagram giving values and pointing out places where the amateur is
most liable to meet difficulties. The
writer has, therefore, roughly divided
the diagram into parts, marked with the
letters A, B, C, etc., and each of these
parts will be taken up in detail, thus
making it possible for the amateur
finally to assemble a television receiver
that will be well worth his efforts. For
the present the sound part of the television receiver will be disregarded.
If one were to contemplate building
this set, or many of the others, from the
American amateur information given, he might be able to

line "high- fidelity" definition.
Two of the foremost television research engineers in this country assured the writer that, in their opinion,
it would be extremely difficult to adapt
these English wiring diagrams and
parts to make a set that would receive
the experimental programs being sent
out by R.C.A., Philco, and the Farnsworth Co. in this country. It was pointed out that the adaptation and changes
were by no means impossible, but that
they would be difficult unless a man
had behind him the facilities of an
electronic research laboratory, and a
long experience in television research.
It would seem best, therefore, for the
American amateur to start from
"scratch,) and build up his set and his
knowledge always with the American
standards of high definition in view.
Above all else the American amateur
will want a set that will receive all of
the high definition television programs,
-R.C.A., Philco, and Farnsworth.

Therefore the

television set are exceedingly expensive,
the cathode ray tube being the one single most expensive item. It is simply
a matter of getting detailed information
on these parts, or being able to purchase them.
The following list of eight items will
give the amateur a very good idea of
what additional information he must
have before building his set. Every
effort will be made to supply him this
necessary information in subsequent
articles, or to advise him where parts
may be obtained.
Specific Problems -1, Shielding
There must be proper shielding from
outside interference at the intermediate
amplifier, and a wave -trap for intermediate frequency must be put in the antenna circuit. (Continued on page 104)
Note: The Schematic Diagram of the Farnsworth Receiver. which is copyrighted by Farnsworth Television, Inc.. is used with that company's permission. The indications in dotted
line enclosures are by the writer, and are not
part of the original diagram.
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Call

TP A2

15.245

TACHKENT, U.S.S.R., 19.67 m. Works
RIG near 7 am.
BOSTON, MASS., 19.67 m., Addr. University Club. Sundays 11 am -12.30
pm. Irregular other days.
PARIS, FRANCE, 19.08 m., Addr. 98
I
Blvd.
Haussmallil.
"Radio

('dnuiai.'

BANGKOK, SIAM, 19.32 m. Irregularly

15.23D

OLR5A

Mon. 8-IO aua.
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Irregular.

15.220

PCJ

HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 19.71 m., :Addr.
N. V. Philips' Radio, Hilversum. Tues.

15.210

W8XK

PITTSBURGH, PA., 19.72 m., Addr.

4.30 -6 am.,

\'ot. 8 -11

(See 21.540 toe.)

DJB

15.200

t)

am.

am.-7 pm.
19.74 m., Addr.

BERLIN, GERMANY,

(See 15.280 me.) 12.055.15 am., 5.5511 am., 4.50-11 pm.
am. to 12.25 pm.

ZBW4

15.190

am.

15.160

JZK

DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.76 m., Addr. (See
26.1(0 mc.) 1-3.15 am.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 19.76 m., Surr 2-3
pm.
TOKIO, JAPAN, 19.79 m., 2.30-3.30 pen.,

15.150

YDC

B ANDOENG,

15.180

GSO

15.180

RW96

4

15.120

HVJ

15.110

DJL

f
15.090

itKl

15.055

WNC

14.980

KAY

14.970

LZA

14.960

PSF

14.950

IIJB

14.940
14.940

IIJA3

14.845

OCJ2

14.790

ROU

14.730
14.653

1

Q:A

GBf.

5

TYF

TIR

14.485

YSL

14.485

HPF

14.485

TGF

14.485

YNA

14.485

1íRíá

14.485

HRF

14.470

WMF

14.480

DZH

14.440

GB1V

14200

EA9AH

13.990

GBA

13.820

SUZ

13.680

KKZ

13.835

SPW

13.585

GBB

13.415

GCJ

JVH

14.535

WMN

HBJ

13.380

IDU

13.345

YVQ

13.285

CGA3

am. In 4.30 pm. Daily 5 -6.30 am., 12
n.-2.45 pm.
R10 DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, 20.43 m.,
Works with Buenos Aires daytime.

13.330

IRJ

13.075

VPD

BOGOTA, COL., 20.07 m. Calls WNC
daytime.
CIUDAD, TRUJILLO, D. R., 20.08 m.,
Phones WNC daytime.
BARRANQUILLA, COL, 20.08 m.
Works WNC daytime.
LIMA, PERU, 20.21 m. Works South
Ancrieu, stations daytime.
OMSK, SIBERIA, U.S.S.R., 20.28 m.
Works yhscnw irregularly 7-0 am.
ROME, ITALY, 20.37 m. Tests irregularly.
RUGBY, ENG., 20.47 m. Works JVH

12.840

Woo

12.825

CNR

12.800

IAC

12.780

CBC

stub
mornings.
RUGBY, ENG., 23.47.

HIALEH, FLORIDA,

19.92 m.,

Addr.
A. T. & T. Co. Calls Central America
daytime.
MANILA, P. I., 20.03 m., :Addr. RCA
Conlin. Works Pacific Islands.
SOPHIA, BULGARIA, 20.04 m., Addr,
Radio Garata. Sun. 12.3( -8 am., 10

-7 aua.

12.485

HIN

12.325

DAF

12.300

NAZAKI, JAPAN, 20.55 m. Broadcasts
irregularly 5.11.30 pm. Works Europe

12.290

GBU

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 20.56 m.,
Addr. A. T. & T. Co. Works England
morning and afternoon.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 20.64 m.,

12.250

TYB

12.235

TFJ

12.215

TYA

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 20.65 m., Addr.
(See 20.020 Inc.) Works N. Y. C. after-

12.150

GBS

noons.
14.500

ASMARA, ERITREA, AFRICA, 20.69 m.
Works Rome and Addis Ababa 6.307.30 am.

12.000

RNE

am. and 8.30 -9 pm.
Thum. 8.30 -9 pm.
11.991

FZS2

pm. approx.

PARIS, FRANCE. 21. 1, m. Irregular.
REYKJAVIK,
ICELAND, 24.52 m.
Works Europo mornings. Braulc,sta
Son. 1.40 -2.30 pm.

ARIS, FRANCE, 24.56 m.
Works
French ships in morning and afternoon.
UGBY, ENG.,24.69 m. Works N. Y. C.

12.120

FESEN, GERMANY, 24.73 m., Addr.
(Sc 15.360 me.) Tests irregular.
LGIERS, ALGERIA, 24.75 m. Calls
Paris 12 tn.-6.30 am.

(AII Schedules Eastern Standard Time)

www.americanradiohistory.com

25.02

m.

HIES

PUERTO PLATA, D. R., 25.08 m., Addr.
ha Voa dc Hispaniola. Relays HIX

11.955

IUC

11.950

KKQ

ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, 25.09 m.
Works I AC around 12 midnight.
BOLINAS, CALIF., 25.1 m. Tests
irregularly evenings.

11.940

FTA

11.900

XEWI

5 -6.30

am.

STE. ASSISE, FRANCE, 25.13 m. Works
Morocco mornings and Argentina late
afternoon.

S.W. BROADCAST BAND +

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, 25.21 m.
Monday, 1\'e1. and Fri. 3-4 pm.,
9 pm.-12 m. Tues. to Thum., 7.30 pm:
12 m.

Sat. 9 pm. to 12 m.

Sunday

12.30-2 pm.
11.895

AGUADULCE,

HPSI

PANAMA, 25.22 m.,
Vos del Interior. 7.30-

:Addr. la
9.30 pin.
11.880

TPA3

11.875

OLR4C

PARIS, FRANCE, 25.23 m.. Addr. (See
15.245 mc.) 4 -5 am., 10.15 am: 5 pm.
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 25.24

Daily 8.55 am. to

in.

12 n., 2.25 -4.30
Sun. 2 -7.30 am. Thum. and
5-7.30 am. Mon. and Thurs.,
7.55 -11 pm.

pm.
Sat.,
11.870

W8XK

PITTSBURGH, PL, 25.26 m., Addr.

11.860

TDB

11.860

GSE

11.855

DJP

SOERABAJA, JAVA, 25.29 m., Addr.
N. I. R. O. M. Sat. 7.30 pm. to 2.30
am., daily 10.30 pm. to 2 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.29 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 me.) Irregular.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.31 m., Addr.
(See 15.280 mc.) Irregular 11.35 am.

11.840

CSW

(See 21.540 me.)

ta

11.830

W9 XAA

11.830

W2XE

11.820

XEBR

11.820

GSN

11.810

2R0

11.803

JZJ

7 -10.30

pm.

4 pen.

LISBON,

PORT.,

Broad. Stat.

25.35

m.

Nat'l

11.30 am.-1.30 pm.

CHICAGO, ILL, 25.36m., Addr. Chicago
Federation of Labor. Irregular.
NEW YORK CITY, 25.36 m., Addr.
('ol. Broad. System, 485 Madison Av.,
N.Y.C., relays \\':IBC 6.9 pm.
HERMOSILLA, SON., MEX., 25.38 m.,
Addr. Box 68. Relays XEBH. 2.4 pm
DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.38 m., Addr. (See
261.100 mc.).
Irregular.
ROME, ITALY, 25.4 m., Addr. E.I.I1.R.,
Fia Montalto 5. Daily 6.13 -10.30 am,
11.30 am.-5.30 pm. Sun. 6.43 -9 am.,
1.30 am.-5.30 pm.

TOKIO,

, 25.42 m., Addr. Broadcasting Co. of Japan, Overseas Divi-

sion. 12 m.-1 am, 9-10 am, 2.20-3.30
pm.. 45 pm.
11.800

OER2

11.795

OJO

11.795

OAXSB

11.790

W1

11.770

OJO

11.760

OLR4B

11.750

GSD

VIENNA, AUSTRIA, 25.42 m. Daily
10 ¡un-5 pm.
Sad,. until 5.30 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.43 m., Addr.
(See 15.280 mc.). Irregular.
ICA, PERU, 25.43 m., Addr. Radio Universal.1.

XAL

I I

am.-12 n, 4 -11.15 Pm.

BOSTON, MASS., 25.45 m., Addr. (See
13.250
me.) Daily 3.30-5.45 pm.
Irregular at other times.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.49 m., Addr.
See 15.280 me.)
11.35 am. -4.30 pm.,
1.50 -11 pm.

evenings.

DZE

INDO- CHINA,

SAIGON,

11.960

ir-

NORDDEICH, GERMANY, 24.34 m.
Works German ships daytime.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 24.39 m., Addr.
Imps Damaras, Casilla, 701. 11 amI pm.. 4.8 pin., Sun. 4-10 pm.
RUGBY, ENG.,24.41 m. Works N. Y. C.

Wed. 6-7 am.,

Phones Paris mornings.

ngs.

12.130

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND, 24.88 M.
Tests irregularly.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 25 m. Daily 3-6
pm., Sat., Sun., Tues., Thum., 10.1510.45 pm., alao Sun. 6-1 I am., Mon 6-7

1

Works ships

regularly.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 24 m.
"Broadcasting National." 12 ti.-2 pm.
6-1 I

PARIS,

FRANCE, 20.49 m.
Works
Saigon and Cairo 3-7 am., 12 m.-2.30

SAN SALVADOR, SALVADOR, 22.37 m.
Works \YNO daytime.

;

5.30-6.15 pm., 7.1.5 -8.30 pm.

LSN

RUGBY, ENG., 21.44 m., Works Buenos
Aires late afternoon.
ABOU ZABAL, EGYPT, 21.71 m. Works
with Europe II am. to 2 pm.
BOLINAS, CALIF.,21.91 m., Addr. RCA
Com m n n i e: i t i ons. Irregular.
WARSAW, POLAND, 22 m., Mon., Wed.
Fri., 12.30 -1.30 pm.
RUGBY, ENG., 22.08 m. Works Egypt
and Canada afternoon.
RUGBY, ENG., 22.36 m. \Yorks Japan

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 22.4m.,Addr.
A. T. h T. Co. Works England morning and afternoon.
ASMARA, ERITREA, AFRICA,22.42 m.
Works Rome daytime.
MARACAY, VENEZUELA, 22.48 m.
Works WNC daytime.
DRUMMONDVILLE,QUE.,CAN.,22.58
m.Works London and shim afternoons.
ROME, ITALY, 22.69 m. \Yorks Tokio
5-9 am. irregularly.
SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS, 22.94 m. Irregularly.
OCEAN GATE, N. J., 23.36 m., :Addr.
A. T. A T. Co.
Works with ships
irregularly.
RABAT, MOROCCO, 23.39 m., Addr.
Director General Telo. & Tcleg. Stations. Works with Paris irregularly.
PISA, ITALY, 23.45 m. Works Italian

Add, Radio Nations. Broadcasts Sat.
14.539

pm.

\V5Í.\

Works

PDV

TETUAN, SPANISH MOROCCO, 21.13
m. Daily except Sm,. 2.15-5, 7 and

13.390

.

4-8 aua.

14.590

limy time.
ZEESEN, GERMANY, 20.75 m., Addr.
(See 15.360 me.) Irregular.
RUGBY, ENG., 20.78 m. Works U. S. A.
afternoons.

and China early morning.

pm.
14.600

GUATEMALA,
20.71 m. Works WNC daytime.
NICARAGUA, MANAGUA, 20.71 m.
Works WNC daytime.
NACAOME, HONDURAS, 20.71 m.
%Yorks WNC daytime.
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS, 20.71 m.
Works W N(' daytime..
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 20.73 m.,
Addr. A. '1'. & T. Co. Works England

YSJ

BROADCAST BAND +
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 19.88 m.
Tashkent near 7 am.

Call

12.060

GUATEMALA CITY,

9

m.-1 aua.

JAVA, 19.8 m., Addr. N. I.

Mc.

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 20.69 m., Addr.
(See 21.020 me.)
Works RIO and
Europe daytime.
CARTAGO, COSTA RICA, 20.71 m.
Works Central America and U. S.A.
daytime.
SAN SALVADOR, SALVADOR, 20.71 m.
Irregular.
PANAMA CITY, PANAMA, 20.71 m.
Works WNC daytime.

13.410

1

14.640

12

R. O. M. 6.7.30 pm.. 10.30 pm.-2 am.,
Sat. 7.30 pm.-2 am., 5.30.10.30 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.82 m., Addr. (See
26.100 me.) 9.15 am.-12 n., 4-6 pm.,
6.211 -8.30 pm., 9-11 pm.
VATICAN CITY, 10.83 m., 10.30 -10.45
:nn., except Sun., Sat. 10-10.45 am.
B ERLIN, GERMANY, 19.85 m., Addr.
(See I5.28( me.) 12 m -2, 8 -9am., 11.35
.un. to 4.30 pun. Si,,,. also 0-8 am.

GSF

15.140

-5 pm.,

14.485

Also Sun. 11.10

HONGKONG, CHINA, 19.75 m., Addr.
P. O. Box 200. 11.30 pm. lo 1.15 am,
4 -10

Call

ISM2

0.11.0.5 am.

H58PJ

15.230

Mc.
15.600

83

11.730
11.730

PHI

PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 25.51
a., Addr. (See 11.875 mc.)
Irregular.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.53 m., Addr.
B. B. C., London.
12.20.6 pm.,
6.20-8.30, 9-1I pm.
SAIGON, INDO CHINA, 25.57 m., Addr.
Radio Phileo. Irregular 5.30-9.30 am.

HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 25.57 m., Addr.
N. Y. Philipe' Radio Irregular.

(Continued on yoge. 85)
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$5.00 PRIZE

a

For portable transmitters that require
two-wire transnmission line of a definite
this arrangement proves quite

impedance

TWO -WIRE
TRANSMISSION
TO

ANT.

LINE

ACANVAS

SPACER

a

TUBE

WIRE LOOPS
TACKED TO
BOARD

The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will be
awarded eight months' subscription to SHORT
WAVE & TELEVISION. Look over these "kinks";
they will give you some idea of what the editors are
looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description,
with sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the
"Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION.

w,

CUIS

KANT.

TUBE NUMBER
PAINTED BELOW

$5.00 FOR BEST
SHORT -WAVE KINK

PORTABLE
TRANSMITTERS

BOARD IS
1/2 ^ THICK

TUBE USED
TO FORM LOOPS

NUMBER 18
COPPER WIRE

TACKS

III,

IÍ111t,.
on r w for the large tubes and one
ones.-Donald Greeley.
sm

IÌ

for the

STITCH

SEAM WIT
WIRE LEADS
BETWEEN AND
TREAT WITH BAKELITE VARNISH

spark -plugs. which should be
thoroughly cleaned. eliminating all traces
These are then
of carbon and corrosion.
placed Into the two ends of a "T" eonnertlun which In turn Is screwed Into the ground
case
a ground pipe
pipe. In my particular
However
3 ft. long proved to be sufficient.
time length of this pipe will depend upon the
type of earth it is embedded in. and in
sotne cases a pipe as long as 10 feet may
discarded

fT0 SET

The two wires
efficient.
cording to formulae. A
loth about an inch rider
between wires Is used as
separation. One half inch

11I

c
are spaced
piece of cotton

than the spat
the medium of
of cloth is bent
over each wire and sewn Into place on a
The whole assembly is
sewing machine.
treated with No. 74 bakelite varnish which
is an excellent high- frequency insulation.

1

-lt.

J

DOUBLET
LEAD -IN

I%0®!'.

II®140

THE COMMON GROUND

I

SPARK

__.

PLUG

When a number of leads are to be
grounded. a eater job is made by using a
coutman post consisting of soldering lugs

PIPE TCONNECTION

e

POWER

TRANSFORMER

\SPARK
PLUG

STOPPING
TRANSFORMER HUM

PIPE

I believe many short -nave "Fans" will
knowing that it is possible to quiet a "noisy" transformer or
choke; the method is very siantle. especially in Instances where the transformer is
be interested to

SOLDERING
LUGS

II

í-

BUSHING

not sealed In some sort of compound. A
edge is made of a small piece of wood
and is placed between the core and the
This should
winding of the transformer.
be hammered tightly into the space until
all signs of hum have been eliminated. This
hum, incidentally is core vibration. Other
hunts cannot be eliminated in this manner.
-Harold Bruce Jr..

LONG
BOLT

NUT

t

TO

'

VV'

LONG

ADDING COLOR TO MAP
I am a regular reader of Short Wave &
Television and have read Kenneth Tyler's
kink for improving a map. \ \9my not use
hick will save considerable
several colors.
line counting. In the accompanying diagram I have illustrated nu' Idea. -Alfred
Sc

CHASSIS

in staggered positions on

a

screw

po

rubber grommet

art Wooten.

Ei

or In

a

piece of fiber

-

ATTENTION "HAMS"!
Here's

"alike"

PLYWOOD OR MASONITE,

RUBBER
BALL

PANEL (BACK SIDE)

10,,.

GLASS MARBLE
(RED GREEN ETC.)

i
S

CRYSTAL

CÓREO

as a

SOCKET

CEMENT

mounting place for the earphone

in order to keep them off the operating

desk

This ordinary coat hook
table.
stressed Into the side of the desk in son e
position where It rr'ii not be brush
agai est. Time ihiustratiml shoos hoc tills IS
1

-

FRONT

('W

VIEW-

done.

-D.

A. Watkins.

NUT
.gII1I.1I/Wl

(fiItÍllul1i

I

911

OPTIONAL
LIGHT SOURCE

!I 1111..

SET

)

denser may

..dill

be

employed. even

unit.- Engelbert

Bartoarh.

a

363 tutu

thirty inches square and
In making
n accommodate fifty tubes.
the rire loops. I used only one piece of
No. eighteen Hire for each row. To do this.
the board
one
edge
of
ware
at
first tack the
near the top. Then place a tube under the
wire and bend the `cire around the base of
the tube. Leave sonie stark in the wire so
slightly larger titan the
that the
l ile holding the w ire
Now.
tube bee, N
loop In Platte. remove the tube and tack the
wire to the hoard. It you use an old tube.
you don't have to remove it chile tacking
the wire. The next loop is formed do the
me `ray. Don't forget that somme tubes
have large bases and some small, as nuke

Many "F`ns" have attempted to construit
their ono 'doublet" antenna lightning arrestors and have not been successful. There-

IIII1u,;;e..

My rack is

www.americanradiohistory.com

R. F. METER SWITCH

-F.
.

I11I

TUBE RACK
useful.

USED AS
PHONE HANGER

DOUBLET LIGHTNING
ARRESTOR
1

OR

flat,.

obtain letter band- spread. and most eon
'eniently too. by connecting a fixed ntie
condenser in serles, usually about 100 tine..
4th the stator. Thus any variable eon

the feeder system of the antenna. 1 offer
the following kink. A single pole single throw switch is employed in each leg of the
feeder system. and across each of these
switches are leads running to a double -Vote.
double -throw switch,

This tube rack is easy to make and vers

VOVVl'.

fore
ant passing along my idea which has
worked out very nicely. It consists of two

I1

I

III
WIRE COAT
HOOK
(SCREW TYPE)

nn CW (usually one uses phones fo
and speaker for phone work ,you'v

got a pair of earphones you can't heal
Ive unit removed and mounted as show
makes not only a ball type "n ike' fo
cour phone rig. but gives Xtal Near "T'
Direct to grid economy. plus th
o- surit cet investment. is boom
lports.
flexibility
List' mn' "Haul." -Fred C. Hoffman
o

100 MMF.
( MORE

For those rvhw annot afford to have on
hand two meters for Measuring current in

or

tiro

FIXED
MICA
CONDENSER

TREE

PAGE THE COAT HOOK!
it

STAND

'

XMAS

Once more the old wire coat hook goes to
I have used
cork for the radio "Fan."

CRADLE
MOUNT

HEADSET
UNIT

I

il

-James F. ltanner. WSW.

ides for getting that Xtal
you've always wanted! Besides.
v

I

BETTER BAND -SPREAD
Instead of purchasing a special Irani!.
spread condenser. or removing some plates.
n hick often ruins a condenser. one can

The reamer
to aeconunolate the marble.
leaves the hole slightly conical in shape. allowing the marble to tit in on only one side.
with
ordinal./
fastened
The marble is then
household or "china" cement. Any source
of light ran be used. Sockets from Xmas
tree strings make roOVenient mountings.
Marbles of one solid color make the hest
"jewels." although those of a mottled
structure are nut displeasing in appearance.

is grounded to the rlwssis. The `sires
easily removable. If al insulated
is desired. the serene may alie mounted
men

AS FUSE

OVERL ADN

A.C.

T'se ordinary colored glass marbles in
place of the jewel; panel must be of some
material other titan metal.
A hole about % inch in dla. is drilled
in the panel. then enlarged with a reauler

I

a

Ól A, USED

110 V.

IIIIIIIIIIIIO'

JEWEL LIGHT
SUBSTITUTE

\\'offer.

STAGGER
LUGS
.d
m ranted

Here is a kink that I have used niilt
great success in building lore -power pone
supplies. In rase of an accidental "short.'
unless a protective device is used, th
III most likely "blow up.'
power-supply
A. stunt that I have found to be useful
to connect an 01 -A tube filament betrvre
the center tap of the transformer and th
ground. The drawing clearly salon's this.
Woodward. w'6LT:X.

I)InII

required. -Steve Gorakooski.

be

Tiffs transmission line may be rolled up
be
ilea not used. lather material may
used such as light- weight canvas or leatherette. Holes rut In the cloth serve to lessen
wind resistance. -B. F. Beaver.

LONG
BUSHING

PREVENT BLOW -UPS!

-.

SMALL WOOL
BETWEEN CORE
AND WINDING

It. Harlow.

SHORT WAVE
Me,
11.720
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&

Mc.

Call

WINNIPEG, CANADA, 25.6

CJRX

na.,

Addr.

11.718

CR7RH

11.715

TPA4

1I.710

SM5SX

LAURENCO

R".

}
11.680

IQO

MARQUES,

DZC

10.260

PMN

PORTU-

GESE, E. AFRICA, 25.6 m. Daily
Sun. 8 -10.30 am.
12 .45-3 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.61 m., (See 15.245
n.) 5.15 -7 pm., 9 pm.-12 m.
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, 25.63 m.,
m. 5-7 am.
Addr. Royal Cniversit ç.

I..- 1.

S.W. BROADCAST BAND?

Mon. 11.30 pm.-12 m, Thurs. 9.30-

10.250

LSK3

8 am.-1 am.

COCX

HAVANA, CUBA, 25.86 m.

11.595

VIIR4

11.560

VIZ3

11.500

X:\\1

STONY HILL, JAMAICA, B. W. I.,
Works WNC daytime.
25.87 m.
FISKVILLE, AUSTRALIA, 25.95 m.,
Wireless of
Addr. Amalgamated
Australasia Ltd. Teats irregularly.
M ERI DA, YUCATAN, 26.09 m. Irregular

CED

10.220

P8K

10.170

RIO

('MX.

-7.30 pm.

RIO
ED111-

10.065

.IZB-

EHV
TDB
10.055

ZEB

10.042

DZB

11.405

HBO

CAN.,
DRUMMONDYILLE, QUE,
Tests irregularly.
211.28 m.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 26.30 m.,

9.990

KAZ

CSW

11000

PLP

10.970

ON

Irregular.
WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND, 27.15
tn. Works Australia and England
early morning.
LISBON, PORTUGAL, 27.17 m., Addr.
Nat. Broadcasting Sta. 1.311.6 pw.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 27.27 tn. Reóy,
YDB. 5.30-10.30 or 11 ant. Sat.

until 11.30 am.
LIMA, PERU, 27.35 m.

Works Bogota,

9.950

CCU

9.930

HKB

9.930

CSW

10.840

I(\VV

16.770

GI31'

DIXON. CALIF., 27.68 n,., Addr. A. T. &
T. Co \\'arks with Hawaii evenings.
RUGBY, ENGLAND, 27.85 in. Works

13.740

JVM

NAZAKI,

Australia early morning.

10.675

\VNB

9.890

LSX

9.870

WON

9.860

EAQ

9.830

IR\I

Works
Brmnlc,ats daily

U.S.A. 2 -7 am.
9-10 am., 2.30-.3.30 pen.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 28.1 m., Addr.
A. T. S: T. Co. Works with Bermuda

10-670

CEC

10.660

JVN

N AZAKI,

10.550

WOK

10.635

JIB

10.520

VI.K

10.430

YBG

10.420

XGW

MEDAN, SUMATRA, 28.76 m. 5.306.30 am., 7.30430 pm.
SHANGHAI, CHINA, 28.79 m. Works

10.410

l'DK

KOOTWIJK,

10.410

KES

Works .lava 7.30 -9.40 am.
BOLINAS, CALIF., 28.8 m., Addr. RCA
('ommunicat ¡01.4. Irregular.

10.370

EHZ

TENERIFFE, CANARY ISLANDS, 28.93

Jamul

12

LSX

10.330

ORK

10.300

1-81.2

LSE

9.790

GCW

9.780

VU ,
VI.Z2

9.760

WOF

9.740

COCA

HOLLAND, 28.8

9.710

GCA

9.675

DZA

LISBON, PORTUGAL, 30.31 m., Addr.
Nat. Broad. Station. 6.9 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., :50.33 m., A111Ir,
(Sue 10.300 me.) Works N. Y. C.

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 30.4 m., Addr.
A. T. A: T. Co. Works England nights.
MADRID, SPAIN, 30.43 m., Addr. Post
015ee Box 951. Daily 5.15 -7.30 pm.,
12

n.-2 pm.

aft er,e,ans.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 30.61 m., A.L.r.
(See 111.350 me.) Tests irregularly.
RUGBY, ENGLAND, 30.64 m. Works
N. V. C. evenings.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 30.74 m., Ad,.
Amalgamated \Virel,ss of Austrahnia
Ltd. Works Java and New Zealand
early morning.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 30.77 m.,
Addr. A. T. & T. Co. Works London,

HAVANA, CUBA, 30.78 m.

9.870

TI4NRH

6.50 am.

RUGBY, ENGLAND, 30.89 m. Works
S. A. evenings.
ZEESEN, GERMANY, 31.01 m., Addr.

8.30 -10 pm., 11.30 pm.-12 tn.
B UENOS AIRES, ARG., 31.06 m., Addr.
40.

9.680

LRX

9.660

CTI AA

LISBON, PORTUGAL, 31.09 m., Addr.
Radio Colonial. Tucs., Thurs. and

9.860

TDB

SOERABAJA, JAVA, 31.09 m., Addr.
N. I. It. O. M. Daily except Sat.
6-7.30 pm., 5.30 to 10.30 or 11 Pm.

7-11.30

pm.

Sat. 3 -6 pm.

Sat. 5.30 -11.30 am.
B AUEN, GERMANY, 31.09 m., Addr.
(See 20.020 me.) Works Egypt afternoons.
PORT-AU- PRINCE, HAITI, 31.1 m.,
AI17. 1 -2, 7-8 pen.
Addr. I'. 0.

9.660

DGU

9.645

HH3W

9.646

YNLF

MANAGUA,

9.636

ERO

ROME, ITALY, 31.13 m., Ad,lr. (See
11.810 mc.) Daily 12.40-5.30 pm.
Mon., 11-ed. and Fri. 6-7.30 pm.

B.

NICARAGUA, 31.1

(All Schedules Eutern Standard Time)

www.americanradiohistory.com

i

U.S.S.R., .:I 25 m.

Daily

9.600

CB960

'J out.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 31.25 m.

Heard

9.595

HBL

9.530

PCJ

9.590

VK6ME

9.590

VK2ME

9.590

W3XAU

10.30 ant -12.30 pm.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 31.28 m. Relays

9.583

GSC

DAVENTRY,

:

ter :1.30

pm.

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 31.27 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations.
Irregular.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 31.28 m., Addr.
¡t,e 1.5.220 me.) Sun. 2-3, 7-8 pm.
Tues. 1.30 -3 pm.

Well.

7-10

pm.

PERTH, W. AUSTRALIA, 31.38 m.,
:\ddr. Amalgamate) Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd. Testing 5.30 -6.30 am
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 31.38 m.. Addr.
.Amalgamated \Vircicss of Australasia,
Ltd., 47 York St. Sun. 1-3, 5 -9 am.

11('-81'

11

am. to

7

pm.

ENGLAND,

m.,
pm.
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 31.32 m.,
Addr. 61 Little Collins St. 3.15-8.30
Also Friday
am. except Sunday.
IO pm. to 2 am.
CUCUTA, COL, :31.34 m. 8 pm. to 122 m.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS-, 31.35 m.,
ddr. W,.t inghmrse Electric & Mfg.
Co. Relays \\'1SZ 0 am. to 12 m.
Sun. 7 am. to 12 m.
Addr. li. B. ('., Landon.

31.32

11-1I

9.580

VK3LR

9.575
9.570

HJ2ABC
W1 XX

9.565

VUB

9.560

DJA

9.555

HJIABB

BARRANQUILLA, COL, 31.39 n,.,
Addr. l'. O. Box 715. 11.30 an,. to

9.550

OLR3A

9.540

DJN

9.540

VPD2

9.535

JZI

PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 31.41
See 11.875 nu. for schedule.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 31.45 m., Addr.
1.4re
2.05 -5.15 am.,
9.560 me.)
1.50.10.45 Nn.
SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS, 31.45 m., Addr.
Amalgamated
tel \Wireless of Australasia,
Ltd. 5.:311-7 am.
TOKIO, JAPAN, 31.46 m., Addr. (See

9.530

W2XAF

9.525

ZBW3

9.525

LKJ1
HJ4ABH

BOMBAY, INDIA, 31.30 n,.. Addr.
Indian State Broadensting Corp. 11.30
Tues, Thurs., Fri.
am. -12.30 pen.
irregularly.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 31.38 m., Addl..
12.055.15 am.,

Broadcasting House.
.150 -10.45 pm.

pm.. 4.30-6 pm.

I

1

9-10 am,

11.8013..1 Z.1)

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 31.48 m., Addr.
General Electric ('o. 4 pm.-I2 M.
HONGKONG, CHINA, 31.49 m., Addr.
Irregular 11.30 pmP. O. Box 200.
to 1.15 am., 4-10 am,

9.520

JELOY, NORWAY, 31.29 m.

ARMENIA, COLOMBIA,
1I

9.510

VK3ME

5-8 am.

31.51 tn.

8-

am., tu-IO pin.

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 31.55 m.,
Addr. Amolgatnated Wireless of Australasia, 167 Queen St. Daily except
Sun. 4 -7 am.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 31.55 m.,
Addr. (See 9.580 me. -GSC) 1-3.15

9.510

GSB

9.505

HJIABE

CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA, 31.57 m.,

9.500

HJU

Add, l', 0. Box 31. 5.10.30 pm,
BUENAVENTURA, COLOMBIA, 31.58

9.500

PRFS

9.500

EAQ2

am., 12.20-6 pm., 6.20-8.30 pm.

m.

8-9 am., 12.30-2.30, 6.30 40 pm.

pm., 5-1 I pm.

MOSCOW,

Irregular.

HEREDIA, COSTA RICA, 31.02 m.,
Addr. Amando C. Marin, Apartado

1

Pn,., :3-6 pm.

RAN

9.600

ant.

El \Luelo.

am: I

4. S.W. BROADCAST BAND

ROME, ITALY, 30.52 m. Works Egypt

(See 10.042 n,e..)

1.30 -:3 pm.

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 29.13 m., Addr.
Cia. International de Radio. Works
\:,,rope evenings.

morning.
RUGBY, ENGLAND, 30.15 m. Works
N. Y. ('. night time.
Works Rao
B OGOTA, COL, 30.21 m.

1

m.

Relays El./43 2-1. 6-7 or 8 pm.
B UENOS AIRES, ARG., 28.98 n,., Addr.
Tr.,usmdio International. Broadcasts
5-6 pm. Mon. and Fri. Tests irregularly at other tine..
RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM, 29.04 m.

Works N. V. C. irregular.
ABOU ZABAL, EGYPT, 29.81 m. Works
Europe I -6 pm.
ZEESEN, GERMANY, 29.87 m., Addr.
Irregular.
Rcic hsIa Mt xenstra la mt.
MANILA, P. I., 30.03 m., Adds RCA
Communications. Works Jara early

night tine.

n,.:3 am.

m.

10.350

9.000

JAPAN, 28.14 m.

Brotuleasts
daily 2 -8 am. Works Europe irregularly at other times.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 28.44 m.,
Addr. A. T. & T. Co. Works S. A.
nights.
TAIWAN, FORMOSA, 28.48 m. Works
Japan around 6.25 am.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 28.51 tn.. Addr.
Amalgamate) Wireless of Australasia
Ltd. Works England 1 -6 am.

evenings.

Sat. also

Daily

7-7.15 pm.

S. A.

SHINKYO, MANCHUKUO, 29.81 m.
Works Tokio 0.30-7 am.
HAMILTON, BERMUDA, 29.84 nt.

evenings.

m.

irregularly.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 28.12 m.

,n.

evenings.

Col. evenings.

JAPAN, 27.93

am.

10.070

('.1.\4

11.040

Works

10.080

11.413

ZLT4

put. 5

m.

Works Belgium around
from 1-1 Pm.
29.76 m. Works
U.S.S.R.,
TIFLIS,
MOSCOW earl' morning.
MADRID, SPAIN, 29.79 m. Works
29.59

SIN

11.050

U.S.S.R., 29.15

II :un:

I'. O. Box 37.

Sun. 10

PANAMA CITY, PANAMA, 31.22 m.
Addr. Apartado 867. 12 n. to 1.30
pm., 6- 111.30 pm.

LEOPOLDVILLE, BELGIAN CONGO,

10.055

Addr. Radio Nations. Sat. 5.30 -6.15,
7.15-8.30 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 26 m..Addr.
La Vox del Partido Dominic:mo.

9.615

HP5J

10.30 pm.

re..

OPM

10.140

Test

irregularly.

HJIABP CARTAGANA, COL, 31.19 m., Addr.

DE JANIERO, BRAZIL, 29.35 m.

1oacow 10

B ANDOENG,

JAVA, 26.09 m.

9.620

Teats 7= 1.:;11 pm.

PMK

HIN

ANTOFAGASTAN, CHILE, 29.33

BAKOU,

Tues., Thurs. and Sat. 6 -7.45 pm.
COL, 31.14 m.
I I ll) am.-12.30 put., 5.30 -6.30, 7.30-

BUCARAMANGA,

HJ2ABD

Add,

Works Europe and
U.S.A. afternoons and evenings.

10230

Call

9.630

(See 10.310 Inc.)

11.500

11.280

B UENOS AIRES, ARG., 29.27 m.,

3 am. and

11.600

1

11.30 3m.

pm.

Relays

ZEESEN, GERMANY, 29.16 m., Addr.
(See 15.:3110 me.) Irregular.
B ANDOENG, JAVA, 29.24 tn., Relays
YDB 5.::1)-10.30 or II al,,., Sat. iJ

Irregular.

KAHUKU, HAWAII, 15.64 n,., Addr.
Irregularly,
RCA (ormnuuications.
10

Me.

Call

10.290

.lanu-s Richardson & Son,, Ltd. 4-IO

85

nt., Addr. National Railways. Mon.,
%Sell. and Fri. 8 -I I pm.
RIO DE JANIERO, BRAL, 31.58 m.
Irregularly 4.45 to 5.45 pm.

MADRID, SPAIN, 31.58 m., Addr. (See
me.) Exc. \loo. 2.30-3, 6.30.7,
7.30-9.30 pm., Mon. 7.30 -9.30 pm.
9.8110

} S.W. BROADCAST
(('.,rtnued

on

BAND?

page

B?)
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-Ray
Practical Cathode
Television In France
(Continued front page 69)

ANOTHER

cabinet.
on thecvertical walls of thee
diameter of
The oscillograph tube has avertically
and
3% inches; it is mounted
porthe large end extends into the upper
tion of the cabinet.
by

Exclusive Ace

Mirror and Lens Used in 1 Model
is
mirror inclined at an angle of 45°
A lens

A

Development

THE UNIVERSAL SIX
81/4
A

Tl

za

sweep

and

mounted on the inside of theto cover.
about double
which enlarges the imagesa panel
of wood
on
their size is securedthat
a wide angle of
in such a manner
can
spectators
12
to
10
vision is assured;
images.
watch the projected the
Messrs.
of
work
This receiver is
In collaboraDe France and Roger Cahen. Society, they
tion with the Radio -Industry
intended
receivers
have
particularlys for televised mot on pictures

(Fig. 5).

to 625 Meters -Four New Tubes
er
Operates on AC- DC- Battery
Receiv
"er

sensitive receiver with real
IMAGINE!! A compact, self-contained on any AC or DC house line
operate
SIX TUBE performance that will
any changes. The Ace Universal -SIX
or on batteries, without making
A
plug in a cable and PRESTO!
Simply
anywhere!
will operate
loud speaker
toned
full
same
the
with
set
completely battery operated
reception -the same miraculous
volume -the same thrilling foreign receivers for less than you would
good
TWO
Really
operation!
of
ease
expect to pay for either one!
grid pentode R.F. stage and
POWERFUL tube line -up: 6F7 Screen regenerative detector and
coupled
Electron
-6F7
stage
first audio
power pen ode utput
second audio stage -38 third audio
sta
rectifier for humless power supply! Every
1 -V heater type
larger!
appear
set
the
make
to
tubes
a useful purpose -no "ballast"

-

-

81/2 to 625 meters- self-conMORE FEATURES: Full Bandspread
speed full vision dial-providual
tained speaker-transmitter type
control of regeneration-opersmooth
-velvet
headphones
sion for
-Low current drain with high
ates entirely on AC, DC, or Batteries
operation.
economical
output means real

Fig.

needed to build this remarkable all
$7.15 brings you every part
panel and chassis, 4 coils tuning
drilled
including:
purpose receiver,
dials, chokes, resistors,
condensers,
from 81/2 to 200 meters,
to the last screw and nut and
etc., etc., in fact every part down sheet. (Less tubes, speaker
large, easy to follow instruction

$7 15J

and cabinet, unwired)

I

free catalog
please and na your
Ace products.

fully describing I
I

-

mat ched tubes sensitive
arcce sortes-seet of four5m
625 meters
speaker. cabinet and toils to tune from 200 to
add S5.50 to above prices.
NOW!
SIX
UNIVERSAL
ORDER YOUR
Every one fully guaranteed! Buy with safety!
necessary
All nece

ACE RADIO LABORATORIES

Address

YORK CITY
227 Greenwich St., Dept. C-6, NEW
THE HOUSE OF VALUE AND SERVICE

Catalog No. 26

C,6

TELEVISION? Order
keep your copies of SHORT WAVE and
Have you a Binder in which to
99 Hudson St., N.Y.C.
SHORT WAVE and TELEVISION,
one today -$1.25. Holds 12 copies.

SEE THE SKY -CHALLENGER

Hellicrafters' New
RECEIVER!
COMMUNICATIONS
s Greatestt Value!
mateur aRadi

plete
1

rior

f all

i
r baTubes-com-

and selecti átsupe-

l

20 -40 -80 -160

tCF

the hallicrafters, inc.

Indiana
l

Address "HALLIRAT"

U.S.A.

Meter Bands

$3.95 up.

ensitivityea
andeSpread
See
to many higher priced receivers.
information:

dealers or write for complete
2601

BLILEY CRYSTALS

Bliley Electric Co., Erie, Pa.

Please mention

SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION

I

television ceivet,
4-The Radio L.L.
cal c thode-ray tube.
vertical

the
Their particular achievement is in peramplification of audio frequencies,
transformof
number
a
mitting the use of
band pass and
ers yet with a very wide ima
9%
ges
The
without
ack.
d are w hite and blare
inches square andistortion.

-One
Amateur Television Apparatus
Set Uses But 8 Tubes

French
We list under this heading those
receivers designed for amateur assembly
from a kit of parts.
First is the "Visiodyne Baby" set developed by M. Chauviere which is especially
well made (Fig. 6).
of 3%
It employs an oscillograph 8 tube
tubes.
inches and it uses a totalis of
supplied with a
The cathode -ray tube
are
protential of 1,000 volts. The images
glass 64.
viewed through a magnifyingenlarged
to
are
and
inches in diameter
card, which is very
the size of a postal simple
emapparatus
good, considering the
ployed.
of 4 tubes;
The receiver itself consists two
pentodes
an octode frequency changer,
in the I.F.
of special high- frequency type
for the
triode
-diode
double
a
and
amplifier
amplidetection and synchronizing signal
7.)
fication. (Fig.
cortwo
This assembly is completed by rectifier
recting tubes, and a high -voltage
the
for
and low- voltage rectifier; the firsttube and
power -supply for the oscillograph
ratrons
two
the
suPP Y he li eh andc image sweeps.

leotf
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R-S-R CLIPPER!
Five Tube

Regenerative- Super-

Regenerative Receiver

NEXT YEAR'S DX
RECEIVER TODAY
Designed by A. J. HAYNES
Seven separate tuning bands:
Calibrated 5" dial from 550 to 13v. meters
with separate vernier bandspread condenser ;
Super-regeneration below 10
meters;
Powerful two stage audio amplifier with 6L6 Beam Power tube output;
R.F. amplification on all bands;
Isolantite bandspread condenser becomes high frequency tuning condenser
on ultra -short waves;
All tubes in use
at all times including two new 6J5G
Super- Triodes;
Full AC operation with
built -in power supply:
No special an-

Please note that the R -S -R
CLIPPER is designed specifically for long
distance short-wave reception and although it includes
the st:uniard 200 to 550 meter broadcast band and provides very fine reproduction of the
regular local broadcast programs by reason of its powerful amplifier and large dynamic
speaker, still nothing has been sacrificed in favor of this low frequency band that would
in any way detract from its short-wave performance.
The new Haynes R -S -R Clipper is always on demonstration at our laboratory where you
can operate it yourself or any of our dealers will be glad to accord you the same privilege.

tenna required for foreign reception;
Heavy 19 gauge steel chassis and cabinet: NO hand capacity on any band;
and a host of other exclusive features.
The fastest selling all -wave receiver
built-see stories Radio News. All Wave Radio, Radio World. etc.

HAYNES R -S -R CLIPPER
complete with 5 Sylvania
tubes ready to plug in to
A.C. outlet and operate
Shinning weight

20

$2885

lbs.

RACO AC -4
4 -Tube Communication Receiver
21/2 -555 Meters

An All- Purpose Receiver Thai- Defies Competition
And ehen a
oration receiver we MEAN it. The A1' -4 is built to the
highest anateor specifications for serious communication and long distance reception
under all lcolditions. Isolantite insulated high frequency and bandspread Losing contirnser; MIlihMOOS, all electrical. bandspread: perfect regeneration stability: superregion ration below 15 meters; and a host of other features. The 20 meter band, for
Instance, covers 1110 degrees on the big Si/,- Cernl:um silver bandspread dial with NO
hand capacity effect. You will be untaxed ut the way the AC -4 separates the crowded
foreign stalling: on the short -leave oaths.

BUILT-IN A.C. POWER PACK
The AC -4 uses three of the powerful new Sylvania 6150 tubes as electron coupled detector and two stage audio. plus u 30 rectifier with built -in high voltage supply
wüich is really quiet.
Separate panel controls for antenna coupling. audio ol..° and regeneration A standby
switch Is provided and also an vrphune jack which cuts out the speaker
t {Ae'O AC -4; Complete Kit of parts. unwired. less
510,75
only cabinet aid tubes
Crystaline finished metal cabinet
1.25

KIL of four picked Sylvania tubes
wiring and testing

20
2.. 11

u

RADIO CONSTRUCTORS LABORATORIES

RACv

Dept. SW -6, 136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

The power -supply to the entire set is
obtained from a single unique transformer
having 9 secondaries; the source of "B"
voltage is common for the receiver and the
time base oscillators.
The frequency- changer stage is stabilized by using a Colpitts circuit in the os-

cillator, aided by

SPECIAL PRICE ON COMPLETE RACO AC-4; with 4 tubes
and cabinet, wired, tested and ready to operate from any
110 volt A.C. line

a

double -diode

triode

which serves simultaneously as second detector of the superheterodyne receiver,
amplifier for the modulation signal for the
C.R. tube and phase reverser for the synchronizing signals which control the

thyratrons (Fig. 7).

As you can see in the photo the chassis
is made in two levels; the upper stage is
formed by the chassis of the receiver and
the support of the cathode -ray tube, with
the observing lens; the lower stage contains the power transformer, the rectifiers
and the thyratrons (Fig. 6).
On the time -base (sweep) chassis, 8
knobs are seen, each knob controlling a

potentiometer. Six of these are on the
chassis top, as they are not regulated in
the course of receiving.
Two of these potentiometers serve to
control the concentration or focussing of
the spot and the intensity of this spot.
Two others serve to center the image,
moving it to left or right, and up or down.
The last four potentiometers control the
line and image thyratrons. They regulate
the length and width of the image and permit exact synchronization to be maintained

during transmission.
The adjustment of the receiver proper
is conducted exactly the same as for any

1585

RACv

potentiometer. From time to time, the
concentration of the spot and the average
illumination can be adjusted, also.
a

Installation of a Television Receiver
A television receiver is installed much
the same as a radio receiver, though several
precautions should be observed in the choice
of an antenna.
Very often, the types of antennas used
for radio reception are quite suitable,
whether they are indoor or outdoor types.
Before erecting special aerials it is well to
try available ones. At a little distance
from the transmitter it is generally sufficient to use an indoor aerial of about 12
feet in length, insulated with rubber, and
supported at the far end with an insulator
and at the other, connecting to the receiver; also, a simple vertical wire about
12 to 14 ft. long with a single wire lead in will often be sufficient. This should be
connected to the set through a small ca..

radio telephone set, by sound by connecting a loudspeaker to the A.F. amplifier.
The regulation of framing and synchronization are, in principle, effected one for
all; it is necessary only to search by means
of the speed of discharge of two condensers, for the images, and to vary the
intensity of the illumination by means of
Please mention SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com
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It is difficult to correct or vary the con-

BRINGS YOU ANY RECEIVER ! !

$500

NOW! Harrison makes it possible for you to easily
have the newest and the finest in Amateur Receivers.
Buy it at our low cash price or purchase it on our
EASY TIME PAYMENT PLAN.
Receiver

Hallicrafters Sky -Buddy
Hallicrafters Sky -Chief

$

Easy Time Payment Terms
Cash
Price Down Payment Monthly Payments
29.50
$ 8.45
$ 6.00 For 4 Months
44.60
13.95
7.00 For 5 Months
20.90
11.00 For 6 Months
79.00

Sky- Challenger with Speaker
Sky -Challenger with Crystal
89.00
and Speaker
Super -Skyrider with Speaker-. -. 101.60
Super -Skyrider with Crystal
111.50
and Speaker

Sargent
Sargent

21 -AA
11 -MA

with Speaker,
and Crystal
Hamm arlund SUPER -PRO
Complete SP -110
Haynes "Clipper" Complete
RM E-69,

20.90
23.65

11.00 For
11.00 For

7

8

Months
Months

125.00
54.00

26.65
29.50
17.40

12.00 For
12.00 For
7.00 For

8
9
6

Months
Months
Months

151.20

40.32

14.00 For

9

Months

238.14
28.85

63.95

18.00 For 11 Months

6.00 For 4 Months
(Write for our prices and terms on any equipment not listed here)
9.73

Large Stock-Immediate Shipment (Of cash orders. Approximately one week
delay on time payment orders) -The manufacturer's warranty PLUS Harrison's
xell known guarantee is your assurance of complete satisfaction. Liberal trade-in
allowance for your present Amateur Receiver. See how remarkably improved
the new receivers are!

r

SEND THE COUPON -TODAY!

HARRISON RADIO CO.
C -6
12 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
DEAR. OM's:
Here'ss my $5.001 I want....... ........_.._..__..._...__..._..

rt
1

I want to buy it for cash. Ship it to me.
balance COD.
want to buy it on your EASY TIME PAYMENT PLAN. Send me the simple application
blank.
TNN es CUL

T-f I

1

be accomplished
by increasing the amplification of the I.F.
amplifier or by changing the aerial. Also
the bias on the C.R. tube may need adjustment.
By contrast, there is the condition when
the contrast is too intense, though this
can be controlled by reducing the intensity
by means of the regulating potentiometers.
Lack of details may be due to cutting
of side- bands, and the only remedy for
this condition is to adjust the I.F. amplifier.
Man -made static is seen as bright spots
on the screen; this may completely ruin
reception by throwing the synchonizing
off for an indeterminate length of time.
The interference due to telegraph messages
is often seen in the form of vertical lines
on the images
can be reduced by better
shielding of the set.
Insufficient filtering causes a sinusoidal
deformation of the edges of the images;
the variations in the voltage causing
changes in the sensitivity of the tube.
Defects in the thyratron circuit cause
the lines to be unequal in length.
Accentuation of the high frequencies, on
the contrary a sort of "plastic" effect or
double image -which is usually caused by
mis- alignment of the tuned circuits of the
receiver. Of the same type is the defect
caused by mis- alignment of the local oscil-

-it

lator.

EVERYTHING THE HAM NEEDS!
HARRISON HAS IT::

HARRISON

The framing is automatic but if the frequency of the line sweep has not been
regulated correctly it is possible to have
two images on the screen; this, however,
is a rare defect. -Courtesy La Nature.

RADIO
COMPANY
"The Friendly Amateur Supply House"
12 WEST BROADWAY

Call.

Name _._.

trast; though this may

NEW YORK CITY

EXPORT DEPT.

Cable- "HARRISORAD"

ORDER DEPT.
AND INFORMATION

Phone -WOrth 2-6276

1 or 2 micro -microfarads.
When it is desired to receive transmissions from greater distances, it is best
to resort to a doublet with two horizontal
arms of about 6 ft. in length and a double
lead -in with parallel wires, or with wires
transposed every few inches as shown in
Fig. 8. The lead -in is coupled to the receiver by means of a coil of 1 or two
turns of heavy wire and two condensers
of about 50 mmf. in series with each lead in wire.
Another simple type consists of a vertical wire of a length of about 12 ft. and
a shielded lead -in, the inner wire connecting to the receiver and the shield and wire
connected together through a small fixed
condenser; the system is completed by
means of a counterpoise. This system is
augmented in Germany by placing a loop
of iron wire about 9 ft. in diameter around
the top end of the shielded lead -in, and
connected to it This is used to reduce the
effect of man -made static on reception.

pacity of about

I

J

A NEW CRYSTAL FILTER

BRUSH
ANNOUNCES
THE CRYSTAL

"TRANSFILTER1e
KC
TYPE "A" 465
frequency available)
(only
INTERMEDIATES
one

LIST $10.00

The BRUSH

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

3321 PERKINS AVENUE
CLEVELAND.

OHIO

Fig.

Defects in Reception
The defects encountered in image reception may be divided into those which
are external to the apparatus and those
which are due to defects in the system.
There are, as we have mentioned, the
variations in the focus of the spot at the
edges of the image; this is due to the
change in focus of the tube between the
center and the edges of the image. There
are also deformations as those due to
changes in the general form of the image
(trapezoidal distortion) or lack of symmetry. These defects are due, as we have
explained to defects in the sweep system;
the only remedy is to use a more perfect
sweep circuit. Also, there is the visible
return of the spot to its original position
(back trace) and this forms streaks in the
images which are particularly annoying;
this is a fault of the circuit used.
Next there is the case of an image which
is too gray and lacking in contrast; the
cause is lack of sensitivity in the receiver.

Please mention.
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Types of aerials for ultra -short
waves.
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Only the Price is Less

By John L. Reinartz
(Continued from puye 67)
for television radio.
It is difficult to tell where the amateur
will "break out" next. What with his wonderful work during flood and other national
emergencies, he has been kept quite busy
of late, but you can depend upon it-he
will be the "torch- bearer" where radio
progress is concerned. He may at times
try the patience of the broadcast listener
next door with his radio activities, yet he
fills a very great need in the radio scheme
of things and that same next -door neighbor
will bless the amateur when he fully understands the real mission of his activity.

New Loop Aerial
(Continued from page 70)
compact form, may be arranged so as to be
rotated in a complete circle. Thus, if we
consider the antenna as a disc resting on
its edge, it may be rotated on its vertical
axis as shown in one of the accompanying
diagrams; in this way it is possible to concentrate the signal in whatever direction of
the compass you may wish to contact a sta-

tion or plane.
This rotary beam antenna devised by
Reinartz is said to show particularly high
efficiency on the short and ultra short
wavelengths. When used for five meter
work, both for transmitting and receiving,
there is a considerable gain over the usual
antenna.
For five meter work, two pieces of copper
tubing each 8 ft. in length, are bent into
circular shape as shown in the diagram,
with a space of 3 inches between the tubes.
The ends of the circular members are not
completely closed but remain open, with a
space of 1 inch between the adjacent ends.
Each circular member is about 30.48 inches
in diameter. Many methods may be used to
connect a 5- meter transmitter to this beam
antenna, and one suggestion as shown in
the drawing employs a low impedance
transmission line, which consists of a
twisted pair.
If the antenna is arranged to be turned
about its horizontal axis, this will change
the polarization, and, in some cases, this
may be desired. However it should be made
to rotate on its vertical axis for utilizing
its directive qualities. It is claimed that the
directive gain in a direction away from the
open end is approximately 6 to 1. For operation on other frequencies the length of
the tubes will be the same as for a single
half -wave Hertz antenna. This antenna
should work remarkably well on the now
alive 10 meter band.

All -Wave 13 -Tube
Receiver Has Tele -Dial
(Continued from page 88)
Two 12" speakers are supplied. The power
transformer is designed to operate from
any A.C. line from 95 to 130 volts, 50 -60

cycles without adjustment.
The 13 -tube line -up is as follows: R.F.
amp., 6K7; 1st det. 6K7; oscillator 6C5;
two 6K7's 1st and 2nd I.F. amp.; 2nd
det. 6H6; AVC 6C5; 1st A.F. amp. 6C5;
tuning indicator 6G5; 2 -6L6 power tubes
and 2 -5Z4 rectifiers.
The r.f. interstage coupling consists of
2 transformers each with its own tuning
condenser. This arrangement gives a superior band -pass selectivity characteristic
and minimizes the possibility of "images."
This unusual receiver should be an excellent performer on both broadcast and
short waves.
This article has been prepared from
data supplied by courtesy of Wholesale
Radio Service Co.
Don't Miss Next Issue! Lots of "Ham" and
"Fan" Features.
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The
Service
is More
In the New
of Superior Test Equipment
10 -40 Series

ALLMETER
à1

THE

Superior ALLMETER is an
eight -purpose tester, featuring
what the others don't have. For instance, it measures capacity, a -c
volts and a-c current. Yes, the a -c
current feature, practically never afforded by multi -test instruments, is
included. Also resistance to .1 ohm
may be read -another striking feature. Works on 90 -130 volts a.c or
d.c., but for capacity measurements
a.c. must be used (any commercial
frequency). Sensitivity, 1,000 ohms
per volt.
In next column are the eight accurate services the ALLMETER performs:

1.
2.

Currents, 15 -I30-7.íI1 ma.
Volts. 15- 150.750. Servess also a outpost meter.
for s -c setting, no reads results!
a. a
capacity. 1 -32 01..11 olu,,,;,. )ces,.. te,.a
capacity, .001 -.1 mid. 'for mie
lid small pape"'
condensers.
5.
.1 -100 ohms. (Unusual fe turc.)
A -C
A -C

On accidental d -c application

ah

a.
reading or
7. .0 vous.

dnran['hç
tubelage
k9u

15-1511.7511 vous.

Order SIedelnt.4.st.lt. shipping weight
lus.), complete at

TUBE TESTER

O

direct meter

$1040

OSCIMETER

''\\\
l

MODEL V45

OWE$')'- PlCICE0 direct frequency -reading all -wave signal
Jgrneralor. this instrument. accurate
I% on i -r and
broadcast bands. 2% on short waves, coversto 100
kc. to 22 Inc..
all on fundamentals, In live bands. It is switch-controlled.
has attenuatur. and enables also leakage test of condensers.
tubes. ere. It has sine -wave r.f.. also separate modulator.
cut In or out by switching.
This instrument works on 90 -130 volts. a.t. or d.c. If
Is used it may be of any commercial frequency. Tubes a.o.
oscillator. rectifier and modulator. It -f output may be are
at
igh or low Impedance. from separate souls. Also separate
audio output enables testing P.A. systems and other a -f
amplifiers.
Housed in black wrinkled finished shield
with
carrying handle, the signal generator, 5 lbs. cabinet,
unpacked. Is
easily portable.
Ms
40conpte with tubes

Price, with We absolutely believe this incomplete
strument to be the best buy
instructions for either novice or expert
serviceman. It is not only
as thorough and accurate,
but actually a faster tube
tester than similar more
elaborate and expensive instruments. Tests tubes on the "emis(shipping weight
lbs.)
sion" principle, and permits testing for shorts or leakage between
elements so that positive
accuracy in checking is obtained. Checks all types of tubes, whether
UX or octal base, and
allows for separate checking of diode sections of composite tubes.
Real rugged construction,
and priced so low that no serviceman or constructor can afford
to
be
without
it. The following salient features are incorporated in this instrument:

$1040

ershr

Tests all 4, 5. 6, 75 -7L and octal base tubes.
Tests all diode, triode- pentode and tetrodo receiving tubes, as well as many transmitting types.
Tess diode, triode and pentode sections of comae.
site tubes separately.
English reading meter, with "Bad
Good" scale.
Order direct from Us. Send lull amount and package will

.

.

-?-

Incorporates Neon Test for determining leakage or
shorts between elements.
Attractively designed front- panel. Metal ease,
dimensions-In/61/2/(51/4 ins.
Compact and lightweight. Ideal for Service Laboratory or field servicing.
go express collect. Or send 20 %, balance C.0.0.

-

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO.,

164:33 ERTY STREET

YOK

N. Y., DEPT. 5W-6

OUR NEW HOME

Single and Double Button

HANDI-M IKES
.r

NEW

the handiest microphone ever built. Thousands
in daily use for paging
w i n d o w demonstrationssports
events
amateur

-

-

'phones -mobile transmitters,
etc. With cord and switch
as shown.
Dealer's cost, single button $5.88 net
Dealer's cost, double button $8.88 net

At your jobbers. Send for catalog.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. Ltd.
Warren Lane, Inglewood, Calif., U.S.A.
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THREE BIG FLOORS

THE ENTIRE BUILDING
With

The LARGEST STOCK OF

STANDARD RADIO
PARTS & EQUIPMENT
IN PENNA. - OHIO - W. VA.
Write for new

1937

cA14FRADIO
963

& TELEVISION

when

writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

I

Liberty Ave., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Established

Please mention SHORT WAVE

catalog
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want to save money on your radio sets and parts? If so,
end for our new Spring bargain catalog, chock full of red hot,
brand new radio sets and parts at less than manufacturers cost.
The following is just one of the many money-saving items that we have to offer.

SAVE

Do you

New 1937 Hum Free Power Supply Pack

$1.00TubeSale $1.00TubeSale

KOLSTER 250 AMPLIFIER
with "A -B -C" POWER SUPPLY

fortunate purehnee permits us to offer you
erode radio tubes at extremely low pries.
naher
ditee the
The figure following the
A ve

fier high

81.00.
y of tube. that will be given fuvor
No order for las than 81.00 will be accepted.
4
6
3

2A0-

B

2Al2 f4 or 6.3 filament V.(plesee
Supplies pure ratified DC
x190 Mile. 6 Amps. filment. ' B"

Thin pack will supply.
dye up m

S

vcIt.350'ults

peed at 45. 00. 180. and 250. Well
red: extra heavy shawl Complete kiwith
wiring dsgrsm and drilled haws. lea tubes.
filtemy

wired-50 estes. tube -ratifier be-40 extra.
-Shipping weight 27 Ibo- 83.95. Note: This
My han drilled cl.rl. and can be easily
et eerted into a 15 Watt Amplifier with our ka
parts. Diagram !Sc earn. Kit of
of tee..
1

34.7-33.49 extra.

7

Kit

...rm.-AO-201A.
5

of

tube

forA,nnlifier-

2627-

303a

4

2575336A7-

3
3
3
3

t

6117-

606-

3
2
4

6E56F721012A712z32224A2525-

2
2

á
a
4

3

Sao-

9563738315444031424345464748-

12
12

4
3

3
4
3
3
4
3
3
8

3
4
6

2

4950-535s56-

3

2
4

s

4

s.a8--

5971A7576-

12

3
3

f8-

3
3

50615265MYIb2-

2
4
3

3

183454
455-

548559-

3
4
4
4

4
4
3
10

x0o-112A6H6G
61.60- 2
OAS- 2
8C5- 2

eF5-

6Frr
6116

6J76E7524-

2
2
2
2
2
2

3

BAND ALL WAVE

COILSUPER -HE TKKIT

6 Tube 15
Watt Am-

All Wave
K.C. t
t
42.000
eambly
550 K.C. I7 to 600 meters./
Cmplets
C red.
.such.
en
all wave Super -Het.
]'Axhes.
(envineoHEIR
SNER coils. Unit Completely wired with all connection. ridered; CD

l

mica cnndeneera. etc. Can be ine.11ed in your
er by connecting grid and plates of
tubes. Sise of unit S'as'.215 ". AD666ti3s-

inetrnunÌe
Completeg.S12.85.
OURe Price- 14.95.
and diagram, Extra-25e. This
nad
Kitof nll
made into an 8 or 10 tubers.
for 8 tube so t -99.95. Kit of tithes
$6.2 3. Kit f sot 10 tube sot $11.96.
Kit of tuber $8.35. I.e speaker. thus- sad
Mugs
'1.
ye
g unit $1..00eext
tale
90e extra.
)
.

i

plifier Kit
The Realest

amplifier hug

bet.

high

This
grade
kit

soamplifier
ld to you in

A
knock -down form at the lowest prima ever 'sold.
I'f
Ih
pl t let f
I'A3 15 W t
Onat A.C.A. transformers
Pats le. tube. using the
and fitter rndenree. Pert that will let a lifetime.
ily
ana
Cut together.
Cheri, complet. drilled
Very en.y to a.eemhle by paean. ofour I.rge working
$6.9S. Kit of tuba
blue print. Complete
To
an idea
ti.» 5lman.
dite then. pnrr.Jarteeconetru;ted, the entire
amnlii. wired Weighs 3u Ile.

pert-

UNITED RADIO COMPANY

Dept.S -6, Ne ark,

NJ.

TRANSF

SWITCH
(OPTIONAL)

TRANSF.
(IF USED)

GAP

SET.

I.Q.

F

LPJ
FIG

--.

7

SET
,

With

cost 1100.00.

25

.

Wtntt

-1_0"

dynamic pe.ker. 1.000 Volt Power transformer. and filter condenr, output
choke..
and heavy
AadY
nduty 250 X01. tapped
..A

W

-d

p

GND

FIG.8

into 16

thu

4-TUBE T.R.F.
Circuit.

parts
chiComplet
ase
ready
wire
nede6 "Dynmic

te

on
AC-DC
with `

TRANSF

w

TRANSF.

`

0

a

¡a

GND. -+

rifled

e

f 1.75

ONO.

BUTTON

SET

FIG 9

/

DOUBLET

etc..

AO 204 Walnut eahinet to match

AQ

I

wiring dia-

aer
Ira tubes and cabinet S5 49
Kitrmpletely wired. sua
$1.00
4.79
Sum. kit. magnetic speaks
Kit of 4 tuba
$2.25
r

w.'I114
/
BATT.

With

ply.

-

-tub. T

/RELAY

AERIAL

supply.

Watt Htsh Coln
Ide l for raturants.
h
factory nailing
AD 1150. Amplifier c pletely wired
for IS Watt High Gain P.Á. system for
Cryeal or Veledt mike -811.95
Amplifier Only as Illustrated
$4.95
Kit of tube. for Ume -$3.79.
'rag

e

4

GAP

ë

This 210 ur 250 tube amplater. cu nu u. t,
wired. in factory sealed
Oritte.I

theat

INSULATOR

-w

D.P. D.T.

PIPE
ONDEO

An

GAP"'

l

INSULATOR

y

ki.
'

**

Ai

- -.. .,('''
..

200A2UTA2A3-

ARRESTER

.-GAP

INSULATOR

1.

SULATOR

Awe .AERIAL

'

Build Your Own Radio Sets

Band 5 -Tube Super Het Kit
Comprising of 1
ilstor. -456 KC.
2

Double Tuned -F Transformers-1
Antenne ail. -2 gang osoaletor tracking
coudenrr. complet with wiring dingram.
11

1

8129e

Ì)rilled Charm.

to Match
pane to complete
other
Kitof
including condor.. renames. choke
volume control.
., bolt.. te.
Aller.900 -11 -Super Het kit. Complete

...Kt

lee. tuhem
r al }'ira isles.!.1 ..1 Taber

$2.39
32.95

ANT. CLIP

(0 R USE

--

-

70

- -J

,

SET

I

RELAY)

t 1\GND. CUP

FIG. 10

(OR USE RELAY)

DOUBLET

EVERY
NOW
ONE
OWN
CAN
AMATEUR
Q

MODEL K -2
EQUIPPED WITH
ASTATIC PLUG AND
SOCKET CONNECTOR AND ASTATIC
CABLE PROTECTOR
AT

NEW REDUCED PRICE
The famous Astatic NON- DIRECTIONAL Dual Diaphragm Dual Unit
Studio Model K -2 can now be purchased at the new reduced list price
of $27.50. Never before has a crystal
microphone of this quality been offered at this low price! See your

jobber today!
Licensed Under Brush Development
Company Patents. Astatic Pending.
ASIATIC Microphone Laboratories, Inc.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

DEPT. SW

LAND
VACATION
INDEPENDABLE
HOME RECEPTION
CANNONBALL
HEADSETS
Furnish clear, private reception any
FAVORITE SET
OF 'HAMS"

turbing others. Buy
dealer's.
built infn Cannon- at your
min Phone' preany Get illustrated cirefficiency- cular S -3.
Write
li,lercaae
eül satisfy you.
C. F. CANNON COMPANY
flrary

haler

,itanrteta

SPRINGWATER, N.Y.

Practical Antenna Hints
(Continued from page 72)
connections may be carried through a piece
of flexible twin -conductor cord but the best
arrangement is to use two slip rings and
brushes.

=

FIG.I1

¡\LAMP

CORD

(OR TWISTED

RUBBER
COVERED
TAPE AND RUBBER

CEMENT TO MAKE LEADIN

WIRE)
(

w.gugg ER

TUBE
A Clever Way to Tune the Doublet
y l
In Fig. 3 we have an interesting suggestion made by George Shuart, W2AMN,
Fig. 7- Lightning "grounding" switch
for adjustable wavelength doublet and here for doublet; 8 -relay for "grounding"
the length of the wire in the lead -in sections aerial; 9-"V" doublet connection. Fig. 10
adjacent to the doublet are made variable. -Auxiliary aerial connected to doublet
As the length of the parallel wires is in- gives greater range in some cases; 11creased or decreased the wavelength to homemade "waterproof" leadin.
which the antenna responds is also varied
in direct proportion.
efficiency of the doublet very
Another idea which may be employed for the receiving
Where electric light or telephone
adjusting the wavelength response of the markedly.
wires pass close to the top of the roof and
doublet, especially those of the "V" type, is near the ridge beam, then it may be deto vary the length of the top of the "V" as sirable to erect the doublet outside on a
shown in Fig. 4. As the legs of the "V" are couple of poles, about 10 feet or so above
closed up more and more as shown by the the roof.
dotted lines, the wavelength response of the
If factory-made "approved" lightning
antenna is decreased.
arresters are not used but home -made ones
Lightning Protection
instead (which are permissible where no fire
or
While lightning arresters are required by insurance is carried on themaybuilding,
be located
the National Board of Fire Prevention and where the receiving station
or outbuilding and well
are also required by the terms of practically in a small shackmain
dwelling) then air from the
all fire insurance policies, many people have away
with gaps about one gap
arresters
type
neglected to install lightning arresters of sixtieth
long between sharp screw (or
any type when they switched from an or- needle) inch
may be connected as shown
dinary single -wire antenna to a doublet. in Fig. 6.points
Several diagrams are given herewith showFor full protection of the doublet, and
ing how lightning arresters can be connect- bearing
in mind that no one can predict
ed to a doublet.
just what paths a lightning discharge will
Fig. 5 shows one method of bringing in take, it was suggested by H. W. Secor, to
the two wire leadin from the doublet connect these lightning arrester gaps across
through porcelain tubes at either the first the insulators at the very ends of the
floor level, or just below it into the cellar doublet, and also across the main lead -in
of the house. The lightning arresters can wires before they enter the transformer case
be mounted on a beam inside the cellar wall at the upper end of the twin lead -in section.
or can be placed on the baseboard at the If this is not done, and providing 100 per
floor level. Some people prefer to place the cent protection is desired, did you ever stop
lightning arresters on the outside of the to think what might happen if an extra
building; the connection of the arresters heavy static or lightning discharge piled up
to the twin lead -in cable is indicated in on the antenna and first .':ad to find its way
Fig. 5. An interesting installation of a through the transformer at the upper end of
doublet in a good size attic is also shown in the leadin and thence to ground! The disFig. 5A. The doublet installed in an attic charge would pass through the second transas in Fig. 5A will work just as well as if former near the set (if the lightning arit were installed on poles a few feet above rester happened to be connected to the leadthe roof, providing that the roof of the in wires at a point between the second or
house has wood or slate surface shingles lower transformers and the set) which has
and not tin or other metal roofing, which occurred in some instances? Most likely
would act as a shield and probably reduce one or both of the antenna coupling trans-

Please mention Sxoax

"WATER-PROOF.
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formers would then be burned out and after
that the operator would probably never be
the wiser but would probably be picking up
his distant stations on the lead -in alone,
without the benefit of the doublet! Another
possibility -he might only be receiving on
one "arm" of the doublet, the other having
been disconnected by the static or lightning
discharge partially burning out the coupling
transformer. A loss in reception efficiency
and one hard to locate.
Fig. 7 shows how a lightning grounding
switch may be connected to a doublet; gap
arresters are also shown connected across
the insulators, these arresters being connected to ground wires in each case.
Fig. 8 shows how a relay may be operated
with a push- button and battery from inside
thé' house, so as to ground the antenna during a thunderstorm or whenever the oper-

ator is away from the set.
Improving Reception With Doublet

Fig. shows the connection of the G.E.
"V" doublEt ti.ad those who have complained
of poor& reception on certain wave bands
when using a doublet may take a tip from
this connection, and try a ground wire from
the nearest water pipe to one terminal post
on the set (to which the doublet twin
leadin is connected).
Fig. 10 shows an auxiliary aerial connected to the doublet and also a ground connection. In some cases one experimenter
found that the signals from Europe, for
example, were greatly enhanced (as much
as 100 per cent) by connecting the auxiliary
aerial and ground (either with a clip or else
by means of a relay) once a station had
been "picked up" on his doublet. The auxiliary aerial may be a single wire, 50 to 60
feet long, and should point in a different
direction from the plane of the doublet.
Fig. 11 shows a simple method for providing a waterproof leadin for the twin
conductor, such as lamp -cord or light rubber- covered wire frequently used for
doublets. The twisted -pair is placed inside
of a rubber tube, which will cost but a few
cents a foot, and the top of the "leadin"
where the wires enter is covered with rubber
tape or else rubber cement.
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MANY OPERATORS PREFER
Look

at These

All -Wave Band Spread
Built -in Power Supply
Jensen Dynamic Speaker
R.C.A. Tubes

Sargent Model

I

Rectified Output for

I

Relay Operation

-

Tuned R.F. Receiver

For 612.50 additional, Model 11 can he equipped
to furnish 30 mils max. rectified output for
operating recording relays, etc. These models.
furnished upon special order. have a toggle
switch to make output connections to either
loud- speaker ur rectifier.

Known The World Over
Sailing the seven seas. -operating on 5 continents, Sargent
tuned R.F. receivers are known the world over for their
elliciency. Built to standards never before attempted in a
T.R.F. receiver. Sargent Model 11 has established a
world-wide reputation.
Many experienced operators prefer a tuned R.F. receiver.
Extreme sensitivity combined with noise level that Is almost not -existent make a tuned It.F. a pleasant receiver
to operate. Flexibility. ease of operation. appeal to operalors or all Ules. For O.W. this type of circuit Is admittedly the most sensitive ever devised. Signals, entirely lost In tube hiss on larger receivers. are clear and

i

a.

-

readable on Model 11.

Selectivity

\Vllen properly built. a T.R.F. receiver has selectivity
closely approaching that of large. multi -tube receivers.
Model 11. built to highest standards. has selectivity excelled only by the most complicated receivers in the highest price range. On both C.W. and phone. the selectivity

will surprise.

Tuning Ranges

-

Model 11 Universal covers the greatest continuous tuning
range ever built into a receiver-9.5 to 20.000 meters.
New advances in roil unit design have made this possible.
there being no skips and no dead spots. Other tuning
ranges available are 0.5 to 3.750 meters and 9.5 to 550

meters. Receivers for all 3 are identical, the only difference being in the roil mills.
Model lr Net Prises for 110 V. CO cycles Operation
Model I I.UA. UNIVERSAL tuning mange, 9.5 to
20.000 meters
$75.00
Model I1 -MIA. MARINE tuning range, 9.5 to
554.00
3.750
Model 11 -AAeters
.
AMATEUR tuning range. 0.5 to
546.00
550 meters
Price Include power supply.
n lY
speaker and R.C.A tubes.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Model 11 IS available in all A.C., D.C., and battery

cannot guarantee any prices after May 15th. all Prices
to change without notice after that
being
Price increases,
w ill be moderate
become necessary.

E. M. Sargent Co.,

Built "Like a Battleship"

m

voltages.
Write for full description.
25? Mh

Special Notice Regarding Prices
We

One Carbon resistor, 1 watt, 1/4 megohm (250,000), type 1094
ELECTRAD INC.
One Potentiometer, 50,000 ohms, with d.p.s.t.
switch, type 205
One Filament rheostat. 10 ohms, type 209 -W
HARDWARE
One Steel cabinet, size Ot/4x6¡sx4% inches, type
245. pierced
One Airplane dial, '/a" shaft, 0 -100 scale, type

One type 951/1B4 tube

"Band -switching" coil unit. type 1415

Ceramic socket, 4- prong. type 2600
Bakelite socket. 5- prong, type 2485
Tip -jacks, insulated, type 1890
EVEREADY (Batteries)
Two or three type 772 or 762, 45 -volt "B" blocks
(see text)
One type 761 or type 783 "C" battery (see text)
Two type 7111, 11/.-volt "A" batteries (dry
cells)
RAYTHEON
One type 950 tube or one type 1F4 tube (see

text)

Two "Change-n -Name" dial plates, type 54I -A
Two Pointer knobs, 1!ÿ ", type 286

Guide to Short -Wave Reception

HOLES:A' y4

B.

/2

ALL 0TRER
HARE

3/16.

The United States Department of Commerce has recently issued "A Guide to
Reception of Short Wave Broadcasting Stations." Copies are available for 25c from
the Department of Commerce, Washington,

I7%,'
1$
1

The book contains instructions for the
proper installation of the radio receiver;
characteristics of short -wave radio transmission, with a table of frequencies for the
different classifications, such as foreign
programs, police calls, as well as amateur
and aircraft calls. A chart of the world
2 B'- 1-1át 5'P1á1
showing the distances and azimuths from
I
7
Washington, D.C., to all points on the
8
1 T{
earth's surface is given. A folding chart
tI714i
giving the "time- zones" of the world is included, as well as a list of the principal
VÏEVyshort -wave broadcast stations with their
location, call letters, frequencies, etc. A
FRONT
list of the international call letters is also
appended and a final section gives detailed
t)
instructions of just how to tune in the
Chassis Details.
Short-wave stations.
Please mention SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION when writing

MODEL
241

2 in. Size

é

4I

with

DEALER

PRICE

$5s3

2, 3, 4 or 5 inch sizes. Have external
couples which withstand 50% overload, connected to meter with 2 ft. leads.
Replacement couples for any model only $2.67.

Made in

GOOD RESULTS DEMAND
GOOD INSTRUMENTS
USE

ç)LET
1LI

Precision

Instruments
Economically Priced

WRITE FOR CATALOG
r_The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
1

1

www.americanradiohistory.com

/

External Coupling

f

- ~"
II

L

D.C.

/yle`

Oakland, Calif.

#9h 7;repeney
ietma -(qmmetet

124

A

i

r

ICA
One
One
One
Two

..-28»t- 2

Fully Calibrated Dial
Phone lack
Break -in Switch
R.F. Gain Control
Regeneration
Antenna Trimmer
Large Knebe

Switching

Coil

(Continued from page 77)
watt, 3 megohms, type
1096
One Carbon resistor. I4 watt, 1 megohm, type
1096

-

Features:

A 16 to 550 Meter, Band -Switching
2 -Volt Receiver
One Carbon resistor,

T.R.F.

A

I
I

286 Harmon Ave.. Bluffton. Ohio
Please send me more coutpicte information on
vludel 2-Ii ;
......_
I am also interested

to ..._.._
Name
Address
..

`city

advertisers

Gate
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SIGNAL GENERATORS

KITS and COMPLETE

COIL KIT SW -I.

Complete 0 -coil and switch
assembly, mounted and 'wed on machined
bakelite strips for .000365 mfd. variable.
Covers 90 ke. to 31. me. on fundamentals. wt.

I-lb . ............._...._...._....... ..._..__.............._...S3.77

FOUNDATION KIT SW -IA. Consists of 6
coils and switch, tuning condenser- metal etched panel with all scales. Delta transparent Bakelite pointer with knob, and direr ttnns. Wt. 3 lba........ _.._.._.._.._.._......_ 56.93
COMPLETE KIT SW -IB. All parts in kit
SW-IA, also modulation transformer- 3
sockets. 330 ohm line cord, drilled and tapped
bakelite strip for mounting coils. volume control, knobs, all condensers and resistors. suhpanel, hardware, toggle switch- pin -jacks,
erackle-finished steel cabinet with handle.
3 -0CS metal tubes and directions.
Wt. 5
lbs.

513.45

COMPLETE WIRED & TESTED SIGNAL
GENERATOR, less tubes. Wt. 6 lbs....- .514.15
COMPLETE GENERATOR, lined -up to its
tubes, ready to plug -In as shown
S15.95
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS

Metal -Tube 6-BandSignal Generator

DELTA RADIO COMPANY
135

Dept. S.W.6

YEAR'S

THE

New York. N.V.

OUTSTANDING

SERVICE BOOK!
Over 1,000 Pages-Over 1,000 Illustrations

OFFICIAL RADIO

SERVICE HANDIBOOK
TIUBLISHED only a few months ago, the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE HANDIHOOK by Bernstey, Is we most modern. up-to-the-minute volume on radio
Conta
over
filled with vitally important service
a,0 SAGES
sarv-ovg. 1 oODi1sL o

p

section

II

hs

RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS. Inc.
SWT-537
99 Hudson Street. New York, N. Y.
'
Gentlemen: Enclosed please lind my remittance
immediately. l'OSTI'AID.
$4.UU toc which
One copy of the OFFICIAI. RADIO SERVICE NANDIBOOK by Bernsley -just published,
O Please send HANDIBOOK to me C. O. D.
I

,

Name

IAddress

ei
'.s° m swi-e<1 -61 --BSI
ICity

f

sn Of hundreds

1

I

0

ING NOTES
250 PAGES OF
of contains valuable
from
aten for over a thousandma
aan actur
Other highlights of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
HANDIBOOK: CIRCUIT THEORY AND ANALYSIS -CirFundamentals.
VolumCotl,
onCircuits
Ctr,
Rson
enace Indicator Circuits. A. F. Amplifier Systems and Power SupSpeakers, Pickups,
Commercial
Rlie
Receivers:
SERVICING EQUIPMENT- ndaentals of
Test Instruments. Commercial Equipment, Cathode -Ray
Oscillograph. Building
Instruments,
Unusual
Experience:
STANDARD AND SPECIALIZED RECEIVER AND INSTALLATION DATA -All -Wave Receivers, Auto -Radios.
Noise Interference: MODERNIZATION AND CONVERSION
DATA- Receiver Conversion Work: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF THE SERVICE MAN-Improving
Knowledge and Technique. Uplifting the Profession;
OPERATING NOTES FOR STANDARD RECEIVERS.
Order sour HANDIBOOK tatery -vee the coupon

OVER

MMtlni
s.

f

State

Óerawrey orderNRegio
elnd a miitanceby
currency.)
Itt you Sena cash

fetter
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RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
New York, N. Y.

Hudson St.

Over 35,000 Set Builders Use This

SHORT WAVE COIL BOOK

WAVE

11

C 111

BOOK
I

Data

Coil
5 bort Wave
Conceivable

for Every

Price
a4010,r ue51

Every experimenter who has ever tried to build a short wave
set knows only too well by experience, that the difference between
a good and a poor receiver is usually found in the short wave
coils. Very often you have to hunt through copies of magazines.
books. etc., to find the information you require about coil winding!
Between the two covers of this book you now find every possible
bit of information on coil winding that has appeared in print during the past two years.
Illustrations galore, giving lull instructions how to wind coils.
dimensions. sizes of wire, curves. how to plot them, by means of
which any coil for any particular short wave set can be figured
in advance. as to number of turns. size of wire, spacing. etc.
There has never been such data published in such easy accessible
term as this.

PRICE 25c PREPAID

Receiver

Short Wave 2S`

tioet5

For a copy of ibis handy book, send 25c U. S. coin or
,mused U. S. Postage Stamps to

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

NEW YORK, N. V.

97 HUDSON STREET

COMPASS
STOPPANI
A Precision Instrument
made in Belgium. Purchased by
t t at more
than $30.00 each.
Ideal for Radio Ex-

Send drawing or blue print for our estimate.

KORROL MFG. CO., Dept. S -6,

232 Greenwich

New York City

St..

Manufacturers of
VOLUME CONTROLS

POWER RHEOSTATS

Write for Complete Free Catalog

CO.
SHIELD PRODUCTS
GOLD
New York Chi
West 60th
St.

Please mention

ELECTRAD, Inc.
175 Varick Street, New York
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A VERY stable signal generato//r .for all
waves, AC -DC operation with'a separate tube for modulation at 400 cycles,

can now be compactly built by the service
man and experimenter. It uses three 6C5
metal tubes to perform the functions of
oscillator, modulator and rectifier.
The frequency range is from 90 kc. to
31 megacycles on fundamentals, and harmonics will reach 1 meter when required.
The six bands are selected by switching,

the switch automatically shorting all unused coils to ground, eliminating all instability and breaks" in the oscillation
spectrum.
The construction of the generator is
simple, as seen from the photograph, and
combines a new method of band- spreading the short waves, with a new idea in
stabilizing service oscillators.
The coil assembly is novel, since one
can easily and quickly remove any coil
without disturbing the others, because
each coil is individually wound on a separate form.
Band -spreading is accomplished by the
expedient of calibrating the high -frequency band on a 5 -inch diameter dial
scale, and the longer waves on the smaller
diameters.
Stability of an unusual degree is attained by keeping all heating elements
from affecting the temperature of the
tank circuit and other frequency- determining-parameters. This is done by
mounting the metal tubes on the front of
the panel, adding to its appearance and
permitting the heat of the tubes to dissipate into space. This not only keeps the
coils and condensers at room temperature,
but cools the tubes so their temperature
change affects the circuit as little as possible. This point has been overlooked in
many previous designs and is possible
now because of the advantages of the new
metal tubes. The line -cord carries the
voltage -dropping resistor for supplying
the 0.3 ampere heaters.
Provision is made for a wobble, connection for use with the cathode ray oscillograph. The attentuator really works,
as it must for AVC sets, and the output
terminals of the generator are isolated
from the line by r.f. by -pass condensers.
A toggle switch controls the modulation.
The complete generator is shielded in a
metal cabinet.
The single -gang tuning condenser is
fastened to the sub-panel and has a mid line shape of plate, giving a maximum capacity less trimmer of .000365 mf.
All coils are wound on bakelite tubing.
Since a Hartley circuit is used, the coils
are tapped. The coil data follows:
COIL NO.
1

.__.........._. ............._.._.._......_.._. _._

2
3

..._

4
6

VITREOUS TRANSMITTING GRID LEAKS

ted in a hardwood
ease.
Also used by hunt.
on and surveyors.
Our price prepaid S4.50
cash
17

CABINETS

CANS
AND
CHASSIS,
PANELS
MADE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

perimenters Laboratory. also may be
used as a Galvanometer f o r
detecting electric currents in
radio circuits.
Ruby. jeweled,
solid bronze. 4
Inches square, fit-

By Edward M. Shiepe

Liberty Street

FRED.

RANGE

90- 2_0 kr.
217- 570 kr.
500-1500 kr.
1.45- 4.0 me.
10.5 -31.0 me.

The r.f. choke is wound on %" diameter
and is honeycomb wound. Coils No. 1. 2
and 3 are also honeycomb wound to take
up less space. Such coils are commercially available.
This article has been prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of Delta Radio Company.
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SHORT
WAVE
SCOUTS
THIRTY -NINTH
TROPHY
Presented to
SHORT WAVE SCOUT

ERNEST KNOWLTON

Main Street,
Marlboro, N. H.

P. O. Box 327,

COIL FORMS

For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
by

WAVE
Magazine

ON this page

illustrated

rNew

handsome trophy which

Yorks

i

is made of metal throughout. except the base,

which is

made of handsome black Bakelite. The metal itself is
quadruple silver -plated, in the usual manner of all trophies
today.
It is a most imposing piece of work, and stands from tip
to base 22.v". The diameter of the base is 73/4". The diameter of the globe is 51/4". The work throughout is first class, and no money has been spared in Its execution. It
will enhance any home, and will be admired by everyone
who sees

it.

will be awarded every month, and the winner
be announced in the following issue of SHORT WAVE
& TELEVISION. The winner's name will be hand engraved on the trophy.
The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of
,any short -wave phone stations,
radio by "logging"
amateurs excluded, in s a period not exceeding 30 days. as
The trophy

will

possible

o that SHORT WAVE tSCOUT who has logged) the greatest
number of short -wave stations during any 30 -day period.

Magic Brain and metal tubes. The antenna was a RK-40, RCA double-doublet. It seems that Mr. Knowlton's location is not a good one inasmuch as he is
located near electrical machinery, which
caused considerable interference. Fortunately, to the rear of his shack there
was a slight hill, and by mounting the
antenna on this hill he was able to
eliminate practically all of the noise.
The method of bringing the lead-in to
the "shack" was quite novel. Mr.
Knowlton states that the lead -in was
run through 300 ft. of rubber hose; this
was buried in the ground. Also he goes
on to explain that his ground consists
of a copper screen which was placed at
the bottom of a well in the cellar. This
idea came from an issue of Short Wave
Listener. All -in -all, he says that the
antenna system with the "buried" lead in, together with the ground wire works
out exceptionally well, despite previous
difficulties.
Stations -70 Foreign
Location
Frequency
United States
W3XAL -6,100 kc. -Bound Brook. N.J.
W2XAF-9,530 kc.- Schenectady, N.Y.
W2XAD- 15.330 lec.- Schenectady, N.Y.
W9XF-6.100 kc.- Chicago, Ill.
W1XAL -6.400 kc.- Boston, Mass.
W3XAU -9.590 kc.- Philadelphia. Pa.
W3XAU -6.060 kc.- Philadelphia, Pa.
W9XAA -6,000 kc.- Chicago, Ill.
W8XAL -6.060 kc.- Cincinnati, Ohio
Foreign Stations -Canada
VE9DR -6.005 kc.- Montreal. Canada
VE9HX-6.130 kc.- Halifax, N.S., Canada
CJRO -6.150 kc.- Winnipeg, Man., Canada
CJRX-11,720 kc.- Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Station

79

Europe
EAQ -9,560 ke.- Madrid. Spain
CT1AA -9,650 kc.- Lisbon, Portugal
21303 -9.635 lee. -Rome, Italy

WE take pleasure in awarding the

thirty -ninth Scout Trophy to Ernest

2R04-11,810 kc -Rome. Italy
HVJ- 15.120 kc.- Vatican City. Italy
DZA -9.675 kc.- Zeesen, Germany
DJA-9.560 kc.- Berlin, Germany
DJB- 15.200 kc.- Berlin, Germany
DJC -6,020 ke.- Berlin, Germany
DJD- 11,770 kc.- Berlin, Germany
DJE- 17,760 ke.- Berlin, Germany
DJN-9.540 kc.- Berlin, Germany
TPA8-11,880 kc.- Paris, France
TPA2-15,245 kc.- Paris, France

Knowlton, of Marlboro, New Hampshire. Mr. Knowlton submitted 7.9
verification cards, 70 of which were
foreign.
The receiver employed was an 11 -tube
1936 RCA -Victor using the Magic Eye, HBJ- 14,535 kc.- Geneva, Switzerland
Please mention

SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION

EVERY PURPOSE

N the laboratory or home workshop

SHORT

It

fr-e,

-wherever precision receivers, transmitters and miscellaneous equipment
are being developed or built for ultrashort waves, short waves or the broadcast band -HAMMARLUND coil forms
are always the choice! Such is the
unanimous approval because only in
HAItIMARLUND coil forms, will be
found the advanced design, craftsmanship and finest materials, affording the
required outstanding efficiency! For
instance, the popular priced moulded
forms are of XP -53 dielectric-the remarkable new low loss insulating material -that is so rugged, durable, and
has such an unusually low power factor.
They are natural in color -no artificial
coloring to cause losses, and grooveribbed for air spaced windings. Flange
grips for easy handling. Meter indexes
for wave -length inscriptions. Special
threaded shelf moulded inside for
"APC" air condenser for fixed tuning
or band spread. Made with four, five
and six prongs. For transmitting, a
jumbo XP -53 coil is available. Completely wound XP -53 coils are made,
too, to cover from 10 to 560 meters.
Ceramic forms of extruded Isolantite
for efficient high frequency reception
under all conditions are also made by
HAMMARLUND.
Has a recessed
black enameled wooden handle with removable paper disc; non -skid surface,
and numerous holes for windings. Four,
five and six prongs. For ultra -high frequencies, HAMMARLUND has developed special Isolantite coil forms 11ík"
in diameter, with non -skid surface and
plenty of winding holes.
Get the "tops" in results by using
NAMIIARLUND coil forms! Send for
new "37" catalog with
further details.

Mail Coupon Now!

,

I

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.. INC.

W. 33d St., N.Y. City
Please send me new "37" HAMMARLUND catalog.
424 -438

---=wi

.J

Name

Address
City- ........_ ...... ................_...._.._.State

when writing advertisers
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TO OWN

MODERN TRANSMITTER
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kc.- Geneva, Switzerland
kc.- Geneva, Switzerland
kc.- Budapest, Hungary
HAT4 -9,125 kc.- Budapest, Hungary
PCJ- 15,220 kc.-Eindhoven, Holland
PHI-17,775 kc.- Hilversum, Holland
PHI -11,730 kc.- Hilversum, Holland
ORK- 10,330 kc.- Ruysselede, Belgium
RV59 -6,000 kc.- Moscow, U.S.S.R.
RK1- 15,090 kc.-Moscow, U.S.S.R.
RNE- 12,000 kc.- Moscow, U.S.S.R.
HBL -9,595
HBP-7,799

HASE- 15,370

Central America
HP5J -9,615 kc.- Panama City, Panama
HP5B -6,030 kc.- Panama City, Panama
XEUW-6,020 kc. -Vera Cruz, Mexico
TG2X-5,940 kc.- Guatemala City, Guatemala
TI8WS -7,550 kc.-Costa Rica
TIRCC -6,550 kc. -San Jose, Costa Rica
TIEP-6,710 kc.-San Jose, Costa Rica
TIPG-6,410 kc.-San Jose, Costa Rica
COCH -9,428 kc.- Havana, Cuba
CO9JQ-8,665 kc.- Camaguey, Cuba
COCD -6,130 kc.- Havana, Cuba
COCO -6,010 kc.-Havana, Cuba
HI3C -6,105 kc. -La Romana, Republica Dominicana
HIIJ -5,865 lee. -San Pedro de Macoris, Dominicana Republica
HIZ -6,316 kc.- Cuidad Trujillo, Dominicans
Republica

FROM
THE

ADD -A -UNIT
TRANSMITTER KIT

HIH -6,780 kc. -San Pedro de Macoris. Do.
minicana Republica
HIX -5.980 kc.- Cuidad Trujillo, Dominicana
Republica
HIT -6,630 kc.- Cuidad, Trujillo, Dominicans
Republica
HH2S -5,915 kc.- Port -au- Prince, Haiti
HH3W-9,595 kc.- Port -au- Prince, Haiti
South America
OAX4G -6,230 kc.-Lima, Peru
HC2RL -6,635 kc.- Guayaquil, Ecuador
HC2JSB -7,854 kc.- Guayaquil, Ecuador
PRADO -6,625 kc.- Riobamba, Ecuador
YVQ -6,672 kc.- Maracay. Venezuela
YVI2RM -6,300 kc.- Maracay, Venezuela
YV6RV -6,520 kc.- Valencia, Venezuela
YV3RC-6,150 kc.- Caracas, Venezuela
YV2RC-5,800 kc.- Caracas, Venezuela
YV8RB -5,880 kc.- Barquisimeto. Venezuela
HJ4ABE-5,930 kc.- Medellin, Colombia

11J1J-9,510 kc.- Buenaventura, Colombia
HJ1ABP-9.600 kc.- Cartagena, Columbia
HJ1ABE-9,500 kc.- Cartagena, Columbia
HJ3ABH-6,012 kc.- Bogota, Colombia

HJ5ABC -6,150 kc. -Cali Valle, Republic of
Colombia
VK2ME-9.590 kc.- Sydney, Australia
VK3ME-9,510 kc.- Melbourne, Austr:_
VK3LR -9,580 kc.-Victoria, Australia
PLP- 11,000 kc.-Bandoeng, Java

New "Continent" Scout Trophy Contest
readers
suggested that

Now you can own a transmitter with a
"kick" in it -and keep your schedules
consistently! We show you how to
build it yourself
a fraction of the
cost of a factory assembled job. You'll
always be glad you started with this
UTAH transmitter. Later on you can
plug in additional units and have a
complete professional style 400 Watt
Phone Transmitter!
Each kit is a complete unit, easily
assembled and wired. Each part is
tested by UTAH so you know it's right.
Start now and start right with this
UTAH kit. See your UTAH jobber.
If he is not listed, write direct to usTODAY! Address department SW -6

-at

s0 watts input
Completely self- contained
Sensational New Circuit
Operates on 10- 20- 40- 80 -1G0 meter bands
Additional units plug in-no rewiring
Uses standard tubes available anywhere
'erne prvdossional style

MANY of our
have
we offer a new type of contest for the
Short -Wave Scout Silver Trophy. We have
therefore decided to begin a new series of
contests and you can start "listening in."
and writing for veris at once.
This new series of contest will be confined
to reception from stations on one continent
at a time. The first of these contests will be
for the greatest number of verified stations
heard in Asia. You may "listen in" from now
until Aug. 25th, but you will have to allow
time for veris to reach you.
The same general rules as given previously
apply. That is, a notarized affidavit must be
sent with the veri cards and, of course, all
of the veris will have to be for the continent
assigned for each particular contest. The
Asia "listening in" contest will close Aug. 25th,
and the trophy award will be announced in

the November number which goes on
newsstands October 1st.
A-By midnight August 25th, all entries
the Asia contest must therefore be in
hands of the Editors, together with veris

the

for

the

and
the notarized oath that the contestant personally listened to all of the stations listed.
B -For the next four issues, the July, August, September and October numbers, trophies
will be awarded on the basis of the old rules,
which require that 50% of the stations heard
and verified be foreign, and also that the listening time may be any 30-day period. In either
contest, and in the event of a tie between two
or more contestants, each listing the same
number of stations, the judges will award a
similar trophy to each contestant so tying.
C-Bear in mind that the veri cards should
be absolute verifications, and not simply an
acknowledgement that you notified a station
that you heard them. Several stations do
not verify, but simply send an acknowledgment
card. Note that in either contest that only
experimental phone or broadcast stations should
be entered in your list. No amateur transmitters or commercial code stations can be entered.
For the July, August, Sept. and Oct. contests,
which follow our regular rules. the entries must
be in the Editora' hands by midnight of the 25th
day of the month for the next succeeding issue.
The contest for the July issue will close in New

F -When sending in entries, type your list.
or write in ink, and give the total number
of stations both Foreign and Domestic. Send
veri cards with your letter and oath certificate all in one package. Use a single line
for each station and list them in a regular
order, such as: frequency, schedule, (All time
should be reduced to E.S.T., which is five
hours behind Greenwich Meridian Time.) Name
of station, city, country; musical identification
signal if any.

Notice To Trophy Contestants
The closing date for the Asia contest
announced in the May issue, has been
advanced from June 25th to August 25th,
in order to provide sufficient time for the
veris to reach the contestants from Asiatic stations. Note: We are also including in the Asia group, short -wave stations
in the Philippines and the East Indies.
The group for which entries must be
in the Editor's hands by September 25th
are, Australia, Africa and Oceania.
The group in which entries must he in
our hands by October 25th, includes the
veris from European short -wave stations,
including Iceland.
For entries to be in the Editor's hands
by November 25th, North America (including Central America, West Indies,
Canada and Mexico) Yetis are to be in by
that time.
For entries to be in our hands by December 24th, South American stations are
the objective.

A Boost From

England

(Continued front page 86)
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO.
and my association with American tubes
CHICAGO. U.S.A.
and radio components.
TORONTO
BUENOS AIRES
My own receiver is a four -tube affair,
ONTARIO. CANAD
RADIO
PRODUCTS
CO.)
NCOA
using two type 24A's, one type 2A5, and
York City, May 24th, etc.
one 80 tube in an untuned R.F: Det: A.
D-Please note once more, that only letters F. circuit. During the summer I have had
"15 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP"
or cards which specifically verify reception of a consistent trans -Atlantic
The
given station on a given wavelength and on a best regularly received reception.
stations are:
date will be accepted! Don't forget to
TREASURE LOCATORS given
W2XAD,
W2XAF, W8XK, W2XE, W1CJE,
International Postal Reply Coupon, costBLUEPRINTS and INSTRUCTIONS send
ing 9 cents at your P.O. with requests for W1DNL, W3DQ.
foreign veris.
I think Short -Wave & Television is the
For Building the Following Treasure
E -Any type of short or all -wave receiver best radio magazine obtainable, and I enFinders and Prospecting Outfits
may be used by the listener. Please specify joy best the articles by W?AMN and the
No. h Hughes Induction Balance Circuit
type and make of set, how many tubes, type description of "ham" stations.
No. 2. Sensitive Hughes Induction Balance Circuit
of aerial and its dimensions in a brief stateEdward John Buchan,
ment accompanying the veri cards. All veri
No. 3. Single Super-Sensitive Hughes Induction
"Cliff House ",
cards will be returned prepaid after judging
Balance Circuit
8 Shorefield Gardens
each contest. The judges in each contest will be
No.4. Radio Frequency Oscillator Circuit
Wave & Television and
Westcliff
-on-Sea,
the
Editors
Short
of
No. 5. Audio Frequency Oscillator Circuit
the opinions of the judges will be final.
Essex, England.
No. 6. Combination

ceiver Circuit

Radio Transmitter

and Re-

with any one of these systems Noll can construct ¡nstrs.
meats to locate burled treasures. metal war relics, mineral
deposits. subterranean water veins. burled gas and water
pipes, lost objects. tools and treasures sunken in meter. etc.
For each set of blueprints and
instructions

$1.00

...

The complete set of six folders...-.__... -...
(Sent postpaid)

Division

67 -W

Station
List
f

( Continued

4.800

HC2ET

4.fT'L

WOO

$5.00

Ì f CFINIfAX

553 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.

S -W

4250 Rills

CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, 65.22 m.,
Add, Apartado 249. Wed. and Sat.
9.15 -11 pm.
OCEAN GATE, N. J., 70.22 m., Addr.
A. TA T. Co. Works ships irregularly.
KHABAROVSK, SIBERIA, U.S.S.IL,
70.42 m. 1-10 am.

SHORT WAVE

&

TELEVISION

ont page 89)
4.107

HCJB

4.080

WND

when writing advertisers

QUITO, ECUADOR, 73 m. Daily 7.308.45 am. Daily except Mon. 11.30
am.-2.30 pm.. 5-7 pat.. 7 -10 pm.
HIALEAH, FLORIDA, 73.21 en., Addr.
A. T. de T. Co. Works Bahamas Irregular.
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World -Wide S -W Review
Edited by C. W. Palmer
A Noise -Reducing Aerial
THE aerial shown in the accompanying
sketch is taken from a late issue of The
Australasian Radio World (Sydney). It is
described as a good aerial for thickly populated localities and noisy areas where manmade static is bad.
PULLEY

PULLEY

insulator or two to enable the number of

wires to be increased if required.
The transposition blocks should be
spaced not less than 2 ft. apart. Should
rope be used to support the "grid aerial."
It is advisable to use weights as shown. The
principal qualities of the system are that it
provides an excellent signal -to -noise ratio,
far better than that given by the ordinary
"L" aerial.

FT.--I

DO INCREASING
THOUSANDS OF

DEALERS

Neon Code Practice Oscillator

-

A CODE practice set which provides a
loud signal, yet is simple in make -up is
shown in the circuit here, which is taken
from the Australasian Radio World (Syd-

I__

'

PULLEY

LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS

I

PULLEY

ney).

''

This

OR

INSULATORS
II

POLE OR

WEIGHTS
TO RECEIVERS

loud

enough to be used with a magnetic speaker
if desired. The parts needed are few in
number and very reasonably priced.
The condenser in the unit varied the tone
which for ordinary purposes will be about
.001. to .002 mf. If the supply voltage is
less than 180, the value of the 1 meg. resistor should be lowered.
If the neon tube used has a current -limiting resistor in its base, this resistor
must be removed before the tube can be
used as an oscillator.

TRANSPOSED
LEAD -IN

r<y

little unit will provide signals

WALL

Pay6,11
FOR

RAYTHEON
TUBES?

a clever noise-reducing type of
aerial and one that should have a very
good signal pick -up.

Here's

The aerial can be swung between two
poles, trees or walls and if the lower end
of the grid of wires is kept 15 ft. or more
above the ground, the action is undisturbed.
If necessary, the length and number of
wires can be increased to suit the space
available. Also, as the insulators at top
and bottom of the "grid" are slipped on
the rope or wire before putting the aerial
in place, it is advisable to add an extra

A simple circuit for a "code- practice" oscillator using a neon tube.

Book Review
RECREATIONS IN MATHEMATICS, by
H. E. Licks. Cloth covers; size 5% by 7%
inches. 156 pages; illustrated; copious appendix. Published by D. Van Nostrand Co.,
New York, N. Y.
As the author states in the preface "The
object of this book is to afford recreation
for an idle evening and to excite the interests of young students, in sound mathematical inquiries. The topics discussed have,
therefore been selected with a view toward
interesting students and mathematical
amateurs, rather than experts and professors." Every student of science will enjoy this book -some of the subjects discussed are: Roman Numeration; Early

Arithmetic in England; Arithmetic Amusements, etc.

Some interesting problems in algebra are
explained, including some algebraic fallacies; the cattle problem of Archimedes, etc.
Then we come to a chapter on some interesting angles of geometry. Very interesting are other problems in trigonometry,
analytic geometry, etc., not forgetting the
Calculus, Astronomy and the Calendar.
H.W.S.

-

s

MODERN STORAGE BATTERY PRACTICE, by A. D. Althouse, B.S., and Carl
H. Turnquist. Flexible covers of cloth;
size, 5% by 7% inches; 272 pages. Illustrated. Published by Goodheart-Willcox Co., Chicago, Ill.
This battery hand -book will prove useful
to anyone at all interested in the standard
lead -acid battery. The book is profusely
illustrated with half -tones and line drawings and describes all of the tools necessary
in the care and repair of storage battery
and how to use them. The apparatus, as

well as the application of lead welding, is
described at length. The elements of electricity with regard to battery charging circuits, etc., is clearly explained with the
necessary diagrams. The procedure in making hydrometer tests on storage batteries,
as well as the other standard tests are discussed by the authors. One chapter deals
with the dismantling and inspection of a
typical storage battery, including the testing of individual plates, separators, etc.
This is followed by a chapter on rebuilding
the storage battery and the replacement of
worn -out parts. Other sections deal with
battery troubles, their causes and remedies;
the automobile battery and its care, and how
to arrange a battery repair shop. A thorough index is provided.
s

s

A FUGUE IN CYCLES AND BELS, by
John Mills. Cloth covers; size 5% by 8%
inches; 270 pages; illustrated. Published
by D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, N.Y.
The science of sound is so indissolubly
tied up with music, that this latest book by
John Mills finds a real welcome. Some of the
interesting subjects embraced in this fugue
are: Pythagoras to Bell; Amplifiers and
Engineers; Translation and Transmission
of Musical Sound; What is Meant by Loud ness-as the scientist considers it; Overloading and Distortion; The Power of
Music, scientifically considered.
Other topics discussed most interestingly
by the author are-Recording Sound; The
Scientific Aspects of "Noise "; Auditorium

Acoustics; Teaching Aids-with a final
chapter on the meaning of decibels and
cycles, the measurement of voice and the
pitch and intensity of various musical instruments.

Please mention SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION when

Because thousands of dealers know
( 1 ) RAYTHEON is the tube with
great consumer acceptance and fair

that

list prices that insure faster turnover
(2) RAYTHEON is the tube that
is not sold at cut prices, insuring full
profit
(3) RAYTHEON is the
tube that needs no apologies or explanation, due to its long established
duality.
These facts are the reasons why
increasing thousands are finding
RAYTHEON the safest and most
profitable cosh tube investment.

...

ASK YOUR JOBBER

RAYTiltoN
RADIO TUBES
RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION
420 Lexington Ave.
55 Chapel Street
New York, N. Y.
Newton, Mass.
445 Lake Shore Drive
555 Howard Street
Chicago, Illinois
San Francisco, Cal.
415 Peachtree St., N. E.

Atlanta, Ga.
RAYTHEON IS THE MOST COMPLETE LINE -ALL TYPES
OF GLASS, OCTAL BASE, METAL. RESISTANCE ANO
AMATEUR TRANSMITTER TUBES.

writing advertisers
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SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
HONORARY MEMBERS
Dr. Lee de Forest

John

L. Reinartz
D. E. Replogle

ALLIED'S i56-PAGE SPRING
CATALOG SCOOPS RADIO FIELD!
Here's
book

-a

a

Hollis Baird
E. T. Somerset
Baron Manfred von Ardenne
Hugo Gernsback
Executive Secretary

-a

new book
complete
book that makes all

other catalogs obsolete! Packed
with Everything in Radio that's
mantis- ahead, it includes the
latest Amateur transmitters, receivers and transceivers; dozens
of Build -Your -Own kits; more
than 10.000 exact duplicate and
replacement parts; 53 new Super-Value
Knight Radios; test instruments; Sound Systems; radio
books, tools, etc. See what's new -see what's important in
Radio!-Send coupon for this great book today!

WHEN TO LISTEN IN

FASTER SERVICE -LOWER PRICES! By M Harvey Gernsback
You save more -get more-profit more-when you order
from ALLIED! Our complete stocks, central location, efficient buying and selling methods, and speedy shipping department mean faster service, lover prices
and greater valus for you Make ALLIED
-Radio's Leading Supply House-your
single dependable source for high -grade

RqD

radio supplies!

FREE

eat!,

ALLIED RADIO Cor'.
I

I

833 West Jackson Blvd.. Dept.
Chicago, Illinois.
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Send me your new Spring 1937 Catalog.
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PAR -METAL

City

I_I

IN=
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RACKS -PANELS -CABINETS
style
-a size andrequirement

for every

PAR -METAL offers you a
uniform line of standardized
metal products that enables
you to quickly build up a
job tint is professional both
in construction and appearance.

THE

RACKS,

cabinets,

panels, etc., are the result of
ninny years experience in

making similar equipment
for the sound Industry. All
of these products have been

designed and made by a
modern plant that ling fabricated about everything from
a small shield can to the

metal work on
station.

a

broadcast

All of the parts are available in various standard
vies
complete line that

-a

will meet almost every re-

quirement.

WRITE FOR COPY OF OUR CATALOG NUMBER 37

PAR -METAL PRODUCTS CORPN.
Y.
35 -27 41st

ST., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.

TREASURE- FINDERS
ORE -LOCATORS

t

manufactured by
FISHER RESEARCH LAB.

745 Emerson St., PALO

ALTO.CALIF.

On broadcast as well os shortwave
frequencies, in any location, you can

eliminate "man made static with

Send foe complete Ide,or,,,e
CORNISH

Mitt

CO., 30 CHURCH STREIT. NEW YORK CITY

(All Schedules Eastern Standard Time)
SPAIN
EAQ at Madrid now broadcasts on an
additional frequency using the call
EAQ2..The frequency used is approximate-.
ly 9.495 mc. although the announced frequency is 9.480 mc. This is the same station that we have been listing as EAH.
The schedule is daily at 2:30 p.m., 6:30
p.m. and from 7:30 -9:30 p.m. On Mon.
the station is on only from 7:30 -9:30 p.m.
Programs include news in English for the
1st 15 minutes, followed by music and
frequently in the 7:30 p.m. transmission
by a talk on the Civil War by a prominent American or Englishman who is in
Madrid at the moment. The station is
operated by the Loyalists. At present the
station exceeds all others in volume and
steadiness. In contrast the old EAQ still
suffers from very weak and distorted
modulation. Address of both stations is
P. O. Box 951.
VENEZUELA
A new Venezuelan is YV1RL at Maracaibo on 5.930 m.c. For details see the

station list.

HIDl

HIN at Ciudad Trujillo, Dom. Rep., on
6.243 mc. is now heard on 12.486 mc. simultaneously. Schedule seems to be the
same as published for HIN 6.243 mc. We
have not determined whether this is a
harmonic or a new transmitter. It is heard
very well at present.
MYSTERY STATIONS
We have an unknown station this
month; its frequency is about 11.670 mc.
from 7:30 -8:15 p.m. most evenings. From
7:30 -7:45 a 3 tone interval signal is repeated over and over. This is followed at
7:45 p.m. by an announcement in what is
presumably Portuguese. Musical entertainment follows this, interspersed with announcements. At 8 p.m. a clock strikes 4
and then the program continues until 8:15
when it abruptly terminates and the station goes off the air. The station apparently is a phone station relaying an excerpt from the program of some broadcast
station. The only phrase which has been
identified is "Radio Bras" which is repeated frequently. We suspect that it is
PPQ in Rio de Janeiro testing, although
the 4 strokes of the clock do not coincide
with Rio time, which is 2 hours ahead of
E.S.T.
HUNGARY
The Budapest short -wave station: the
new schedule is as follows: Sun. 9 -10 a.m.
on 15.370 mc. (HASS), Sun. and Wed. 7 -8
p.m. on 9.125 mc. (HAT4) and Sat. 6 -7

p.m. on 9.125 mc.
ENGLAND
By the time listeners are reading this
column the r..ew high -powered transmitters
and the new aerial system at Daventry
will probably be in regular use. There
are 3 new transmitters, each with a power
of about 50 kw., as compared to the old

Please mention

SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION

Here's Your Button
illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official"
The

Short Wave League button, which is available to

everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
joining the League are
explained in a booklet, copies of which will
be mailed upon request. The button measures s/,, inch in diameter and is inlaid in
ename1-3 colors -red, white, and blue.
Please note that you can order your button AT ONCE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies it at cost. the price, including the
mailing, being 35 cents. A solid gold button is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE, 99-101 Hudson St., New York.

power of 10 -15 kw., each. These 3 will
be used in addition to the old units.
NEW STATIONS
Some of the newly listed stations this
month are: XEPW, 6.110 mc., Mexico;
XEUZ, 6.120 mc., Mexico; HI2S, 11.960
mc., Domin. Rep. For details see the station list.
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This is the handsome certificate that is presented FREE to all members of the SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE. The full size is 71/4 "x91 ".
(see page 111)
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How To Get That "Veri "!
(Continued from page 73)
be an orchestral piece 'Old Man River,'

played by Harry Roy and his orchestra."
6:26 a.m. "Old Man River."
Reception was very good, with only slight
fading and no static. Signals were quite
loud; quality was very good. I also listen
to VK3ME at Melbourne, Australia, frequently; but they are not heard as well
as VK2ME. Will you please check my report with your "log" and verify my reception, if possible?
I am enclosing an International Reply
Coupon.
Yours sincerely,
John Doe,
25 Mack St,
N. Y. City, N.Y.
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(Spanish)
Ingeniero en Jefe,
Estación de Onda Corta.
Ciudad y Pais.
Muy Sr. mio:
En
(Fecha) a la hora
(E.S.T.) sintonizó su Estación de Onda
Corta, letras
operando con
ciclos
metros.
La recepción fué buena, débil, (R
desvaneció, no se desvaneció. Mi aparato
receptor es de
válvulas.
Haga el favor de comprobar mi reporte
con los suyos y si es correcto envieme
su tarjeta de verificación para cuyo objeto
incluyo un Cupon Internacional de respuesta.

f;F-`-cä>ö

IgF.s,Së

Good FULL-TIME
mdSPARETIME Jobs 0
1c

ELECTRICITY

(English)

Chief Engineer,
Short Wave Broadcast Station,
City and Country.
Dear Sir:
(put date here) at
On
(Eastern Standard Time), I tuned in your
short -wave station, call
, operating
on
kc.,
meters.
Reception was good, weak, (R
The
station faded, did not fade. Reception was
by means of the
tube
receiver.
Will you please check my log with your
records, and if it is correct, please send me
a verification card. I am enclosing an International postal reply coupon.
Yours very truly,
(Print name and address clearly.)

-).

d W7

aleffkiam, YOU QUICKLY

Sample Letter Requesting "Veri"
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Train for a Better
Job and a Future
by PRACTICALShohods
WITHOUT LEAVING HOME

Now. Electric Institute brings-TO YOUR VERY
DOOR -practical training necessary for the rich
rewards in Electricity. Keep your present job
no need to leave home -now you learn ELECTRICITY easily, practically -RIGHT AT
HOME -in your spare time.

-

PREPARE TODAY FOR
OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD
Get into a real money making field where there
are many opportunities in Electricity. There is no
better way to succeed than to TRAIN for work in
an industry that is expanding. New Electrical
projects constantly mean more jobs for men with
practical training. Almost every industry uses
TRAINED ELECTRICAL MEN. Or you can own
and operate an electrical business of your own.

Opportunities to Earn Up
$10 a Week or More
-) to $5, While
Training

S. S. S.

(Print your name and address clearly.)

With this amazingly easy, fascinating method of
HOME SHOP TRAINING it is possible to start
EARNING MONEY almost at once. Do not confuse E. I. Training with dry, theoretical text
book courses. Electric Institute tells you exactly
WHAT to do -THEN YOU DO the ACTUAL
JOBS with ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT and
APPARATUS which comes with your training
at no extra cost.
Become a TRAINED man without leaving home
or your present job-then be ready to step into
a REAL ELECTRICAL JOB.

Trimm Head -Phone Attachment
Kits
Money Back If Not Satisfied
HEADSET attachment kit for the radio
set with universal switching-headset or

speaker;
and headset
and speaker.

Ideal for
short -wave
listeners, the

"hard -of-

hearing,"and

for
ea

u
N

bedside

You must be satisfied. We give you an agreement
to return every cent you pay on tuition if, after
completing our training, you are not satisfied in
every way with our instruction, equipment or
other services given you.
With our training, our graduates receive life time
consultation service, employment. service and
many other features to help them succeed in
Electricity.
Electric Institute is ready to show you the way in
the great, growing field of ELECTRICITY -where
trained men are ALWAYS NEEDED. Mail coupon
TODAY-for big, free book of facts about this
revolutionary Practical Home Shop Training and
the tremendous opportunities in ELECTRICITY.

radio,provid- Headset Adapter (No. 610)
ing clear reception without disturbing others. It is
beautifully styled with silver -blue wrinkle DIESEL ELECTRIC POWER, RADIO
finish adapter. Simple to install- connected
and REFRIGERATION
to voice -coil circuit, thus permitting it to
Take advantage of the rumorbe installed on any radio set.
tunides awaiting trained men in
these and many other branches
This artide has been prepared from data
of Electricity. with ELECTRIC
supplied by courtesy of Trimm Radio Mfg.
INSTITUTE practical training.
Mail coupon for complete

Co.

525.00 FOR GOOD

1

-TUBE SET

WE are offering $25.00 for a good 1 -tube
set, either in the form of a short -wave

receiver or a converter.

Please note that

there is little use in sending in an ordinary
hook -up for a 3- element tul-e as most of

the circuits possible with these tubes have
been published.
What the editors want is a nett- circuit.
designed around one of the latest type
tubes having a multiplicity of grids.

Please mention

facts.

about ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
may be the tumfag point in your lúe-

-it

SHORT WAVE

&

,
/4

wIF

H. W. Petersen, President
Electric Institute, Inc..
Dept. 167G, Hinsdale, Illinois
Send Free Book with all facts about
Shop Training.
Name
Address
City

Tel,l:vislnr when writi ig advertisers

E.!. Home
Age....
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Television
Course
(Continued front page
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tieL'a4y way

with Ghirareii- Complete

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE
972 Pa9as$d 508 Illus.
only
00

T.

The world's greatest collection of radio knowledge
all in one huge, 4 -pound volume-- Ghirardi's famous
rourse used by thousands of students in 82 different
countries. With this one book you can quickly
master
RADIO. ELF.t'TRICiTY and SOUND.
Clear! Up -to -date! Complete! Inexpensive!

PARTIAL LIST OF SUBJECTS

Sound, Speech and Music. Electron Theory: Electric
Electrical Units; Ohm's Law. Batteries.
on. ndca
le
Cu. Condenser..
cnt Circuits. Filters. Electrical Measuring Instruments.
tic Radiations. The Broadcast Sta.
The Receiving Station. Vacuum Tubes. Radio
Frequency Amplification. Superheterodyne Receivers.
lt.F. Amplifier and Coil Design. Audio Amplification

Current.

tia IutneCsElectromagnetic

rn*Q

MAW Noire1 Morrlyr6ar.F Gaav

Radio 6 Technical Publishing CO.
45 Astor Place. New York, Dept. ¿W.67
find
PHYSICS COURSE, post.nil.
$4. for RADIO
".
Please send free circular

P

Name

Address

CODE

Like
READ
Expert
SEND
Learn quickly at home -Get Real Speed
It's

easy, fascinating, to become a good
op. with the NEW ALL ELECTRIC
MASTER TELEPLEX Code Teacher to
help you. Only instrument
ever produced which records your sending in visible dots and dashes -then
sends back to you
at any speed you
desire. Also sends

practice work,
corded

+,lj

pert.
so

reby an exThat is why

many

schools

teaching code Pre-

fer Master Teleplex, why thousands agree this method is surest and quickest.
furnish Complete Course. lend
FREE WeMaster
Teleplex, give you personal
ie you
BOOK
instruction with a MONEY -BACK
GUARANTEE. Low cost. Send today for booklet S6; no obligation.

TELEPLEX CO.York City

72 -76 Cortiandt St.

this important point.

"Tracking" of Osc and Det.

Oscillator and Tuner (if a superheterodyne is used) must be adjusted to track
so that a single dial may be used. (It may
be mentioned that a superheterodyne is
indicated in all diagrams to date.)
The importance of this adjustment can
easily be seen from the following. Suppose that we are receiving at 60 m.c.,
then at "Orr we must have 73.25 m.c. to
give us 13.25 m.c. Now then suppose we
wish to tune in another station at 70
m.c., then "O" should be at 83.25 m.c. to
give us 13.25 m.c. again. But if the Oscillator and Tuner do not track perfectly
"O" may be at, say 84.50 m.c., which
would give us 14.50 m.c. (wrong value).

I.F. Transformers

rdu

and .
'ed Receivers.
supply trotters Electric Rec iV
Aircraft
Receivers. Phonograph Pickups. P.A. Systems. shortwave Reception. Photoelectric Cells. Television. The
and
Motion aPicttures. Appendixes.
Review
Self- Study.

i!

The purpose of this is to keep outside signais (13.25 m.c.) out of the intermediate
amplifier. This is accomplished by (a)
proper shielding and (b) some form of
wave -trap in the antenna lead.
This shielding and the proper wave -trap
are most important and there is little information now available to the amateur on

New

Complete Radio Engineering Course in 96 weeks.
Bachelor of Science Degree. Radio (television, talking pictures and the vast electronic field) offers
unusual opportunities for trained radio engineers.
Courses also in Civil. Electrical, Mechanical, Chemical, Aeronautical Engineering; Business Administration and Accounting. Low tuition, low living
osts. World famous for technical two -year courses.
Those who lack high school may make up work.
Students from all parts of the world. Enter September. January, March, June. Write for catalog.
8567 College Ave., Angola, Ind.

The

intermediate

transformers

must

pass a band of 2.5 m.c., otherwise we

will

not get the full details of the pictures.
These transformers cannot be bought as
yet, and full details upon them are not
available to the amateurs.

If

82)

second detector is used there is
still controversy among engineers whether
the bias -type detector or a dio-detector
should be used to obtain the best quality
pictures. Both work, it may be mentioned.
The bias -type will produce more harmonics,
while the dio -type requires a higher voltage. The English use the dio -type.
There must be definitely proportioned
coupling units in the resistance coupled
stages in the video (picture) amplifier.
The cathode ray tubes now available,
and on the market, are not sufficiently
uniform in requirements as to signal so
that they would be interchangeable. Thus
a set built for the use of a certain tube,
of a certain make, would have to always
use that particular tube, and a tube of
another make could not be substituted.
It may be well to here mention that if
a tube is fitted with plates for electrostatic deflection, that tube cannot be used
with magnetic deflection, since the presence
of the plates causes eddy-currents.
The power supply for the cathode ray
tube requires special attention. An extremely small current at high voltage is
required and condensers and other filter
components suitable to handle this high
potential must be provided.
Saw -tooth waves of suitable frequencies
and characteristics for either electro- static
or electro-magnetic deflection must be proa

vided.
A special transformer is used here.

Portable
The Vacation
(Continued front page
75)

detector to a point where comfortable the 1F4, show that this tube is designed
loudspeaker volume will be obtained. To to operate with a plate voltage of only 90
accomplish this, it was found necessary to volts maximum and with a grid voltage of
employ three resistance -coupled audio fre- minus 6 volts. In case this tube is used,
quency stages. Low -gain amplification the use of a "C" battery in mandatory
was obtained by cutting down the ratio of with 90 volts at the plate. This tube will
the grid and plate resistors in each re- give very nearly the same power output at
sistance stage. This was found to be pre- 90 volts, plate, as the 1F4 gives at 135
ferable from the standpoint of stability, volts.
to the employment of only two audio
Circuit Is Simple
stages with high gain.
The schematic diagram shows the exand
second
audio
stages,
In the first
treme simplicity of the circuit design. The
standard 30 type tubes are used. In the regeneration control is of the shunt reoutput stage a recently developed power sistor type, consisting of a 75,000 ohm
output pentode is employed. This may be potentiometer connected directly across
the 1F4, or the even newer 1G5. The 1F4 the tickler of the plug -in coil.
tube has a high power sensitivity and will
A single .00014 mf. variable condenser
deliver considerable power output. These of the midget type is used to tune the
characteristics along with the low fila- longer winding of the plug -in coil; this is
ment and plate current consumption, pro- the station selector. An antenna trimmer
vide means for an economical as well as is provided, as usual, in circuits of this
highly efficient output system. The 1F4 type. A filament rheostat is placed in
tube uses only 0.12 ampere filament cur- series in the A minus line so that as the
rent which, in fact, is equivalent to add- "A" batteries become weaker, the voltage
ing only two more 30 tubes. It can readi- may be kept at the specified value of two
ly be seen that this four tube set will be volts by cutting resistance out of the
extremely easy on the batteries. In the rheostat. The on -off switch which is built
list of operating conditions describing the in the potentiometer and controlled with
characteristics of this tube, the operating the same knob is also in series in the A
plate voltage is given as 135 volts and the minus line. A short -type phone jack is
grid voltage as minus 4t,. volts. Under provided as shown at Ji, so that earphones
these conditions, the power output with a may be used for tuning in distant stations
3.5 r -m -s volts signal, is 0.340 watt. These
greater precision. The loud- speaker
characteristics, of course, are ideal theo- with
is a five -inch magnetic speaker.
retical ones. However, under actual ex- employed
(Band-spread may be provided by using
perimentation, it was found that the set one
of the new, "dual -ratio" dials.-Ediwould work just as well with a plate voltage of 90 volts or even lower and a cor- tor.)
Constructional Details
respondingly reduced grid voltage. In fact,
returning the grid to the negative filaThe chassis may be made of 1/16" alumbias
necessary
ment seems to furnish the
inum. A piece of aluminum 9" by 12" is
without requiring the "C" battery. It is bent as shown in the sketch to form a Urecommended, however, that the set - shaped chassis, 10" by 9" by 1" high. After
builder do a little experimenting on his the socket holes are drilled, the antenna
own account under varying conditions. In trimmer, variable condenser, filament rhethis way, he will obtain a practical work- ostat and phone jack mounting holes are
ing knowledge of the actual characteris- drilled. A single 4" diameter hole may be
tics of the 1F4 and if he finds that the
or a number of
"C,, battery can be dispensed with, this drilled for thebespeaker,
drilled within a 4" diampermits the use of a smaller and more %" holes mayIn the
latter case, about 37
eter circle.
compact carrying case.
The characteristic of the new 1G5 tube holes will be necessary. The aluminum
which can be used interchangeably with panel may be painted with black crackelac
Please mention SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION when writing advertisers
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or Egyptian lacquer in order to give it a
black crackle finish. The various parts,
including the sockets are fastened to the
chassis. Before the speaker is mounted,
the grille cloth should be cemented in
place by means of duco cement.
In wiring the set, it is simply necessary to follow the schematic diagram. The
chassis may be used as the common "A"
positive return.
The finished set is mounted in a suitable carrying case similar to the one illustrated. The bottom portion of this case
should have inside dimensions of 141/2" by
995" by 8'/4" deep. Two small blocks of
wood are fastened beneath the chassis as
shown on the underside view, in order to
provide a suitable support. The batteries
are placed within the case at the right of
the chassis and, as can be seen, are readily accessible. If desired, however, a piece
of painted wood may be fitted over them
and this will give the set a more finished
appearance.
Before the receiver is finally mounted
in the case, it should be given a thorough
test. Inasmuch as several of the tubes are
quite expensive and also since all of the
tubes, being two volt tubes, are extremely
delicate, great care should be exercised
in handling them and in making connections to the set. A short -circuit between
the filament and the plate supply will

N S T R U C T I O N

Good

OPERATORS ARE NOT

TRAINED
training that LEARN RIGHT -IT'S

made T. R. McElroy, World's Radio
Champion. Right now YOU have the capacity of sending and receiving code as
easily as you talk and listen. CANDLER
training will develop your SOUND CONSCIOUSNESS so that your sending and
receiving SENSE will work automatically- without strain or deliberate effort,
but with confidence, accuracy and ra-

pidity.

CANDLER
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I

Address

City ...
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WORLD'S CHAMPION RADIO TELEGRAPHER
175 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
MAC KEY @ 57.95 a real speed key.
MAC KEY DELUXE @ S15.00 Spfn.
MAC CORD @ $1.00 Spfn speed key cord.
MAC CASE @ S3.95 Spfn speed key case.
MAC OSC @ $3.95 ac/dc oscillator. Tone control
If u by Mac Key wri me fo xmy ipt & derb ifn.
All my stuff emcy gad best pduts obi. 73 Mac.
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BE A RADIO SERVICE EXPERT
Modern receiver. require men with
modern training for service work

LEARN AT NOME

Our home inetruetion method end
service equipment offer starts You
earning money almost at once. Up
to $3 an hour easy In a short time.
write for free book.

,
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CHASSIS

BEND

DOWÑ

LAYOUT,
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Cl- Midget

Condenser, 140 mmf.

C2- Equalizer
(10 to 70

type MC- 140 -M.
antenna trimmer, type MICS -70

mmf.).

-Ev RY

For Example: Airways Tapes
on Weather, Maps, APOBS,
Winds Aloft?

NEED

I

You r

easily learn or improve
your
sent yyeodÌ, typleai messages are
STRUCTOGRAP H.
Practice any time at
any
desired.
Y
may
rent at low
for full Information today to-

burr
rend

INSTRUCTOGRAPH
CO.,
Dept. SW -6

911 Lakeside Place
Chicago.
Canadian Represent.
ative: Radio College
of CSe.dToonto Bay

WE ALSO HANDLE: HALLICRAFTF.R
and R.M.E. SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

- MICROPIIONES-VIBROPLEXESTAYLOR TUBES.

K

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.

Varick St.. New York.

1154 Merchandise

RADIO
SOUND RECORDING

Be a TELEVISION EXPERT

Earn

LEARN TELEVISION WITH RADIO NOW!

Dept.

13B- 6,Power 1

Light Bldg., Kansas City, Ma

Earn While Learning at Home!
TELEVISION. PHOTO
ELECTRIC CELLS.
PUBLIC ADDRESS PH IL CO
Many II-T.1 Traine Me
}
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,,
week n.l CROSLEY

O REAL
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RADIO AND TELEVISION
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INSTITUTE, Inc. endorse
2130 Lawrence Ave.. Dept. 21 -A. CHICAGO. ILL. RT -1
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TIONAL SCHOOLS

Here's opportunity! Cet ready for the hest paid jobs in

FIRST NATIONAL TELEVISION, INC.

of Opportunity

TELEVISION

Mart, Chicago

Radio
Train at our
hroadca ng station. Get
experience
Tel.
On Station WOXALand commercial
on Wyx6YI.
Write today for free (older and literature showing actual
photo. of Television hroadcaming, opportunities. etc.

CASH OR TERMS.

Instructive facts about

Ifecogncetl Standard in l(adio lash-tertian Since 1909

the regenerative control is
turned, the typical regenerative whistles
should be present. If the set fails to
whistle, this is a sign that the tickler coil
is reversed, or that the "A" voltage is
too low. However, insufficient plate or
grid voltages on the detector tube will
also prevent correct regeneration.
A complete list of parts follows.

Parts List

YOUR CODE

RCA Institutes offer an intensive course of high
standard embracing all phases of Radio. Practical training with modern equipment at New
York and Chicago schools.
Also specialised
ourses and Horne Study Courses under "No
obligation" plan. Catalog Dept. SW37.

coil.
When

HAMMARLUND

Chiesi.

RADIO ENGINEERING

Details of Chassis.
burn out all four tubes in an instant and
this is an unnecessary experience which
can be avoided through the exercise of
care. The best plan is to connect the "A"
batteries alone and see whether the tubes
light up, and then connect the "B" batteries. Of course, if a voltmeter is available for testing, all the batteries may be
connected before the tubes are inserted
and voltage tests may be made at the
sockets. Having connected the batteries,
and connected the aerial and ground, the
first tests are made with the broadcast

State

Radie Training Assn of America

Dept. SWT -76
4525 Ravenswood Ave.,
BND DOWN

EASY. People who
know, agree that CANDLER Training is best.
The CANDLER System is taught at Harvard
University by Champion McElroy. CANDLER
methods are so easy, so interesting, that code
skill will just come to you naturally. You will
have more speed after a few days of
CANDLER instruction than after months of
UNDIRECTED practice. The skilled operators
you hear on the air are CANDLER trained.
They started by mailing the CANDLER coupon. You have the same opportunity. Mail
the coupon today ! No obligation.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.. DEPT. SW -6. Asheville, North Carolina
Please send me FREE "Book of Facts"

I

T. R. McELROY

G

Li.

CANDLER WAY

THE
You can have the same

Department SW -6
Asheville, North Carolina

1

"Born"!

they are

SYSTEM CO.

30 & COIL
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National Schools, Dept. 6 -SWC,
4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles,

NAME
ADDRESS

Calif.
AGE

RADIO
ENGINEERING
1

t-

hrnadras t i ng.

aviation and police radio, servicing. marine radio telegraphy and telephony. Morse telegraphy
and railway accounting taught thor eqla.
Engineering course
ths' duration equivalent
years of college radio re
lo w.
Catelog free.
School established
1874.

Dodge's Institute, Turner St., Valparaiso, Ind.

when writing advertisers
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It's here, Fellers
STANDARD RMA MICA CAPACITOR
COLOR CHART

Ask for
yours

TODAY

;eras;;

Eat

s

h

.q

A REAL

"

GOODNESS

°
HONEST TO

"'

COLOR CHART

for simple and quick identification of mica
condenser capacities. Fits conveniently into
your vest pocket.
or engineer can
serviceman
No ham
afford to be without one. Eliminates expensive guesswork and irritating delays.
These color rode charts are obtainable only
front your authorized C -D distributor.
PAPER
DYKANOL
MICA
WET AND DRY ELECTROLYTICS

...

...

CORNELL -DUBILIER CORPORATION
1027

Hamilton Blvd., So. Plainfield, N. J.

OLLL ELL

D._L -V

_Ll

L

Ll -Set of 4 short-wave coils, 17 to
4 prong type SWK -4.
Ll -1 broadcast coil, 4 prong 250 to

The Woman Magazine Sensation

riot

-it

.

net
.

H. G. CISIN'S ALL -WAVE
AIR SCOUT Jr. RADIOS

THREE -TUBE
ALL ELECTRIC SET
MODEL 3A -E

$

0
LOSS

w :.b.

all -wave set. Holds wonderful
loaverrul sensitive reception.
Also ,rings in police
Ms for foreign
broad.
calls. 80.a.ui. (mile. `Transatlantic phone and
cast entertainment. Excellent
volume. Works from any A.C.
current. Easiest
F;r
or D.C.
newest
uild.
et t
Speaker
ballast tube.
1
iay metal
on attractive panel.
Rmounts
ange O's to á10 meten or to
I
!.`f
with special long
i 1500 meters
11.
Complete Kit includes: Earphone, broadcast
coil.
il.
70 to 200 m
a
Panel two styles available,
A

me

rectangular top
Grade Variable
Potentiometer. An.
Resistors,
tonne Trimmer. Dial, Sockets. Knobs. Wire.
required parts Including inall
Condensers,
With Phone
u pnx and diagram.
structions
)e
BATTERY SET-Model CE, Satisfied owners
tit.
RVELOUS FOR EI GN RECEPTION. Also A.E.
report
model 3
and broadcast reception s m
ers
h
parts mfrs
Complete kit includes
aveopplusreception.
title anti filament rheostat.
alcove
be and
expensive
u
Phone (unwired/
kit
TWO -TUBE ATTERY SET-Model 28. Complete
plus parts for
including all parts In the 1-S2.9model
With Two Tubes A
extra audio stage InPhone (unwired)
Ìnding power wise
SET -Model 3e.
THREE -TUBE DE LUXE BATTERY
parts In the 1 -tube model
Complete kit Includingtraall audio
stages including_
lus pans for twro
30 -type tulles and 33
¡h Three T:binai
power output tube
to 20
rant; are available: 9t, 25e:
Following Auxiliary
40
ter coil (foreign) battery
meter coil 25e: 15 to 45 meter
221i" volt B"
to 80 meter coil (foreign)
5" Find 75c: Two flashlight A" batteries foe each:
Complete Antenna Kit 50e: Wood
All Loud Speaker $1:
Model 3.A.E. each 45c.
Screw Kit 10e. Tubes for
for any model 81. Double
Long Wave Unit and coilmodel
wired extra 75c.
Earphones 81.30. Any
two extra foreign
NOTE: If
pointed

,Chassis.

or

sers

d

H.
98

270 meters,

560 meters,
type BCC -4.
CORNELL -DUBILIER
C3 -.0001 mf. mica condenser, type 3L.
C4 -.1 mf. 400 volt "Cub" tubular condenser,
type BA -4P1.
C5 -.0005 mf. mica condenser, type 1W.
C6 -.O1 mf. 400 volt "Cub" tubular condenser,
type BA -4S1.
C7 -Same as C6.
C8-Same as C6.
C9 -Same as C6.
C10 -Same as C4.

WORLD -GLOBE LAMP

ELECTRAD
R2- Electrad filament control rheostat, 30 ohm
type 270 -W.
R4- Electrad 75.000 ohm potentiometer with
switch, type 202 -S.
I.R.C. RESISTORS
R1 -1 meg., % watt metallized resistor.
RS -Same as Rl.
metallized resistor.
R5- 175.000 ohm 3 watt
R6- 200.000 ohm, z watt metallized resistor.
R5.
R7 -Same as
RS -Same as R6.
R9 -Same as R5.
R1O -Same as R6.
TUBES -RAYTHEON
V1 -1B4 tube.
V2 -30 type tube.
V3 -30 type tube.
V4 -1F4 tube or 105 tube.
SOCKETS
4 -4 prong wafer type sockets.
1 -5 prong wafer type socket.
MISCELLANEOUS
.11-Open- circuit phone jack.
1 -5 -inch Find -All magnetic speaker.
ground connection clip, soldered
1-toFahnestock
chassis.
4-knobs.plate-one for station selector, other for
2 -dial
regeneration control.
Aluminum chassis -as per sketch.
1-carrying case.
BATTERIES
compact style.
2-1% volt "A" dry -cell batteries2 -45 volt dry cell 'B" batteries-compact type.
1 -9 volt "C" battery, smallest type.

MILADY

is the muin. el.
MILADY (combined with WOMAN'S DIGEST)
pop.
oz 'sees on
brins you
b .nd about womrn
child prnbsubject.. Thenh::::. on fa.hhoo.. beauty .acre,,.
Monthly seh crue. toe. Thera
ban. ree p and she
kate.
the world' pre.. MIOlin..hort storie. end best ravie.erfrom
petLA DY ha. beautiful hres -rotorm her. and c bIun. 040 heart
Your
For your
5c
y: or Sand $1.00 ithi
`tif sOn.11 oud newsstands atmonthly
blishen for the next Hudson St.. IssuesNew York. N.Y.publisher*
99 -SW
MILADY.
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An Efficient

125

Watt Modulator
page 79)

(Continued from

KENYON

variable ratio 500
1 -Input transformer T -261
ohms to class B grids.
sec1 -T -460 output transformer with tapped
ondary.
1 -T -357 filament transformer for 35 -T's.
for 866's.
1 -T -352 filament transformer
volt output,
1 -T -665 plate transformer 1,180
tap.
primary
with
1 -T-511 swinging choke.
SPRAGUE
1 -2 mf. 2,000 volt oil condenser.
I. R. C.
1- 50,000 ohm 100-watt resistor.
;

TRIPLETT

1-0- 250 -ma. meter, large bakelite

l2

11,2,

r"

IDEAL FOR
SHORT-

YES,

WAVE

THE

FANS!

GLOBE
REVOLVES!

THIS

useful, beautiful WORLD -GLOBE LAMP, offered
has
measuress
FREE
nautical
al and' map deocolored shade
It is made
signs. is 8" in height and 16" in diameter.
lobe,
of fine quality parchment high( glazed. The OW'
rotates.
full meridian,
n
colors, it x
, and
d
R
(reds of names-countries.
ities. r
other., are clearly printed
the globe.
moveable
hour
scale
LAMP has the
This
the north pole which permits determining the correct
tt The
ime
in any part of
world.
metal parts are finished In antique bronze. A
heavy green `f
glued under the base enables
Piece
be placed. anywhere.
Um lamp
WORLD
The weight of the
-GLOBE LAMP Is nearly three
Zpri tie.
FIR In the
Here Is the wayctodgftrthis beautiful
below and all Ìt to us together with $2.50. You
nill'n
orreceive a full years subscription 112 months) to
& TELEVISION -the greatest short-wave
SHORT
d
magazine in the world today. In addition. we will
O
you
OBE' LAMP,Y. Old subscribers may renew their subscription
w for
other year following expiration of their
present One and still receive this WORLD -GLOBE LAMP.
i

of

fien

How to Order Your WORLD-GLOBE LAMP
upon below and mail together with
Simply fill in the
cash
Is
check
money order. Regisr letter
sent.
To cover shipping charges on WORLD -GLOBE
ind ica5te d
It
LAMP. add to your
nmnce thie

i[

t

imount
s
i aadt
3dd

as

bewere

Foreign Countries add 01.30.

und

t2e exce
Any

ss

remittance

.

7ts:
will

SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION

NEW YORK. N. Y.

99 HUDSON STREET

SWT -8 -37
SHORT WAVE A TELEVISION
99 Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed and my remittance of $2.30
ter
fits
hipping harges) for which enter
by subscription for SHORT WAVE A TELEVISION for one
year 12 issues). This amount entitles me to a WORLDGLOBE LAMP free. See paragraph above coupon for shipping

WORLD-GLOBE LAMP.
charges
Please send
(
) Enclosed find
Y remittance of $2.30.
me the WORLD -GLOBE LAMP by express. collect.
Name
Address

,tlapo`é
ir Ìiñtahsehtms,oureÿ
State

City

Send remittance

oeier-registee

case.

MISCELLANEOUS
4 -4 prong sockets.
PAR -METAL

-17 by 3 by 11 inches chassis black crackle
finish.
crackle finish.
1 -19 by 103/4 panel, black
1

TUBES

-Eimac 35 -T's.
2-866 Jrs.
2

New Zealand Again!

(Continued from page 86)
Amongst the "Hams," W's, VK's, ZL's,
R's and VE's can be heard all over the
Commercial
room on the loud- speaker!
stations are almost as numerous as the
t3.45
CW stations; the most frequent heard are
WOP, PLE, JVE, VPD, ZLT, VLJ- almost
every day.
Appreciate very much the good work
S.W. & T. is doing, and don't forget more
ultra-short wave data!
votas lreadythhave learphones,
Ronald J. Hills,
G. CISIN. Chief Eng.. ALLIED ENG. INSTITUTE
44 Seatown Rd., Wellington, E -3,
New York. N.Y.
Dept. S -36
Park Place
New Zealand.
when writing
TELEVISION
&
WAVE
Please mention SHORT

RIABLE
in-

speed

duction

type

self-starting.
110

volt.

to 60 cycle.
AC. pith speed
control. Plug and
cord. Speed range
from 5 to 200 RPM
express collect,

WESTINGHOUSE
MOTOR
UNIVERSAL
PBCIFICATIOSS: 1/30 HP,

operates on either AC
Rheostat can be used
r DC. 110 volts, 5000 RPM.
to vary speed. Height 3%,". Length 3%". width 1V4.°..
Shaft ,a one inch long.

S`

MOTOR

only

$295

110

'

Volts

AC and DC

MOTOR with
Arbor and

3' Chuck

Shipping
Weight
s (bs.

Add 25c for special packing and mailing
anywhere in U.S.A.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.
560 W. Washington Blvd., Dept. SWT -631, Chicago,

advertisers

III,
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Lafayetté79"5 METER
RECEIVER./

(Continued front page 74)
must be insulated from the chassis.
The I.F. transformer has a lead coming
out the side which is the grid connection.
This lead must be run down through the
base, since the grid of the 6N7 (both
sections) is on the base.
The voltage divider is in the form of a
bleeder of the wire -wound type. This allows
the use of a sliding tap to set the screen
voltages to the correct operation values.
The proper voltage is around 10017.
Plug -in Coils Give Wide Coverage
The coils cannot be obtained exactly as
required in this circuit so the nearest possible coil set was chosen and then altered
as shown in the coil table. The oscillator
coils have four prongs and come with two
windings. On the high frequency coils the
secondary winding is of heavy wire, while
the other winding, the primary of thin
wire, is removed. This leaves two prongs
vacant, one of which is used for the cath.

PANEL-

/

á

i

tap.
The corresponding primary
winding on all the other oscillator coils is
ode

also removed.

The mixer or first detector coils have six
prongs and come with three windings. The
high frequency coils have one winding of
thin wire interspaced with the heavy secondary winding, and it is this thin wire
winding that is removed. This again makes
available a prong for the cathode tap. The
other thin wire winding is left intact for
the antenna connection.

Band- Spread Too!
Band -spread is accomplished by the type
of dial used, but to enable easy alignment
without the necessity for too much coil
trimming, a small 25 mmf. trimmer is
placed in each oscillator coil. This is set
once and then may be left alone. The
mixer section of the tuning condenser has
a 35 mmf. trimmer across it to enable exact
tuning. This is especially necessary when
regeneration is used, since the tuning is
then much sharper.
When the circuit has been thoroughly
checked, the rig is ready for alignment.
It is usually possible, especially with the
lowest frequency coils, to tune in a loud
steady signal. Of course, the audio volume
control should be full on, and the R.F.
regeneration control well toward maximum.
Adjust the I.F. transformer trimmers for
best response. These transformers are sent
from the factory ready aligned, so very
little change is needed in many cases.
Now set the condenser in the oscillator
coil so that best response is had with R.F.
trimmer at about one -half scale.
The I.F. or second detector regeneration
control should always be run just belowthe oscillation point; for beat -note reception it is run just over the oscillation
point. The first detector should never be
allowed to oscillate.

S`MIELDI.F.REGFN.
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Fully convert, ale for 6 vole D.C.
or 110 volt A.C. Low priced 5
meter receiver suitable for used
station use on A.C. with regular
power pack. X21065
Coln.
plete-wired- tested, with coils for 5 meter band only. Less
tubes, power supply and speaker.
Your Cost
$18.45

-

1.42)-Your Cost
X21957 -A.C. power supply complete and tested
for 110 volts, A.C. 50/60 cycles only, less Tube

Kit of RCA tubes, (1.78, 1.79,

2.11

Rectifier tube for above (1.80) -Your Cost

6.50
.37
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CATALOG

E

catalog contains 116
pages of radio bargains. Experimenters,
Big new spring

-

horns, builders, servicemen
You will
find over 10,000 bargains in sets, ports,
tubes, tools, etc.- everything of lowest
"WHOLESALE" prices.
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wNEWARK. N. J. r
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lsolantite octal sockets

2`'

31four
1- lsolantite
lsolantite

2i

-J_

24

.

wJAMAICA.
ós1xFFT

.

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., Inc.
100 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

List of Parts

.

COf

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE

NEWYORK,N.Y,.Có ICAGO. ILL..ATLANTA, GA.
too sss,H AvLNuI
.
.IACN
evo. a o Pta Htx t
N.

I

211

'-

8,

1

K7

L

1

2S

.ialirlrr
31},
1

50 -62 MEGACYCLES

1

1

CHASSIS LAYOUT^

1

ti

prong socket

six prong socket
-Set 3 winding
coils (for 1st detector)
-Set 2 winding coils
oscillator)
-six prong 10 meter (for
-four prong 30 metercoil
coil

+

i

4

-

1double 100
-Iron core
1

mmf. condenser
I.F.T.
high frequency trimmer condenser
1
high frequency trimmer condenser
1
high frequency trimmer condenser
air padding condensers
1
mh. R.F. choke
RAYTHEON
1

-35
-15
-25
5 -25
-80
1

1
1
1

mmf.
mmf.
mmf.
mmf.

-61,7

-617

-UN7

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
1 -50 Watt,
50,000 ohm awe wound resistor
50,000 ohm variable resistor
500,000 ohm variable resistor
50,000 ohm one Watt fixed resistor
50,000 ohm % Watt fixed resistor
1 -10 meg ohm
% Watt fixed resistor
1 -500 ohm
% Watt fixed resistor

1112-

AEROVOX
3 -.1 mf. 900 Volt tubular condensers
2 -.01 mf. 400 Volt tubular condensers
-.005 mf. mica condenser
1 -250 mmf. mica condenser
-50 mmf. mica condenser
1

1

Bottom View of Receiver.

-4

Garrett Receiver -Coil Data
Rand
10
80
40
HO

160

Grid Coll Antenna Coil Tap
3%
x%

1N

38

80

3%
3%

0
12
17

1
1

Osr. Coll Turns

Odd
5

5%

I

113

1

3x

_

71

-100

mmf. mica condenser
1 -.001
mf. mica condenser
1
mf. electrolytic condenser
1

Tickler

14
s

5

10
20

The grid windings of all factory made
are used unchanged, except for the largest coils
coil
for the oscillator, which has 6 turns removed.
All primaries on LI coils are used unchanged.
Spacing between primaries and secondaries is
%-inch.

TRIMM
-pr. head -phones.
MISCELLANEOUS
9x7x1 /1 G" panel
9x8x2!_," chassis
Wire, pilot bulbs. and sockets. etc.
1 -dual
ratio Band -spread Glial
2
yA" dials
1

11-

-1
-small knobs
-five prong plug
1post strip
I- binding
midget
2
1

Please mention

A NEW

BEGINNER'S
RIG
USING

SrANCOR
TRANSFORMERS
A 40 watt transmitter for c.w. operation that can be built for less than $40.00
. including tubes, crystal and meter.
Crystal control
capacitive coupled
only 2 tuned circuits using the new
6L6G and the new Taylor T20.... It's
one of the simplest and most dependable beginner's rigs ever designed.

...

FREE

Schematic Drawings on Request

S T

&

TELEVISION

R D

TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
850 Bleckhewk Street

jack
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SUCCESSFUL
PERFORf11RI1EE e. DESI&fl..

COIISTRIJCTIOII..SRLES..
say leading P,R. men
EVELOCITY

AM

ACHIEVES
UNIQUE RECORD
IN ACTUAL USE

`TeatUtbly..
1, Output increased

2,
$,

4,
S,

6,

6 DB.

Triple shielded- against all RF or
magnetic fields. entirely eliminating
hum pickup.
Eliminates feedback troubles.
Excellent for close talking and distant pickup.
Acoustically designed to eliminate
any possibility of cavity resonance.

Fitted with switch and cable clamp.

NEW! MODELS RBHn (High Impedance): RBMn (200
ohms). with Cable Connector and Switch

$42.00 LIST

NEW] MODELS RBSn. RSHn. streamline: slightly lower
output and frequency range than above. with switch
only
- $32.00 LIST
Models FOAL (200 ohms): RAH (2000 ohms). Built to Amperite standards: No peaks. Flat response. Triple
shielded. Shock absorber. Swivel bracket

$22.00 LIST

Finishes: All microphones have the new standard Gunmetal Finish. Available in Chrome, extra. $1.00 List.
FREE:

WINDOW DECAL advertising your SOUND
91/4. Write for it now.

SERVICE. Four-color design. 5'l'a x

MPERITE

o, sit

Aseun: Alt.,. Na. ref t
$ROADWAY NEW YORE

Caste

(Kati

E

MODEL

MICROPHONE

LQUALITY

INSTRUMENTS
801

Volt- Ohmmeter
A sensitive, compact
and accurate volt ohmmeter that will
be the busiest instrument in your "lab,"
or out on jobs. DC
voltage readings -.0-
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Let's "Listen In" With
Joe Miller
(Continued from page 80)

Afghanistan
YAH, 5.17 mc., approx, at Herat, working
YAA, 4.225 mc., Kabul, was verified by
Roy Myers, Los Angeles! We believe this
is the first veri of this station extant! The
veri was sent special delivery, by the Director of Communications at Kabul. Stated in
veri is schedule between stations at 7:30
a.m.; little later in summer. Our sincere
"congrats" to you, Roy; it's tops!

Get These
Books

ZEB, 6.14717 mc. (to be exact, hi!), at
Bulawayo, has been heard on one or two
good Sundays, when conditions were right,
but poorly; hard to get a good "log." The
unusual noise this unusual winter (in
N.Y.) has made DX on lower fregs. rather
unprofitable this year.
In a letter direct from the Postmaster
General, General P.O. at Salisbury, we
have received full information regarding
the stations down there in So. Rhodesia.
ZEA -325 watts, 5.8823 nie., and located
at Salisbury, and
ZEB -325 watts, 6.14777 mc., at Bulawayo, operate on following sked:
Suns. -3:30 -5 a.m. E.S.T.
Mons.-1:15 -3:15 p.m.
Tues. -11 a.m.-12 noon.
Weds. -1:15 -3:15 p.m.
Thurs.-10 a.m:1O:45 a.m. (Children'
Hour). Also 11 a.m.-12 noon.
Fri. -1:15 -3:15 p.m.
ZEA has been mentioned repeatedly as
ZEC. ZEC operates on 440 meters. ZEB
reported as the better signal of the two.
Best time for ZEB appears to be Suns.
3:30 -5 a.m. Signal weak, fading in and out;
hard indeed to "log."
Postal address: P.O. Box 792, Salisbury.

Ceylon
VPB, near 6.13 mc., Colombo, is reported
daily by Ashley Walcott, Frisco, 7 -11 a.m.
"Colombo calling" is usual identification.
QRA of VPB: Radio Club of Ceylon,
P.O. Box 282, Colombo, Ceylon. This is
definitely not an easy catch.

-

BOOKS

YOU CHOOSE.

ABC OF TELEVISION

This book contains only the latest
available on Television. It
written by a well -known radio
ismaterial
authority.

Partial Contents of ABC of
Television

The simplest television receiver: how
the eye sees-Theory of scanning: the
Nipkow disc and Its relation to tele-

200 to 500,000 ohms.
Will read from 0 to
1 Ma. Low resist-

ance range direct
reading. Meter bas
1000 ohm per volt
sensitivity. Battery
is self contained.
Panel is clearly lettered. Compensator
provided for zero adjustment. Complete with
test prods. Measures only 5 "x334 "x21,5"
DEALERS NET PRICE
$5.75
W ITN BATTERYe ........... .... -....- ...._....- ....-......
Send for circular describing Test Equipment in

.7
full.

TRY -MO RADIO CO., Inc.
Y. C.
ST.

N.

ELECTROCELL

If- Generating Dry -Disc
Elements
nsitive: Ern!. p to
Ultra
0.6 Volt. 480 . Iicro -Amt/
Lumen. Permanently stable.
High Dynamic response.
to frequencies up to
varioo
ety
sizes. Write
Se

Photo- Electric

'w

DR. F. LOEWENRERG
10 E. 40th St.
New York. N. Y.
S

Dept.

for

large number of picture elements:
transneed for limed channel .width
mission of high- udelity television
of the cathode ray
-The
ceotsignals
ube in television receivers:
associated equipment used In cathode -ray systems
ow a television tauon looks and operates -The Iconoscope
Hry
television transmission
s
television transmission-The future
Farnsworth system

f-

television.
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Wave Guide

SHORT -WAVE QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS-SHORTWAVE KINKS. Il-

lustrated -HOW TO BUILD SIMPLE
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IUD, 14.5 mc., approx., has been verified
by a number of DXers, even though IUD city
. r
is listed now on 18.27 me.; this we cannot
understand! We reported this station last
December, wrote, but no reply. Others,
hearing the station at our "shack," wrote,
and received veri in a month! IUD should
be in Ethiopia, but this station often answered to IAC's call of "Pronto Asmara."
More mystery!
Bill Harriman reports an Italian African
on 10.00 mc., believed in Addis Ababa,
working IAC, Coltano, Italy, 9 -10 a.m.
Charlie Miller reports ITK, 16.385 mc.,
Mogadiscio, Italian Somaliland, at 8 a.m.,
FB "sig." This is a good bet.
ITR, 14.63 mc., reported by Bob Gaiser
at 2 a.m.; we also heard this sig.
CR7BH, on an announced freq. of 11.718
Inc., daily except Suns. 9:30 -11 a.m, Suns.,
10 a.m.-12:35 p.m. Ashley Walcott is surprised at the fine signal strength they
constantly maintain. 7BH relays programs
of CR7AA.
The QRA is P.O. Box 594, Lourenco
Marques, Mozambique. Announcements are
in Portuguese and English.
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ONAN ALTERNATING CURRENT
mc., is heard every 3 or 4 days, broadcast- ruts that show you the way out of dimrult problems.
PLANTS furnish same as city current
there's
Radio Equipment is illustrated and described. Then
ing programs to various small Australian the
New
anywhere. Operate on gasoline. Run
International Radio Review. Service Data Sheets.
Radio, Water System. Refrigerator, all
stations, usually from 7 -7:30 a.m., occa- Tubes.
Radio Month in Review. Set Construction. TeleviAshley
Walcott
Appliances. Complete. ready to run.
a.m.
6:30
from
Notes. and other interesting departments.
sionally
sion.
Operating
SIZES 350 WATTS UP
Edited by Hugo Gernsback. Over 175 Illustrations In each
and John De Myer report 9MI with a FB issue.
Easy to install. Available from stock.
8 MONTHS FOR $1.00
For Farms. Camps, Commercial use.
signal.
Sizes for any purpose. Write for details.
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Dutch East Indies
PLQ, 10.68 nie., Bandoeng, almost daily
frone 5 -6:30 a.m., and 7:30 -8:30 a.m.
phoning either PNI, 8.77 mc., MaKassar,
or YBG, 10.43, Medan, Sumatra. Often,
when PLQ is busy with YBG, a new one
on 11.60 inc., believed to be PLN, is used
to phone PNI, Makassar.
YCP, 9.12 mc., Balikpapan, Borneo, was
heard from 5:45 -6:20 a.nl. phoning PNI.
Who wouldn't like to log Borneo ?!! Thanks
to Ashley Walcott for above data, FB DX
OB!
YBZ, 7.68 mc., at Menado, Celebes, also
reported at 5:45 -6:15 a.m. Also phoning
PNI. Ashley received his YBZ veri through
the Chief Engineer of the Technical Telegraph Service, Post -Telegraaf -en Telefoondienst, Bandoeng, Java. So although
Sayan phones are supposed not to verify
any more; perhaps here is a loophole
through which we may obtain these rare
veris!

Asiatics

XOJ, 15.795 Inc -, Shanghai, phones JVF,
15.62 mc., almost daily from 7 p.m. to as

1 a.m. Last heard at 7:15 p.m. Fine
signal on both.
XPC, (or is it XTC ?) 9.285 mc., also
heard phoning at 6:55 a.m., using inverted
speech.
VVS, 12.87 mc., at Mingaladon, India,
should be looked for from 5 -7:00 a.m.
Seems to use inverted speech, and their
signal fairly good.
ZGE, Kuala Lumpur, Malay States, now
on 6.21 mc., reported by Ashley Walcott.
Sked, is 6:40 -8:40 a.m .Suns., Tues. & Fridays.
FZR, 16.25 mc., Saigon, French IndoChina, heard at 6:34 a.m. phoning FTK,

late as

Paris.

JVK, 12:02 mc., Tokyo, phones Suns. 5 -6
a.m., thanks to Ashley.
KBB, 8.71 mc., Manila, phones ships
often 3:30 -3:45 a.m., 5 -6:30 a.m. Lately
KBB operates 8 -8:30 a.m. (daily) phoning
a GMBJ. Roy Myers reports GMBJ, Ashley

Advertisements are inserted at 5c per word to strictly amateurs, or 10e a word to manufacturers
or dealers. Each word in a name and address is counted. Cash should accompany all orders. Copy
for the July issue should reach us not later han May 5.
AGENTS WANTED

Best of luck to you all!
Special thanks to Bob Green, a FB OM
opr. of SUIKG, Ramleh, Egypt, for his help
on getting SU8MA to QSL here.
Also to ZUIT, ZS2X, ZT6AL, ZS6AJ, all
of whom wrote splendid letters. Also to
ZEIJW, whom we appoint our representative in Southern Rhodesia; many thanks,

Ted. OB!

Thanks also to Otto at VU7FY, and to
Sangiem Powtongsook, HS8PJ, HSIPJ -1RJ,

WAVE:

Listing of Name & Address along with 85¢ "x15" Certificate
one year. 2C
Write SWL Directory,
Sta. B, Box 116. Toledo, Ohio.
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fect condition W9VUQ. Pocahontas, Rommel. 436 Bowen Building, WashIowa.
ington. D. C.
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from automobile generator. Complete
plans and catalog 101. Fan Bell A. C.
Generator: 50 other generator changes.
T.e.lay Manufacturing. 1417 Lake, Minneapolis.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RADIO BOOKS
We herewith present a selected collection of recent important radio
hooks. We have selected these volumes because they represent the forest radio books of their kind in print today.
We publish no catalog. Order direct from this page. Prompt shipments
will be made to you. Remit by money order or certified check. Register all
letters containing cash.
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BOOK
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Illustra-
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over 400 pages.

RADIO KINKS & WRINKLES
(for Experimenters)
RADIO QUESTIONS & ANSWERS. by R. D. Wasbburne
9 AUTOMOBILE RADIO & SERVICING
10 HOME RECORDING AND ALL
ABOUT IT, by Geo. J. Saliba
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RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS by C.
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PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLA-
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241 illus.
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE

Moscow writes us to say that they will
no longer verify reports on any U.S.S.R.
stations, except the Moscow broadcasters. NG. 1,000 pages: over 8005.38
This thing is spreading! New Zealand
l'us.
W/a
Siam, Java, and now Moscow!
MODERN RADIO ESSENTIALS.
ver 200 pages. and over 10051.95
Mr. Chas. C. Norton, President of Uni- illus.
versal Radio DX Club, Frisco, has sent us
OF RADIO,
a very friendly letter, and we are glad FOUNDATIONS
46 pages,
$2.47
to hear you are over your illness, OM! 145 Illus.
A few words here on URDXC.
PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR APPublish weekly bulletins, now a new SW PLICATION. 332 pages. 180$2.88
division, edited by Martin J. Olthoff, asELECTRONICS. 134 pages.$1.95
sisted by James B. Wooten. California 45
illus
DXers should attend meetings of URDXC, SHORT WAVE RADIO HAND
full particulars from Mr. Norton, at 2018 BOOK- 128 pagas. 150$1.00
Green St., San Francisco, Cal. Also, listen
to KGGC, Suns., 12:45 -1 a.m. E.S.T. to PRINCIPLES OF RADIO.
478

their DX TIP programs. Ashley Walcott,
our faithful DXer, is a URDXC member.
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XGW is reported on 10.42 mc., daily except Suns., phoning KWX, 9:30-11:30 a -m.
XTK, 9.08 mc., Hangkow, often near 4 -7
a.m. daily- 9:40 -9:45 a.m.- Ashley Walcott.

Sydney, last heard 4:30 a.m.
ZMBJ, on the good ship "S.S. Awatea,"
has been repeatedly heard on Suns. between
3 -3 :40 a.m., on 22.7 meters or 13.600 mc.,
this wave approximate. Veri card this
month confirms this reception.
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PUBLICATIONS for EXPERIMENTERS
Here is a large number of radio, short-wave, and mechanical "how -to- make -it" designs.
Each is a special publication originated by masters in
their spective gelds.
For .the low price of TEN CENTS. you buy a complete
design with photographic reproductions. complete mechanical layout, and full description to make it possible for
anyone to build the project in question.

PLEASE ORDER EACH PROJECT BY ITS PUBLICATION NUMBER. and use the special coupon below.

We accept money-orders, cash, checks or new U. S.
stamps. (No foreign stamps.) It you send cash or stamps,
register your letter.
Money refunded f you are not satisfied.

ANY TWELVE PUBLICATIONS FOR ONE
DOLLAR.
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HOME:

BUILD RADIO RECEIVERS
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r friends and neighbors see what an
ing Radio Receiver the Are is they will want
the
build one for them. They will thrill to'wave
Slant and Lung
loud, clear reception . .
broadcasts. commercial.
Foreign and local .
When

44YY
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$

.

.

airplane. police,
u ver the world:

etc....

Thousands now in use all

ready to
Are Construction Kits mole to you all powerful.
Evers- part needed to tionstruct a
sensitive set. mounted on a drilled. enameled chassis
and panel. Clear. easy to follow instructions and
diagrams. GUARANTEED RESULTS! Three
cellent models to stimulate sales:

t'ire.

ex-

TWO TUBE
House Current
AC-DC Set

ntork
pensive

dry batteries. Ideal for ,tts
Rpm +. catnP. ete.l
TWO TUBE

$36.00 $18.60
Per Dozen

$
tl

'RECEIVERS

ONE TUBE
SET
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more

Volume) TY1
$24.00$

Per Dozen

(Unwired, less tubes, phones, and batteries)

Sample orders for one or more Si
for a short time only at 53.00, $1.868ná 52.00
each.
A small investment that
SEND FOR A KIT TODAY!!
will beano you value +at you would never believe

ACE RADIO LABORATORIES City
Dept. C -6. New York

RADIO CONTROL-P
or MODEL BOATS, etc.
50e
Circuit data
More DATAPRINTS
You Need!
50c each Prepaid
t 00 Meehanlcal Movements
, Vater Turbines
seater wheels
Motor Circuits (201

Telephone Book -ups (20)
Relay.
Polarized
sensitive
Shocking coil
Simple
Bell Hook -Ups
20
Electric Chime Ringer fits
Balance
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Telautograph
Einthon string Galvanometer

3

prints for $1.00
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Africa

EL1A- 14,300 k.c., P.O. Box 73, Monrovia
Liberia, now on 20 meters, heard by many
between 1 -2 a.m.
SUIAS-14,115 k.c., Egypt, heard 7:10
p.m.
CN8AI- 14,060 k.c., Fr. Morocco, 4:30
p.m. by Bob Gaiser.
OQ5AA, operated by Dr. George Westcott,
Tondo, via Irebu Tribu, Belgian Congo, old
ON4CGW, reported by many, on 14,065 k.c.
SU1CH, 14,305 k.c., Egypt, heard afternoons by many, around 4 -7 p.m. usually.
ZU6E, 14,088 kc., 11 p.m., South
Africa, and EASAE, 14,100 k.c., 8 p.m.,
Canaries, reported by Charlie Miller.
SU1RO, Egypt, 14,264 k.c., heard at 6:20
p.m. by Dave Styles, and XYL Lou. Hi
Lou! Hi Dave!
SU1KG, 14,040 k.c., often heard with
FB sig. using 24 watts. Bob usually heard
from 4 -8 p.m.
FT4AG, 14,100 k.c., Tunis, 5 p.m., by Irv.
Goodeve. FB!
On 40 m. phone, Roy Myers reports
CR7AW, 7.2 mc., early a.m.'s! Some DX,
Mozambique, Roy, FB!
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The amateurs claimed most of our attenBAT1 tion this month, some very FB DX being

No.

TERY SET

HOW
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"CASH BOX" RECEIVER. No. 118
HOW TO MAKE BEGINNER'S 2TUBE ALL -WAVE SET _.No. 119
HOW TO BUILD THE "RADIOLAMP" 4 -TUBE TABLE

velope, as so much mail is received that
an answer cannot otherwise be sent. Address all letters direct to 2559 E. 28th St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Mr. 011ie A. Landgraf, 97 Park St., Chilton, Wis., would like to exchange QSL
cards with all DXers.

HOW TO BUILD THE PORTABLE

BATTERY SHORT-WAVERECEIVNo. 108
ER.
THE BRIEF -CASE SHORT -WAVE
RECEIVER AND HOW TO
109
No.
BUILD
ÓW TO BUILD THE POCKET
SHORT -WAVE RECEIVER.
No. 1.10
HOW TO BUILD THE CIGAR -BOX
1-TUBE "CATCH ALL" RIEOCE IVi

RADIO BROADCAST RECEIVER AND SPECIAL RADIO PUBLICATIONS
HOW TO

Engineer, for your kind letters. Also
acknowledging Mr. Harold W. Tidman's
very FB and interesting letter. " Tiddy,"
as he is known throughout New Zealand,
is official Report Station ZL156. "Tiddy"
finds one fault with "S.W. &T ," it being
that it is published only once per month,
and wants us to pass it on to HQ! Hi!
Thanks to all "S.W. &T." readers, as well
as the above OM's, for all your letters, and
always glad to hear from the "gang."
If any of you boys write in for data, be
sure to send a stamped, self- addressed en-

Asia
PK3ST heard at 6:30 -7:30 a.m. by
Charlie Miller, Joe Hellman, Eddie Schmeichel, already QSL'd from last September by Y.T. A nice QSL, this from Java.
On 14,300 k.c.

PK3WI QSL'd to Dave Styles, FB!

VS6AB reported by Bill Harriman, Cal.,
and " Tiddy.' New Zealand, by latter often
QSOing KA1BH, Philippines. VS6AB at
Hong Kong.
Ashley Walcott sends this load of "hams"
heard from Java.
PK1ZZ, 14,290 k.c., PK1BX, 14,260 k.c.
( "Boston, X- ray "), PK2VD, 14,270, ( "Victoria, Denmark "), PK6AJ, 14,100, ( "Alabama, Japan ") !
John De Myer, Michigan, also cleaned
up on PK's! PK6CI, 14,080 k.c., PK3ST
and PK4AU, 14,350 k.c., all at 7 -7:30 a.m.
John also logged KA1JZ and KA1RC,
both at 6 a.m., in L.F. end American
band! KA's are, as we all know, in the
Philippines.
Roy Myers, Los Angeles, reports on 40
meter phone, MX2A, Manchukuo, and
XU6AZ, China! Get after 'em, boys, hi!
Some very FB DX, Roy! Roy has 17 VAC
now, a "high" for Pacific Coast!
VU2JN, Calcutta, 14,070 k.c., 7 a.m., by
Bob Gaiser.
Other DX
Watch for VK6MW, 14,320 k.c., the only
VK6 on phone. VK7JB, 14,000- 14,100 k.c.,
on most a.m.'s, 6-8 a.m., best Tasmanian
on the air, using 150 watts. VY FB signal,
Buck!
VQ1AB, 14,255 k.c., Fanning Islands,
1000 miles south of Hawaii, last heard
6:10 p.m., by J. O. Faris, Jr.
SV1KE, 14,080 -260 k.c., Greece, last reported 8 and 10 p.m., Charlie Miller, Kentucky. Charlie has 23 VAC FB! Ted
Battema also reports SV1KE 9 -11 p.m.
John De Myer reports SV1NK, 14,080
k c at. 4:30 p.m.
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The finest device of its kind published. 'l'he world's map on heavy
board Is divided Into 23 sections.
ahi le the rotary disc shows you Immediately the exact time In any
foreign Country. Invaluable In lugging foreign stations. Also gives
call letters assigned to all nations.
Else 11_x22'.
Map of the
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'furl d
S_ta..t_i.o.. n N'Inddr.
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....a..n..d
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25c

SM5SV, 14,330 k.c., Sweden, also by John,
5 p.m., FB "sig."
K4ENY, 14,155 k.c., St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands, operated by Lieut. Wm. A. Smith,
VO Squadron 9 -M, is giving all the boys
a chance at a new and easy -to -get country.
Try any day from 4 -6 p.m., often at 7.7:30
a.m. for this FB signal. Many report Bill.
KHAQQ, Amelia Earhart's plane, was
scheduled with WGNNR to keep in constant
amateur communication with stations all

along her route.
Other DX heard is: OE3AH, 14,300 k.c.,
Austria, 5:20 p.m., FB, said "America
Honolulu."
I1TKM, 14,400 k.c., 4:30 p.m., Italy.
FB signal despite low power.
OZ3U, 14,500 k.c., Denmark, heard 1:502 a.m. R5 -9+, strong fading. This on a
Sunday. Said "0 Zed 3 United."
HB9A, 14,125 k.c., Switzerland, heard FB

at

3 a.m.
HB9AB, 14,120 k.c., heard very FB at
1:30 a.m. Said "America Boston."
VP2BC-DC, at Leeward Island, BWI,
14,050 k.c., heard at 1 a.m.
CP1AA, Bolivia, 1:00 a.m. on 14,000 k.c.
"CP1 double A, the voice of the Andes."
Plenty of Europeans heard now from
1 -5:00
a.m. on 20 meters. Australians
(VK's) heard also during that time, also,
best 6-7:30 a.m.
South Americans push through best in
evenings, 6 p.m.-12 mid.
K7FST, 14,260 k.c., Alaska, 10:30 p.m.,
heard by Charlie Miller. Sends FB "QSL,"
gold letters outlined in green.
Also,
Charlie, and J. O. Faris, Pierre Portmann
report CX1CC, 14,410, or 13,985 k.c. located in Uruguay.
Fred Satterthwaite, 544 Colonial Court,
Toledo, Ohio, offers a set of metalette call
letters to any phone amateur who sends
him a list of "DX" worked on phone re-

cently, with frequencies.
Guess that's all this month, so "happy
hunting" to all, and may your mail box
swell with veries!
VY73 to all,
JOE MILLER,
YE "DX ed."
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Dear Sir.
We take pleasure in verifying your report of
reception of our station FZS 18388
kcs on Feb-

ruary 22nd working telephony with Paris.
We were very glad to know that you heard
our station under such excellent conditions.
Thanking you for your report. we remain,
Yours Very Truly,
F. BEAUQUIS
A personal letter of verification from station FZS, Saigon, and greatly prized by

Please mention

Joe Miller.
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"Super -Pro" Rolls 'em
How!

S¢ttiny New
uAyitY

STANDARin

IRC Cement Coáted Power Wire
Wound Resistors have PROVED
their superiority in EVERY me-

chanical and electrical characteristic. In addition to universal
acceptance in Radio, hundreds
of the largest industrial users
specify them exclusively.
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NOTE THE FEATURES

Longer Life
Moisture -proof
Lower Surface Temperatures
Breakage
or
No Chipping
Greater Load Capacity
International Resistance Co.
401 N. Broad St., Phila., Pa.
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THIS very excellent receiver was
tested at this "listening post" this
month, and superlatives are certainly in
order to describe its unusually fine performance under conditions met here.
Friends who have flocked here to see
and hear this latest Hammarlund receiver
went away with their mind settled as to
what this receiver could really do!
Our test showed too many good points
to go into full detail here, but several
outstanding features demand mention.
Calibration -so perfect that but rarely
do we find a station not exactly on the
dot-and this on all bands! Sensitivity,
very high; enough for any signal coming
through at all, to be heard.
Selectivity, what with variable band
width, allowing a continuous variation from
3 kc. selectivity for "Ham" bands, etc., to
16 kc. for an excellent high -fidelity signal, is all one could possibly ask for.
Consider also that with crystal added to
band -width control, one can get really
astonishing selectivity.
The AVC control works very well indeed.
AVC "takes hold" even on weak signals.
A variable sensitivity control is also incorporated, and each of 14 controls is
neatly and conveniently brought out to the
front panel. What with all these controls,
the Super -Pro is really very simple to
operate, and any DXer can certainly "go
places" with this masterpiece of the Ham marlund craftsmen.
In our brief tuning period, to date,
we tried for some of the better DX catches,
setting the dial on the exact frequency of
each station, turned up the volume and
believe it or not-they were there! DX
included RV15, PMY, XGOX, PMH, ITK,
IUG, YDB, SU1AS, SU1SG, FT4AG, XPC,
YPK, VK7YL, SM5SY, and many others.
Vy, 73. Joe Miller.
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New S -W Surveying

Instrument

(Continued front page 71)
used also. The receiver operates an output meter; three divisions of this meter
are equal to an input voltage of 5 microvolts per meter.
The waverange covered by the receiver
is from 15 to 100 meters.
Below the box we see an azimuth circle
which permits exact readings of the loop
position. The instrument should also
prove useful for determining the exact
positions of airplanes, etc.
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Short Waves + Balloons = Weather
The new Kenyon line of audio and
power components now includes a
number of Universal Transformers
which entirely eliminate obsolescence

(Continued from page 71)
A clock -like movement causes a toothed
wheel to move, and permit the moving
recording point to estimate the angle at
which it turns. This constitutes a kind of
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PRECISION THAT STAYS PRECISE
The permanence of calibration for
which National Receivers are famous is
combined with the convenience of knob controlled range changing in the NC -100

wipe contacts make permanently dependWhether you are about to buy a reable connections to tubes and tuning con- ceiver or not, you will want to know
denser. And the precision tuning con- more about the NC -100. Drop in at your
denser is fully worthy of the responsi- dealers. He will be proud to explain its
bilities placed upon it. Its preloaded many features to you. Or, if more congear drive of 20 to 1 ratio is a revela- venient, write for a copy of the description in smoothness. Its Micrometer tive folder describing the NC -100. It is
Dial is direct reading to one part in free for the asking and no coupon is
five hundred, and has an effective needed. Just send a postcard, saying you
scale length of twelve feet.
are a Short Wave & Television reader
To justify such precision construcand want a copy of the NC -100 folder.
tion, electrical parts must be of the But be sure to write your name and adsame high quality. There are no com- dress plainly!
promises on this score in the NC -100!
Throughout the entire receiver-both NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
RF and IF stages -air dielectric
MALDEN, MASS., U. S. A.
condensers are used wherever
their permanence of adjustment
and low losses can improve performance. HF coils are rigidly
mounted on low -loss R -39 supports,
each in its own shielded compartment. Important connections are
THE MOVABLE -COIL TUNING UNIT
made with heavy bus wire. TunAccurate positioning of coils insures that calibration
will not be affected by changes in stray inductance.
ing condenser stators have four
point mounting on bars of low Receiver. The unique Movable -Coil Tun- loss Isolantite.
ing Unit has such obvious advantages in
The circuit also has received its
electrical efficiency -such as short leads share of attention. For example, sepand isolation of idle coils -that it is arate tubes, electron -coupled, are used
often thought of in that connection alone. for high frequency oscillator and first
But this remarkable unit also makes detector. A bias -type power detector
possible a permanent accuracy in tun- and a separate tube for amplified and
ing and logging that is invaluable in delayed AVC relieve the second IF
DX work.
stage of the undesirable loading
When a twist of the range- changing caused by diode rectifiers. From first
knob slides the heavy cast aluminum coil
RF stage to push -pull output, no pains
shield down its smooth running track, have been spared to make the NC -100
positive detents lock the new set of coils as outstanding in reliability as it is in
into exact position, close to the tuning performance. Whether you tune to
condenser and tubes. There are no flimsy 540 KC or to 30 MC, you will find its
THE COMPLETE COIL ASSEMBLY
switch arms and flexible leads here! In- tuning as smooth as its logging is ac- Permanence of circuit characteristics is assured by the
rigid cast aluminum shield and by air dielectric trimmer
stead, fifteen rigidly- mounted double-side- curate.
condensers with R -39 insulations.
.
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Radio Industry
in America.

FREE BOOK

jl

AllCCOUPON

Do you want to make more money? Radio offers you
many opportunities for well- paying spare time and full
time jobs. And you don't have to give up your present
job or leave home and spend a lot of money to become

a

Radio Expert.

Many Radio Experts Make
$30, $50, $75 a Week

WORKS FOR STATE
OF ILLINOIS
"If I had not taken your

I would still be
ditches. 1 just
started to werk for the
Course

digging

State

of

Illinois, oper-

ating their 1.000 watt
transmitter. If anyone
ants to write me about
your Course, I shall be glad to an.
S. LEWIS. 126 E. Ashe
St.. Springfleld. Ill.

PICKED UP $1800
WHILE LEARNING
nicked up $1800
while studying and I
call that easy money-

I

MADE UP TO $400
A MONTA

"I

was working in a
garage with no future in
sight. My .wife and I
decided to put aside
Cenough to pay for your
ourse. We have not
I have
regretted it.
made as high as 5400 a
month In Radio." E. G. WOLFE,
1202 Eden St.. Elkhart. Intl.

GET MY LESSON ON

"TYPES OF RADIO

FREE

Do you want proof that my

styic4Ìeet

-full

for Well Trained Men

the time I gave my Radio work did not interfere with my other business." OTIS DENTON. 14105 Lorain
Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio.

TUBES"

Radio broadcasting stations employ engineers, operators, station managers and pay up to $5,000 a year.
Spare time Radio set servicing pays as much as $200
time jobs with Radio jobbers.
to $500 a year
manufacturers and dealers, $30, $50, $75 a week. Many
Radio Experts own and operate their own full time or
part time Radio sales and service businesses. Radio
manufacturers and jobbers employ testers, inspectors,
foremen, engineers, servicemen, paying up to $6,000
a year.
Radio operators on ships get good pay and
see the world besides.
Automobile, police, aviation,
commercial Radio, and loud speaker systems are newer
fields offering good opportunities now and for the future. Television promises to open many good jobs soon.
Men I have trained are holding good jobs in these
branches of Radio. Read their statements. Mail the
coupon.
There's a Real Future in Radio
Radio already gives good jobs to more than 300,000
people. And in 1936, Radio enjoyed one of its most prosperous years. More than $500,000,000 worth of sets,
tubes and parts were sold -an increase of more than 60%
over 1935. Over a million Auto Radios were sold, a big
increase over 1935. 24,000,000 homes now have one or
more Radio sets, and more than 4,000,000 autos are
Radio equipped. Every year millions of these sets go
out of date and are replaced with newer models. More
millions need servicing, new tubes, repairs, etc. A few
hundred $30, $50, $75 a week jobs have grown to thousands in 20 years. And Radio is still a new industry

-

growing fast!

Many Make $5, $10, $15 a Week Extra
in Spare Time While Learning

Practically every neighborhood needs a good spare time
serviceman. The day you enroll I start sending you
Extra Money Job Sheets. They show you how to do
Radio repair jobs that you can cash in on quickly.
Throughout your training I send you plans that made
good spare time money -$200 to $500 a year-for hundreds of fellows. My training is famous as "the Course
that pays for itself."

Give You Practical Experience

My Course is not all book training. I send you special
Radio equipment and show you how to conduct experi-

training

get nLesson
of Radio and Electronic
Tubes; 1losv They Operate." It tells
how and why Tubes work, explains
cathodes. grids, plates, extra grids,
all types
etc. Describes
Telvision tubes includof
ing duplex. cathode ray, acorn and
new beam tubes-prong-numbering
system -new A.M.A. tube numbering
system, etc. More than GO illustrations, including special photos
showing assembly of metal and glass
tubes and cut -away drawings showing
details of various glass and met?!
Get this Lesson FREE. No
tubes.
obligation. JUST MAIL COUPON.
stymaerRadoTn

"Types

ei

Money Back Agreement Protects You
I am so sure that I can train you successfully that
I agree in writing to refund every penny you pay me
if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruction Service when you finish. I'll send you a copy of
this agreement with my Free Book.

Find Out What Radio Offers You
Act Today. Mail the coupon now for "Rich Rewards
in Radio." It's free to any fellow over 16 years old.

It

describes Radio's spare time and

full time

o' por-

tunities: tells about my Training; shows you actual
letters from men I have trained, telling what they

are doing and earning. Find out what Radio offers
YOU! MAIL THE COUPON in an envelope, or paste
it on a penny post card -NOW!

J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 7FB3
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.

MAIL
COUPON

Now

This FREE BOOKhas Helped Hundreds

of Men to Make Mor Money

if.

-

J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 7Fß3
National Radio Institute, Washington, D.

C.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send the sample lesson and
your book which tells about the spare time and full time opportunities in
Radio and explains your 50 -50 method of training men at home in spare
time to become Radio Experts. (Please write plainly.)

NAME

TheTestei WAY
to SETTER PAY

ments and build circuits which illustrate important
principles used in modern Radio receivers, broadcast
stations and loud speaker installations. I show you
how to build testing apparatus for use in spare time
work from this equipment. You work out the things
you read in the lesson books. Read about this 50 -50
method of training- -how it makes learning at home
interesting, quick, fascinating, practical. Mail coupon.

'AGE

ADDRESS

STATE

If you do not wantyto cut cover send your request on a penny post card

8FR3

